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collected them for sale. The other kind was the black one,

which have a rather prickly roughness on their skin ; they are

thinner, softer and longer, and are not collected. There were
many kinds of shells here, specially kinds of Neritas, which
clung- to the rocks, two kinds of patochis, many Chitons, which
are also collected to be sold to the Chinese, some kinds of

Porcelains, etc. The most remarkable things I found, were some
l-reuz hapen and ostrea isorjiiovmm ; they were in such places where
the shore was low and shingly, and covered with a little mud.
The ostrea isor/nomim specially are most frequently found under
medium-sized stones or between them. The sea-stars were very
big here, each point measured about one and half feet, so that

stretched out the points from one to the other opposite one were
three feet in length, although the real body w^as not larger than

a Dutch ducat. Between the stones I found many kinds of

flesh corals, which all had opened. Some of them consisted of

angular tubes, which were easily divisible; they were quite

yellow and could easily be detached from the stones. Others

crept back into their respective holes as soon as I touched them,

and it was impossible to get anything else but fragments. To-
day I could only find out that their mouths were sometimes

^ of an inch in diameter, they took different shapes and were
sometimes oblong, angular, or round ; at times they stretched or

they were pressed together by others near them. The inside

(Discus) of this species was of the most brilliant gieen that can

be imagined, and was smooth and convex. The edge consisted

of innumerable fibres, arranged in irregular order ; they were
purple with white points. I could not see the opening of the

mouth without a magnifying glass, but as soon as I touched them
they all sent forth some water.

The other kind had a sky blue disc, and the edge was
yellow-grey. The bottom of the sea was filled with many kinds

of Alci/omus all of which I had already seen in Trinquemalle.

The dark night made me postpone my researches until the next

morning.
3. —At midday I went again to this island firtt as the low

tide was setting in. First of all I visited the huts of some
Malays and learned from them that they boil the large Bolothitrut

first in salt-water; after that they are put on a stand, whide is

made of split bamboo, is half a man high, two yards broad and
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six feet long-. They kindle a bright fire underneath this stand,

which has the effect of both drying and smoking the Holothuria.

I saw that they had gathered some fruits of the Lycas, which
are oval in shape. They were being cut into thin cross slices

and put for some time over the fire to be dried. Thev told me
that this fruit is more nutritious than rice in this dried condition,

but when eaten fresh it is unwholesome.
After this I went to the wood and found fiist of all a dry

male blossom, afterwards a very young cone with female blos-

soms, and at last a beautiful perfect male inflorescence, which
had a completely oval cone about one foot long. This furnished

me with an opportunity to make some minute observations

concerning the character in the second Jlontissa of Mr. von
Linne. On the mountain ridges of this island 1 found some high
trees of the Lagerostroeinia. as thick round as a man. The bark
was smooth and had slightly inducted big irregular scars, and
resembled the bark of the Gujava though the colour was lighter.

A new species of Tschcpnium grew among Sccpvola and Amaryllis

Teylanica and Sophora Tomentosa. Xear the shore of this island

in a sandy place grew some Casuarin trees, which I have already

described before now.
4 —I went again to another island, and found some new

kinds of plants, specially a tree the blossoms of which resemble
those of a Contorfa, specially those of a Cerium. The blossoms,

when they had fallen off were also purply-red, like those of the

Xereis, but they had ten anthers ; five of them stood inside and
were connate in pyramid shape a little before the pointed ends

;

the others stood stood erect at the side and seemed nearly all

unfertile. There was no fruit upon the tree; on account of the

wet weather most of the blossoms fell down without forming
any fruits. I also found a new kind of Capparis with oblong
leaves and prickly stalks ; the large Solomon's ants often covered
the whole fruits, and whoever touched one of the fruits could be
sure to be covered with hundreds of these biting insects. I

came to a place where shortly before a rhinoceros had come on
shore. My companions advised me to go back, as the animal
has the habit of often returning to the sea to refresh itself in the
water from the burning heat of the sun.

In the afternoon 1 went to another island, and found several
Er-^'i"'"^--'' in bloom: some of the blossoms I took with me to
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describe them. There also bloomed Cordia Sehestena, Guettarda,

Speciosa, Ixora flava, Lophora tomentosa', thej were all very
beautiful.

5. —It rained during the whole day ; I described some plants.

6. —I went to an island which lay one mile northward from
our ship. My researches were soon interrupted by the arrival

of seven or eight Malay praus, whose neighbourhood is always
dangerous for all Europeans. I only saw that the stones consisted

of a Schist, which was thin, grey and weathered on the surface

by the heat of the sun and the sea. Sometimes they were inter-

sected by some quartz, or by some red iron ore ; these veins

mostly ran down perpendicularly. I also found some traces of

splendid corals here. Dark clouds rose from the sea in the

north-west and though there was a strong west wind, the sky
soon looked very threatening. This, the Malays, and the

dangerous storms which we had had a short time ago, combined
with heavy rain, made it advisable for me to return. I arrived

at the ship just as it was beginning to grow dark. After 8 o'clock

the anchor was weighed to go to Taman, were we had been a

month ago.

7. —We had hardly made half our way, and the weather
grew more and more stormy. AV e had had rain and storm every
day which we passed on shore, but now there was a fresh storm
nearly every second hour. Wetravelled between the islands of

Pullu Penjang and the Lehlands, as far as the French island, but

the ship did not advance, because if the wind was moderate we
had not enough sails, as some had to be taken down from the

upper mast, and if there was a storm the body of the ship alone

sutticed to serve the storm m driving us back; therefore the

anchor was cast and we were glad to be in our dry cabins.

8. —We tried again to get near the land, and succeeded a

little better than yesterday, and about 10 o'clock we went on
shore with a boat to the place where we wanted to go, which
was at about three (Jerman miles distance. We got wet on
account of the rain, but the wind though contrary was moderate
and at four o'clock in the afternoon we arrived at Tamah.

13. —Until this day we had most violent storms and s..owers.

I botanized in the few dry-hours, but the damp spoiled every-

thing because the houses here are like sieves. Moreover, there

was the annoying' circumstance that my servant, whom I had
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sent to the ship in a boat, had been carried away by the storm
and everybody deemed him lost.

14. —I went out to botanize ; the monandria (Gingers)

began to bloom on account of the rain which we had had. The
Mussaenda had some sort of fringe at the blossom, and so they

seemed to belong to the class of blossoms, which Burman has

drawn in his " Thesauruss Teylanicus," but in reality these fringes

are only a projecting Sacinia of the corolla, which has been
caused to grow by the continual wet weather. I had the pleasure

of seeing man_y specimens of Papilio priami seeking the honey
out of this beautiful bright red blossom. They were later than

all the others, as Hector, Helenus and many other kinds had
already visited these blossoms.

' I found some very rare chrysalis on the shrubs, which I

could not compare to any other kinds, and which made me hope
for some fine PapUios in the future.

15. —The weather continued to be showery, but I tried to find

some object of interest. I obtained to-day a somewhat damaged
specimen of Papilio priami and many other kinds, but as the

blossoms of the Mussenda grew very high up and this was the

only tree in blossom I had to content myself with having seen

these beautiful Papilios, A Chinese told me that in Pegu no real

silver ovin is used. The silver is smelted together into big pieces,

and smaller pieces are cut off according to the present necessity.

The value of the silver is taxed according to the finer or coarser

crystalline figures, which form as the silver gets cold.

16. —I obtained some plants unknown to me. I described

two kinds of Coniorta, as I succeeded in finding both their frints

and pericarp. They grew frequently in such places which are at

times flooded by the sea. What is peculiar in the blossoms, I

mention in my description. One of these plants, which had thin

threadlike twigs, I found climbing among the bushes specially on

a very thorny shrub, and as I searched carefully for the pericarp.

I found a fruit which was three cornered pointed and smooth and

I first thought it to be the fallicles of this contorta ; but what
struck me as peculiar was that no milk came out as I broke them.

The smell which they exhaled was a strong smell of orange.

In this manner I discovered the tree which Rumph describes in

the 2nd volume of his " Herbarium Amboinense," and calls

Simorelli ; he has given a drawing of the same on the Tab : 32,
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I afterwards saw many of these trees but did not find a single

blossom ; therefore this kind remained unknown to me.
17. —We had again rain all through the day, and I had

news, that my boy was still alive, and that he and his companions
had lived on fruits and leaves in the island of PuUu Panjang,
where tney had been for 5 days.

18. —I went out to get some insects. I found several, but
most of them escaped to the top of the high trees.

19. —I described a new peculiar Pentandria. In the after-

noon, after it had rained a little, 1 found the biggest Phalena just

crept out of the chrysalis.

20. —1 described two E2ndendra,s^nd found some insects ; the

weather continued to be showery.
21. —I went out again to search for insects, but as I was

lucky enough to find a new Pteris and the Acrostichum Digitatum,

I stuck to botany. I found moreover a Pentandria with creeping
stalks and with white, funnel-shaped blossoms, which I described.

Its leaves resemble those of the Htjdrocharis Morsus-ranae or the

Cochlearia, Psycliotria.

22. —I took the road, leading to Cockreu, which was very
muddy and often intersected by rivulets. I found a large Scirpus

a Laurns with sky-blue blossoms, which at times had seven and
at other times eight stamens

;
generally two or three of these

stamens were connate in each blossom. In a very dark wood,
often traversed by the rhinoceros, I found on their dung a

special kind of Boletus Stipitatus. The roots consisted of a bulb

;

it Avas club-shaped, irregular, covered with a black skin on the

outside and inside it was quite white, rather hard, and a thick as the

point of the little finger. The stalks were about eight inches

long, smooth, bending, stiff as thick as a straw, black, brown,
and white underneath the hat. The pilens was umbrella-

shaped, round, and had a small hole at the top. It sends out a

sort of white dust. I found Clerodeudron fiamma Sylo. Maximum
under a Sagestrocmia, with perfect blossoms. The first time, I

saw this plant in Kara Nicobar, and afterwards near Cockreu.
The Polygate, whide I have often seen in India, the one with the

yellow blossoms gTew here frequently in the meadows, but the

rainy weather had spoilt it.

23. —1 went again to the place in the wood which is often

flooded by the sea and found several Epidendra, two of which
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I described. One of them had a Hypomochlion like that of the

Contortis, but the g-landula was more fastigiate in two bundles,

each of these bundles containing^ three glandulas.

24 —I described some Epidendra and searched for insects

in the afternoon. Wehad still some showers, but they were of

short duration. A tiger visited our house, but was satisfied with

only one goose for this time, which he carried away with him to

his hiding' place, which was about 200 yards from our house
in a dense opening wood at the back of the house.

25. —I collected some insects and described the smallest

Epidendruiii, which was of the kind called herha supp. by
Mr. Rumph. The leaves are swordshaped, and one sheathes the

other. The blossoms grow together in a single thin fine spike.

They are verticillate, very small and red in colour ; the fruit is

ballshaped.

26. —I went after some insects, and had the good luck to

catch two couples of Fapilioo Priamus. I saw several large

Papilios Achivi, one of them was twice as large as the Priamus.

The upper wings were black and those underneath were white,

with black veins and red spots. I also saw another very ]ar»-e

species with black upper wings and yellow underwings with

black veins.

27,-28. —I continued to collect insects.- Towards evening I

met a wild elephant, from which I had to escape. The bishop of

these parts told me that the leaves of the Sussa lladja, Rumph :

Amb. P. VII., pag'. 29, Tab. 15, are used as resicatories.

I described a kind of laurel, the flower-stalks and calyx of

which are of a beautiful orange red colour. The corolla was only
small and violet ; it had only eight stamina. The anther had a

lancet-shaped spur, which was a' so purply-red.

29. —I went again to search for insects, and among other

rare specimens I caught two Priarni and some very pretty

Sphinxes, the wings of which were quite like those of the Phcdina
p)yraUdes. I described an Alisma, the Cotyledon-leaves of which
were lancet-club-shaped and fleshy; the others were heart-shaped,

only the broader ends were not round but pointed. The calyx

consists of three sehals and therefore the whole blossom forms a

triangle. The corolla also consists of three petals, which are

larger than the calix and white. There were not more than eight

stamina, three and three growings together, and the reireinirg
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two also grew together. This was the case in most of the blos-

soms ;
among teu blossoms which I opened, only one had nine

stamina. They have no receptable for honey ; it must be a Ramun-
cidiis, and grew frequently in pools where the mud was deep.

30. —We went to our ship, which lay in the harbour, but
we had much trouble to reach it, on account of the many trees

floating in the water, cast there by recent storms ; however we
airived at midday.

31. —I went to the larger Pullu Salang', which is only
separated from the smaller island by a narrow passage, it is

twice as large as the smaller one, and lies paralell with the land,

stretching from Xorth East to South west. It was here that I

first found some Krcuz Ostern and some ostrea isognomum. I

intended to collect some more of them, and had the luck to find

about eighteen of the first kind. Higher up on the shore, higher
than the sea-water would rise, I often found that plant which I

had seen between Bangkok and Chanthebuhn, and which at that

time already I believed to be a kind of palm. 1 am even more
certain on that point now, because under the fleshy skin, which
is very smooth and shiny on the surface and of the most perfect

sky-blue colour, the kernel is horny and therefore resembles the

nuts of the different kinds of palms very much. There were two
species here ; one of them was the species I have already described

before. The second kind had a much longer racine about a span
lorg. The fruits grew sometimes three or four together in a

bell-shaped calix; each of the fruits was oblong, smooth and not
of tlie same intense sky-blue colour as the first kind. I searched
very dihgently for their blossoms, but till now I have not been
so lucky as to find any.

On the mountain ridge I found a kind of fern, which had both
very large pinnatified leaves and simply pinnate ones ; and they
were the largest fern leaves that I have ever seen. The fruit-

bearing leaves were somewhat smaller and divided in character-

istic lines. The Papiliones here were of the same kind as those

which always live in dark shady forests; they were of a brown
colour and beautifully speckled ; they were of an unusual size,.

The high forests here consisted mostly of very prickly leaves, as

Eottan and other kinds of palms ; these prickles tear both skin

and dress if one wishes to pass through them Cjuickly, and so my
servants and I had to desist from penetrating any further.
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I found nothing- new here as regards the formation of stones,

only they seemed to be more intersected with quartz. The har-

dened clay was also more vivid in colour. After low tide we
returned to our ship, which lay three miles from this ieland.

June 1-2. —I had an opportunity to send some intelligence

of my present condition to my friends on the coast of Bengal,

as Captain Peters returned thither. Captain Peters is a very
merry, industrious, honest, and obliging man, and so I used
part of these days to write letters. The rest of the day I cleaned

my shells, which might otherwise have proved unpleasant for the

ship on account of their commencing putrifi cation.

3. —Captain Peters took all my letters. His ship took tin

from our captain and left the harbour in the afternoon to sail for

its destination. My best wishes for a happy and speedy journey
accompanied him.

4. —I went to Pullu Jambu, an island, which might rather

be called a land-point because only a swamp, which is only

flooded at high tide, separates it from the island Junk Ceylon.

It has the same direction as the two Salangs and on entering

the harbour it lies on the right-hand side. It consists of two
middling high but narrow mountains, which are separated by
a valley. The front part of this island is closely covered with
high trees; there seems to be one place in the valley which
is not overgrown with trees, and also a hill, which lies in front

of the mountain furthest inland, and seems not to produce any
trees, but is covered with a kind of light green grass, which
gives a very pleasant view in the distance. Unfortunately
however this grass grows to almost a man's height and con-

sists of a kind of sugarcane, which according to my former
description is a Sacharum cUandrum, so it is more preferable to

look at it from the distance than to be close by. The foot

of the mountain consists of a hardened many-coloured kind of

clay, and here and there one can see some schist at the

southern side; the rest of the mountain consists of yellow-
red clay, much intermixed with mould.

The bamboo and the sugarcane made this island a favourite

resort for elephants, therefore as soon as one comes into the

jungle, one finds many paths made by the elephants, and that

these paths really originate from them is shown by their

dung, which one finds everywhere. I was told that there
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were specially white elephants with their young- ones living

here, the latter however were of the ordinary colour; but

I should not like to pledge myself for the truth of this as-

sertion. I mention at the same time that the white elephants

are considered as especially sacred and valuable among the

Siamese and Barmans, and are reckoned amongst their gods.

In the picture of their idol Potho, or as the Dutch call him,

Buddiik, one often finds white elephants drawn ; the animal

is generally represented with his trunk uplifted in homage of

the god.

However, it is a very wrong idea that because this ani-

mal is rare it is of greater value, and we also make the same
mistake in pajang great sums for such an animal, if it can be
bought. The elephants are like the white niggers of Mauper-
tius, the white monkeys, rats, mice, sparrows, ravens, beetles,

and some such animals. The colour is surely a kind of skin

disease cause by the sap of the nerves, and all these animals

have something repulsive. I have seen many such animals

here in India, and lately the son of the Loximannies, prince

of Quedar, presented our captain with a white swallow of the

kind that build the celebrated bird's nests. He called this

bird the King of swallows, though he was a Mohammetan.
These kinds of animals are even hated by other animals, e.g.,

the white ravens of Ferroi.

Among the special plants which I found here, there

was a large tree of a Cargota urens ; it was not of the common
species. The racimes were very long, about two men's length

between the lowest leaves, and were divided into small

alternate brown sheaths. Most of the fruits were already ripe.

They had a smooth, fleshy, blue skin and were as big as pigeon's

eggs. The nut had a hard outside. The outside of the kernel

was very hard and had dark brown veins, but the heart was
very soft.

I obtained here two kinds of Monandria, which I had never
seen before. One of them is in shape like the Ingofeher of

Mr. Eumph, but it is not this kind. The oblong pointed cone-

like shape is of a beautiful crimson red.

The second kind has its blossoms at the root, growing in

a thick bundle; the lower lip, which is the biggest, is of

the most beautiful carnicie red colour, like the Amaryllis
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formosissima. The edge is of a beautiful orange yellow, wavy
and has sometimes the appearance of being slightly torn. I,

described both these plants. People here eat both the blossom and
the fruit, which I learned to my disadvantage, because out of

four bundles of blossoms, two were eaten by the time we came
home. To-day the four English ships lying in the harbour
celebrated their king's birthday with many cannon shots.

5. —I was again in this island, and obtained a remarkable
big species of Tradescantia, which 1 described. There were
many other kinds in blossom, but they had no fruit ; among
them were two kinds of Echites.

I found a peculiar Epidendrum with blossoms and fruits,

and have called it for the moment Orchioideunt.

In the afternoon I went back to Tarnah, where we arrived

late in the evening.
6. —I went out to botanize and to search for insects. I

described a peculiar kind of small Polygala. I found a very
curious iflonandria which had an oblong narrow spike between
the middle leaves, but, as there were only five open blossoms
on three plants, I postponed the description.

I obtained a Lacerta volans to-day, which 1 prepared for

drying.

7. —I went out to botanize and to search for insects. I

obtained three kinds of Epidendra with blossoms, and described
them. I also found a Triandria, with a superior tristylei tlower,

it cannot be classified among Mr. Linne's classes; the leaves res-

emble those of the Vailisneria.

A Lemur was brought to me to-day. It was of the size ot
a small cat ; the head was round, the mouth black withouf
whiskers. The tongue was broad at the end, rough on the sur-

face, and smooth underneath. Underneath the tongue there
was a small hinder tongue ; it was lancet-shaped, had stiff

straight fibres, was white, horny and much smaller than the real

tongue; at the root of the upper tongue it was spike-shaped.
The front teeth were all pointed ; one of them on each side was
longer in the upper jaw as well as in the lower one. It has
three pairs of grmders at each side. The eyes are round ; the
iris is rust-coloured and projecting, the pupil is only small.
Round the eyes there was a black ring of short hair.

a. Aratochilus urc/ndous.
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The nails of the front feet were round and flat at the end

;

the hind feet had also the same kind of nails, only the hindmost
toe had a pointed bent nail, which was rather long- and black.

The hind paws were longer and stronger than the front ones. The
whole body was covered with soft, rust-coloured hair, which was
white at the ends. The hair underneath was woolly and grey.

From the forehead ran a dark brown line, ending gradually at

the hindmost haunches. The tail ends abruptly and is quite

short. The animal has a creeping walk and always bends the

head.

It climbs, or better, creeps up, with great agility. When
it is skinned the body looks long and thin.

8-9. —I went out botanize and to search for insects. I des-

cribed a Contorta and a peculiar kind of JEjndendron, with awl-
shaped long leaves and a fruit which had almost the same shape
as the leaves. Early this morning- my boy chanced to come
across the haunt of a big tiger, but the animal seeing himself

between my boy and myself with my companions ran away from
us in great haste.

10. —Wehad violent rain and a thunderstorm, which ceased

in the afternoon ; the air was hot and oppressive.

11. —I obtained a Monandria, very much like the Globba,

which Mr. Rumph describes in his 6th part. I frequently found
blossoms and fruits of the same and described it as minutely as

as possible among my monandrists, page. 16. The fruits are

almost ball-shaped and as big as ablue plum ; the surface is smooth,
fleshy, and blood-red. Inside the fruit has three divisions ; none
of the fruits were ripe as yet. The blossoms are the smallest

among the monandrists of Junk Ceylon, which I have described

hitherto ; they are not longer than the Lamium album, but much
wider.

The blossoms and calix decay on the ovary, therefore the

whole bundle of blossoms has always a decaying appearance,

except when they are just in full bloom, or have not attained

that stage yet.

12. —At breakfast I was treated to some rhinoceros hide;

I tasted some of it for curiosity's sake, but there was little taste

in it beside that of the manifold spices, which are used in its

preparation. It gets quite soft by being boiled for a long time.

It is brown and half transparent and has been cut into long
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narrow strips, which have been soaked and boiled for a long- time.

The boiled hide is about one finger thick. I obtained a piece of

raw hide on this occasion. The rhinoceros are said to visit this

island from time to time.

In the afternoon I described a Decandria which has beautiful

yellow blossoms and a peculiar kind of capsule. There are three

star-shaped capsules, flat outside and convex inside, growing to-

gether in the shape of a pyramid. The number of stamens varies

from nine to eleven, but generally they have ten. As it blooms
in the rainy season, one finds several Luxurirendes.

I also described a peculiar kind of Epidendi^wn, which had
only a few leaves growing on the ovary ; there are two on each

ovary ; they have very short stalks and stand in a horizontal

position. The blossoms are boat-shaped, growing on a thin tube

of three quarters of an inch long, which has some small compressed
fragile sheaths instead of a cahx. The lower petal is the largest,

and encloses all the others. At the obtuse ends two pointed lobes

project a little ; between them are two erect lancet-shaped

pointed small lobes as high as the two others; they form the

lower obtuse end and enclose the truncate nectary; the other end
rises a little higher, is smaller, a little puffed up, or hollow and
round. The end itself is round. At this end a fourth lobe grows
which is covered a little by the larger ones ; it descends with a

bend, is club-shaped, and reaches with its wider end over the end
of the truncate body, covers it, and is here stiffer, thicker and
of an orange colour. It is moreover convex on the outside and
therefore concave inside. The whole blossom consists of a thin

milky white Corolla, and has much resemblance to an Impatiens

noli me tang ere not quite open, and is very much like it in size as

well. In most of the Epidendra it is impossible to consider their

blossoms to have several petals and surely they form more than
one class. I have made a more minute description of it among
my Epidendra under the name of Epidendrum nudum.

13. —I went to the ship to look after some of my shells and
corals, and arrived there towards evening.

14-15. —I went to the big Pullu Salang, where I only found
about a dozen of Kreuz-Ostern. On a Cordia Sehastena I found a

splendid large Papilio of the genus Danais. It is white, the ends
of the upper wings are of a splendid orange yellow ; the under
wings were white and had black edges ; they aie speckled at the
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back with a kind of dirty yellow.

I have already often oteeived that the wings of the Papilios

la^ e the j-an.e colour as that of the blossoms on which they live.

A few years ago I saw a Teiy laige Papilio sucking the honey
of the Jiisiiiia Ediolivm ; it had the same sea-green colour as the

blossoms of the aboTe-mentioned plant. In this ir stance a great
part of the wings had the same colour as the Ccrdia, which is of

a beautiful oiange colour, and this circumstance made me search

the next day for some more specimens, but I only caught six.

16. —I went quite early to Pullu Jambo lo botanize and
search for insects. I found a big tree, which had funnel-shaped

blossoms, w^hich were divided into five lobes at the mouth and
w^ere superior. It resembles the family of the Gardenias. The
fruit is oblong, five-cornered, w-ith irregularly large sides, but

underneath a thin fleshy skin is a hard nutshell, which contains a

large amount of small rather fleshy seeds, disposed like eggs in

a nest; this I have also often ob^-erved to be the case in many
kinds of w^ild growing Gardenias on the Coromandel coast.

In the afternoon I searched for molluscs, corals, and the like.

I ha^e already said before that among- other corals, there are

many fleshy corals on these shores. AYhen the tide is very low
they lie on the stones in a very limp condition, as the fleshy parts

of the head lie in the anatomic balls, but as soon as the water
rises again they revive and regain their habitual tone. I happened
to touch one of these fleshy corals when the tide was high; it

had a bioad base, the edge was sharply bent and had many inter-

sections; it w^as very fleshy and flesh-coloured; I must have
touched it too hard and it broke. At the same moment innumer-

able animals came out of the cells and pores. These animals

resembled Neries exactly; the}" also had the broad stripe under-

neath and a narrow^er one along the back, and ring-shaped stripes

near the mouth. The mouth was surrounded by eight feathered

arms, which w^ere white in colour, while the rest of the body was
cofl'ee-brown. Under a half inch microscope they seemed to be

about one inch long.

This chance discovery made me repeat this experiment and

I tried to vary the manner of breaking the corals. I succeeded

best when the water began to cover the coral. Those which

had been covered by the sea-water and had dried out several

times were rather entangled, but in the one case, which I men-
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tioned before there can be no doubt, because the body and eight

principal arms had hardly been covered. All the other stony

corals had lost their animals, and this circumstance showed me-

that the animals are most lively in this season. It would be

impossible to describe their different species and varieties in

colour, and as my researches concerning them are not of very

long standing, I postponed my description until I should have
time to make closer observations.

In the evening I was fetched out one and a half mile, to the

ship of Captain Welsch, which had just arrived on the coas*^ of

Sumatra. His child was not well. Although I lost some time

in this way, the captain made up for it amply by presenting me
with the beak of a bird, which he had received in Sumatra on the

Padidir coast. Mr. Grew has described this beak before, but

very incompletely. It really belongs to the Buceros Rhinoceros.

It is not probable that this bird should live on carrion, because

the beak is much too weak, it is more likely that the people here

are right, and that he lives on fruit like the Buceros nasutus,

which also lives here frequently. The horn on the beak resem-

bles the shell of lobsters both in substance and colour. The
Chinese believe a stone of wonderful virtues is contained in the

beak of the Buceros and as they buy all the specimens they can

get, these bird are very dear here.

18. —I went again to Pullu Jambo. I found a kind of

Amoimini] the blossoms were white and grew in bundles; the

fruits were covered with fibre. The leaves are very much like

those of the Amomumwith the single large blossoms, but their

fruits grow close to the root. I described the Amomum. Near
the sea I found here many Alcyonia, which were of a pale fleshy

colour and had many cylindrical branches. Holothurians were
very frequently between the stones on the shore, and also the

shiny, many-limbed, transparent Holothurian, which has a red
stripe on either side along the back. The first kind I found
during the first days of my return in the island of Cockren, and
I have then already made the observation that if one tries to pick

them up, everything that they contain in their bodies runs down-
wards so that they swell out at the lower part and augment in

weight, and this causes them to break near the point where the
finger touches them. The shiny skin burns the fingers, like that

of so many other molluscs. As the weather was fine, I often had an
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Opportunity of counting- their eight stretched-out arms distinctly

;

they are about two inches long, and between two or three lines

thick and are a little compressed, at both edges and at the inner

side they were covered with projecting warts ; the colour was
grey, less transparent than the rest of the body. Many of these

molluscs were here hardly as thick as a thumb and about three

feet long ; those which I had seen before were much larger.

Among the many fleshy kinds of corals there were some which
were shell-like and cupular. Their projecting edge was curly, with

many folds and bends ; there were many threadlike arms at the

edges which could be stretched out as far as an inch, and as

the flood rose they made wave-like movements. The other part

of the body was brown on the concave side and red on the out-

ward side. At first I deemed this fleshy growth to be a kind of

coral, but as soon as I touched it the arms were drawn in, and
when I wanted to pull it out by force it crept deep into the

ground, spirting some water from its centre. I dug more than

half a foot into the sand to find the root, but I had not yet dug
deep enough, It was without doubt an Actinia, but a very large

kind, the diameter of some being half a foot, not counting their

arms. On some old coral remains polypus had fastened, they were
all threadlike, close together, more than an inch long and coffee-

brown ; they also were soft and fleshy. It was impossible to

count the number of their arms in the water, they could only be

distinguished on account of their white ends; as soon as they
were taken out of the water they formed a tang'led mass.

The peculiar thing was that I did not find a single porcelain

shell nor an Ostrea isognomum in any of these islands.

19. —I went with my captain again to the island Pullu Jambu.
He had been ill and wanted to recreate himself. Wehad many
armed people with us, and so I dared to penetrate deeper into

the wood of this island, which in reality is only a peninsula.

Wewanted to go across the mountains, and after we had worked
our way through the bamboo and rottan jungle, we came into

a forest, which had very high trees and only little undergrowth.
I found a shrub, about three or four feet high; male blossoms
grew directly on the stem or the branches in horizontal position

and they had sometimes not the slightest prominence on which
they grew ; ihey were funnel-shaped, the tubes were very thin

and about three quarters of an inch long. The limbs spread and
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were divided into five egg-shaped lobes, which were about three

lines wide. The 'Colour is a beautiful yellow, with blood-red stripes.

The male parts are : a thick stamen, standing- erect (Adelphiaj,

and which first divides into three horizontal parts ; at their ends
are the anthers, also divided into two parts. The peculiarity of

these blossoms is, that in half-grown blossoms the anthers seem
to be single and so are only three in number, but when the

blossoms have reached their perfection they split and then they
form six anthers with very delicate furrows, their colour also

being yellow. The female blossoms grow on a high stalk, which
grows erect, somewhat compressed, striped and smooth, and
has one or two alternate ovate leafiets, and at the end grow one
or two, rarely more, female ^blossoms, which are almost sessile.

They are distinguished from the male ones by the greater thick-

ness of their tube; all the rest of the corolla is like that of the

male ones. Favetta, v^hich was just in bloom, grew here also

frequently, and some other shurbs unknown to me; most of them
seemed to be monandrias, among them the splendid cone of the

Amonirn showed to perfection. I have described it among my
Monandria, page i). It has a carmine red colour, and is often

eaten by the Siamese, who call it Kalch. I observed that the

ripe seed, which is oblong, angular and black is often eaten by ani-

mals, who open the cone. The Siamese told me that the ele-

phants too are very fond of this cone. I saw a peculiar kind of

palm-tree, with prickly stem and stalks, which resembled the

rotan very much. The leaves were simply pinnate apices un-
divided or confluent distichous ; each pinna had a long rhomboi-
dalshape, and was rather longer at the base and ended in a

narrow point; this last observation, and that they are Sadentite

on two sides, distinguish this plant from the kind of palm-tree
which I described on my journey from Cockren to Tarnah, which
was about the 26th March. Afterwards I saw many of

the above described trees, but their stem was quite small, and
they had neither blossoms nor fruits. We now reached the

opposite shore, and saw many large trees of the already described

Uardtuia, the blossoms of which refreshed our invalid with their

sweet smell. Weturned back to the wood, and after a few
steps my captain discovered some beautiful red blossoms, which
grew in large quantities upon a very high tree. I soon saw
that it belonged to a climbing plant, and my boy, who was
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trained in climbing, soon brought down some blossoms and fruits.

The calix had the same peculiarity as most of the Bauhimas, it

split irregularly on the upper side. The corolla was like those

of the Bauhinia, but there were three stamina, which spread

out on the petals ; the style was like that of the Bauhinia. The
pods were threadlike, compressed, pointed, a little hairy, indented

and woody. The leaves also were serrated at their ends.

I was told that the natives of Pegu eat this pod, which has a

bitter taste, and causes an indig^estion if eaten in great quantity.

Not far from these plants, which covered several trees, grew a

large tree, of the Sontarum sijloster, Rumph : Amb, Par 11, page
53, Tab. xi. It had no blossoms at this moment, and the fruits

lay on the ground, part of their flesh having already decayed,
they were of the size of a gunball and most of them were
germinating where they lay. 1 made a small collection of the

best among them.

AVe then came to some high trees, and saw many thread-

like stalks which chmbed along their stems. These stalks were
three-cornered, about as thick as a quill, wood-like, dark brown
and full of projecting prickles. Close to the bark they had short

strong fibres with which they clung to the tree. The leaves

only began to grow at a height of three or four fathoms, and
by their form I could see that it was a kind of fern. After

many vain attempts, I succeeded in detaching- one of these

stalks and managed to pull down a good amount of leaves and
fruits. I discovered it to be an Os/imda, resembling the Lonchi-

tes valubites, Rumph, amb, p.vi, page 73, tab. 31. However I

have seen all the varieties he mentions in Siam, Malacca, Sallangor,

and here, and so I cannot consider this to be a variety as well.

The stalks are half round, prickly, dark brown, and equal in size

almost to the end; the inner side is flat; between the leaves it

divides into a few branches. The leaves are distichous petiolate,

simply pinnate, and three feet long. The pinna are alternate,

bifarious, lanceolate, acute, spreading, shortly-lined, membranace-
ous. The fruit-bearing leaves have the same shape, and the dust

almost covers most of the round leaflets entirely ; some of them
have at their base leaflets like the other leaves not covered

with, this dust.

At a little distance. from here I found the Pothos pinnate;

tlje leaves end obtusely, they are fleshy, and I rarely saw^ one un-
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touched by the msects. The stalks or roots which climbed upon
the trees had not those burning- fibres, which Eumph mentions.

I only fornd cones which had already fruits but no blossoms.

As we were descending the mountain I found a small shrub,

about as hig-h as a finger ; the stems are woody and the blossoms

grew in a corepub. The corolla was funnel-shaped, divided into

five small pointed lobes: the mouth was bare, deeper, inside the

tube there w^ere five authera. The tyle was divided at the

end : it just began to bloom and had no fruits yet.

About midda}- we turned back to our ship, and I tried to

arrange my conquests as best I could.

In the afternoon I sent my boy and some of the Siamese to

fetch me some beetles of which they had spoken. They said

that this beetle builds its nest one foot deep in the ground, by
preference in such places where the wild elephants have left their

dung. In the evening they came back with fifteen beetles of a

very large kind, which resemble the Scarahoa actecn. The
Siamese wash these insects, fry them, and eat them with great

appetite : they assured me that they had an excellent taste,

which opinion my captain confirmed, who had himself eaten them,

prepared in some other manner. I am convinced that they contain

many particles of fat, and that they decay with the most deadly
of smells. I am equally convinced, that they are eaten by
monkeys and other quadrupeds, which fact I conclude from
observing their dung.

The Siamese call these insects Fhu-zi vel Tzuh-tzhl
The weather had continued dr}^ for eight days, the air was

cool, and we had east wind, circumstances which much favoured
my researches.

20. —I went again to the large Pullu Lalang, to enrich the

collection of my beautiful Pcpilia, which I found here on the

Cordia, but I was not as lucky as I wished. The weather
changed to-day and we had strong westerly winds with rain,

and the beautiful Papilions flew so high, that it was not possible

to catch any. So I continued to botanize and went across the

forest to the other side of the island, where I found a bay far

reaching into the land. There was very little water in this bay
and as all was very quiet 1 saw many Scolopaces Pheopi and
monkeys searching for food in the muddy ground, which contained

many shells and small fishes.
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The monkeys were specially delighted with the oysters,

which they knew how to open very dexterously ; on my arrival

the whole society was frightened and fled away in all directions.

Meanwhile I went on to botanize and found a great number of

parasitic plants, more than I have ever seen together in so small

a space. There were many kinds of Ejmlendra, among them
one species which I have never seen before. They climbed with
their roots to the very tops of the trees. The leaves came out
of a compressed somewhat tessellate wrinkly green shiny bulb.

The flower stalk grew out near the base on the edge of the bulb
and this stalk as well as the outer pericarp were covered with
a brown sort of wool. For the detailed description see : Lit. B.

between pagina 52 and 53. Liter. J. Epidendrum retusum had
fruits here. I also found here frequently another kind of Epi-

dendrum, with egg-shaped wrinkly bulbs ; it had no blossoms.

I also saw another plant, which I thought to be an Epideii-

drum; it was a climbing plant with white jointed thread-like

stalks, which had opposite leaves without stalks; they were
oblong, eggshaped, pointed, and had bloodred serrated cross-

stripes ; the rest was dark green. They did not have any milk

when I broke them, and I looked in vain for blossoms.

Among the ferns I found a very large Oteris, with linear

leaves, Ihree to four feet long, growing together in large bundles

;

their pericarp seemed to grow almost on the edge of the leaves.

I have seen this kind often before, but never so large and in such
numbers together.

Among these I found three specimens of Acrostichun cor-

nutum. Acrostich: heterophyUum, Polypodium lanceolatum, pilosel-

loides, comosum, QuercifoHuni, Asplenium Chinense, Caudatum,
philippense, Osmunda Scandens, Ophioglossuni pendulum, Blechnuiu

Orientale, Blechnum Pteroides, aspleinum nidus, Salicifolium and
many more were here in great number. The creeping Bromelia

ahorescens Y. Zeylon, the common kind, the kind growing as high

as a tree, the long broad prickly kind, from which the Indians

make their best mats with which they cover their goods, and a

kind of palm, grew here abundantly, but only the common kind

had a male raceme and a large amount of fruits. The rain-

showers continued and the wind grew more and more violent.

I had to make a good German mile against the wind and the

current with my small boat, therefore, I started on my way back.
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I saw two quadrupeds lying on the top branch of a tree, one
behind the other ; I shot twice at them and so did one of my
people, but in vain ; they remained where they were, without

even moving- very much. I only reached the ship in the after-

noon, on account of the strong" wind.

In the evening I went to see the sick child of Captain

Welsch, and I had the good luck to learn from him in what
manner the Malacca dragons-blood is made. They boil the sap

of the flower of the cane Dsiemang Rotting, which forms a dark
substance when boiled ; then they take three or four parts of

Damar resin and pound it in their usual wooden pounders until

it forms a fine powder: then they mix it with the equally pound-
ed genuine sap of the dragon's blood, pour boiling water over
all, form it into a kind of molass by stamping' it well and take

it out while it is still soft, putting in into proportionately sized

little sacks, made of matting. Then the water is pressed out and
the whole substance allowed to dry. This furnishes the best

kind of dragon's blood. The inferior kind consists of inferior

sap and a greater addition of Damar resin. He told me many
things concerning the Damar, as he has been trading with it for a

considerable time in Sumatra and the Malay coast. He told me
that the clear fine Damar is often found among the common
damar resin in Quedah, and that just now he had entered upon a

special contract with a merchant living there, who who was
to pick out a pikul for him, which he could sell in Bengal for

a much higher price, as the commercial houses there use it in-

stead of the powder of the Laudracis, to cover spots in the paper.

He said that when quite fresh this Damar was greenish white
and quite transparent like Venetian glass. In the course of

time however, and specially among the large amount of inferior

Damar, it turned moie and more yellow. He had experienced,

much to his loss, that this Damar could not be dissolved with
common oil, that it burns into hard lumps, and could not be
lighted in the fire, at least only with great difficulty. At this

occasion he showed me a piece, five ounces in weight, which was
quite transparent and yellowish green.

He also said that according to his experience, the Chinese
Damar was very much superior if used for ships, but I will not
assert that he is quite right in his opinion that there was a difference

from eight to ten parts to two parts of oil, and that the Chinese
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one was much more liquid.

He told me moreover that on the coast of Padri, in Suma-
tra, g-old was hewn from the steep mountains by means of small

instruments, and that there were often medium sized grains to

be found, rarer real nuggets. He showed me one nugget which
was of the weight of eighteen Spanish Dollars. The mountain
range where this gold was found was called Laboh, and lay

about three days' journey inland. The people living near there

were mostly uncivilised, and at times pay for opium with equal

weights of gold.

21. —Early in the morning I made preparations to go to

Tarnah in the afternoon, and then I went for a short time to

Pullu Jambu. I lost my way a little and found a kind of grass

climbing on the trees. The leaves and stem were so completely
like those of the bamboo, that I first thought it to be this kind,

specially as it also crept along on the ground and grew erect in

other places. I did not see one among many hundreds bigger
than my little finger. I also saw a Panicle, the blossoms of which
however had all dropped, but eventually I found many ends of

this plant hanging down from the trees. The stalk was joined

and rough on the surface. Inside it was woody, and hollow in

the middle. The joints were about one foot long, and near the

end several branches grew out of the points; there were only

a few leaves at the end of these branches.

I found another tree resembling the rotan, with a fascicle

of fruits, the spadices of which were bright red. The fruits

were oval, oblong, smooth, ressile and fltshy inside; they were
of a beautiful blood red colour, and were twice as big as the

ordinary sized quills. The fleshy part encloses the kernel with a

layer of prickly stiff fibres, which were rather loose at the top

part. The kernel consisted of an oblong nut, which was exact-

ly like an nut when cut, and contained some red juice, which
dyes the linen red when brought in contact with it. Soon after

one of my people brought me the male blossom, which had
the spathe; it was oblong, bicarinate, membranaceous, white,

simple. The blossoms were sessile on the beautiful carmine-red

spadi and consisted, like those of the Betelnut, of three semi-

orbicular sepals. The corolla consisted of three oblong petals;

this blossom was bright red in all its parts. The stamens of

this blossom were not quite distinguishable because it was still
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very small. The tree is well known by the natives here w^ho

call it Gkottschoh, and ase these nuts sometinaes instead of the

ordinary Betel nuts.

I came to a path in a bamboo jung'le, which evidently was a

favourite resort of the elephants, and succeeded in climbing- down
ag'ain the steep shore, where I found some buds of a mon.indria

hitherto unknown to me, but they were was yet too young for

any examination. I found here the female blossoms and fruit of

a shrub of which I had only as yet found the male blossom.

It was the shrub with the three leav^es, and so I completed my
description thereof. I went round the island and found a kind

of large tree, which was frequented by several Buoceros, proba-

bly i^iperacious. The Siamese call this bird Nock Nang ; it only
lives on fruits and seldom flies low. The remarkable thing in

this bird is that it makes a peculiar noise with its wings at it

flies along. I think the chief cause of this is its having at che

ends of the large feathers of the wings small points, standing

apart from each other, with which they cut the air wben flying

and produce this rustling' noise. I cannot decide whether there

are other causes contributing to this noise, as I have only seen

them flying along singly or three to five at a time, or raier still,

sitting on very high trees, and I have observed that their feet

are very short and most of their plumage black, except at the
beak, which is surrounded by a skyblue colour, but I cannot say
whether they are feathers of this colour, or merely skin, and the

description which the people here give is too uncertain. At
my return I g^ot an Albuca which I described, and the blos-

soms of a kind of fruit resembling the Strychnos Nux-vomica.
I looked about for fruits of the Echites, but all blossoms had
dropped without leaving any ovary. The PhijlHvea however had
many blossoms and fruits and also the Erythroxylon, which
grew as a rather large tree. In the afternoon I went from the
harbour to the shore, sad that the fine weather was passed, and
that we were again threatened with storm and rain.

22. —1 arranged my newly collected things and my other

plants, which were almost decaying during the time that I had
not been on the ship. The Scarabei had such a disag-reeable ^mell,

that I got a very strong headache ; I only wished the ants had
eaten the delicate fat, which is in such favour with the S.am.ese

but however often I offered them this Siamese delicacy they
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would not touch it.

23-24. —The continual rain made it very difficult for me to

preserve my collected treasures, which continued decaying-.

I described the above-mentioned monandria, which had leaves of

beautiful red underneath, but had no fruits as yet ; and also a

shrub, which was a monandrist and had a very aromatic bark.

25. —I obtained a few insects. A beautiful bird with a blue

beak had come here ; it seemed to be a Innscicapa and was of the

size of a pigeon. I described a tree, which was a Matthiola.

26. —The atmosphere on land was rather unsafe for Euro-
peans during the last days, on account of some quarrels between
some English captains and the king ; I wastheiefore called back
to the ship. Before I left the land I botanized a little and found
a very pretty small Epidendrum, which I described still to-day,

page 52, lit N.
A Chinese merchant, living at Tarnah, told me that tin was

also being found on the height of the mountains, because the

violent rain washes the earth away and so uncovers the tin and
sometimes even washes this down as well. The old women
collect it, and bring it to the smelter, who renders them ^ of

what they have brought him, because the prevailing custom here

is to give the smelter 4 of whatever he smelts, which is the only

payment for his trouble.

zVIl the tin in Pullu Panjang had formerly been collected in

this manner, and was not dug for as they do here, and there was
enough tin there to furnish many people with an occupation.

But Malay ships had often killed and robbed these people, so that

in the end they had fled.

On the whole Malay coast people are said to collect the tin

in this primitive way and not to dig for it as they do here.

27. —I looked at all the plants which I had lately collected,

and found them, to my greatest grief, almost all decayed. The
feeling on land was so dangerous, that I prefered to return to

the ship, in order not to be exposed to any annoyance, or to the

danger of being illtreated by the tyranical government.
28. —I examined some of the infusory animals of the corals.

The weather was rainy and it was cold in the evening, which
began to be very bad foi my health. During the earlier part of

the day it was hot, and all my pores were blocked up.

30. —The weather was ai-ain a little better and I went on
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shore in the afternoon and saw some branches of the big- Lager-

stroemia tree blossom ; they grew too high for me. In a swampy
place grew the Lycopodium cernum -,

it was very high and had

some filicibus, but I have not been able yet to find out their

fructification. There were also some kinds of Sictamims.

July 2. —I went again on shore and caug'ht some Papiliones.

I saw a shrub which had three leaves ; the blossoms grew in

a spica about one finger long, there were two fruits from each

blossom; they were oblong, puffed up and as big as a pea.

5. —I spent this day in Captain Light's company, and we
could dare to penetrate deeper into the wood, because we had
many people with us who were armed with guns.

The first new discovery which I made w^as a small shrub,

which grew like a little tree with only a few^ branches at the

upper end; it might have been two yards high. The little

stem and the branches were covered with a black, grey bark,

and they were strewn here and there with orange-yellow

blossoms, which had the shape and size of the Primula ; they

grew on a small peduncolo squamuloso, only about half an
inch long. I could not make any description of it as yet.

because the blossoms were all male ones; the female blossoms

which I found were not perfect. The capsulas were tricoco

and so resembled the Fatrophis.

We went right across the island, which was covered with

a dense forest, consisting of many very high trees ; the ground
was strewn over with their fruits and we g'athered some of

them. 1 found a kind of palm growing in great abundance
on the other side of the shore ; the stems w^ere high and strong

and resemble the Borasso. Most of the fruits had already
fallen off. Those fruits which had still their fleshy parts were
oval, and had the size of a pigeon's eg^. The skin of the fruit

was smooth and blue. The fleshy part brown, sharp and stringent

in taste, and as thick as the back of a knife. The nut was
less oval.

9. —We had had rain and storm during some days. I went
out in the afternoon to examine the polyps more minutely than
I had hitherto done. At this occasion I found some Actimi,
which had been left behind in some hollows of the shore as the
water fell. Their arms were stretched out, and they measured
more than one foot in dian^eter. The -arms were fco closely
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pressed together at their base that I believed the whole ani-

mal to be an Asterias from the distance. These arms were
striped in many colours —white, red, yellow, and blue on a grey
ground. I found several more, and tried to dig- them out, but
they sat more than one foot deep in the sand and clung- to

some stones, so that I only succeeded in unfastening- two different

kinds. The body of one of them is covered with a rather hard
skin, which has the brightest red colour, and when the animal

has drawn itself together it is two inches in diameter and is

as long as a hand is wide ; the skin of the other kind was
grey and soft and it had half the size of the other. All others

broke before I could unfasten them from the stones.

I could not make out the different species of corals on
account of the rapid flood, but their little infusory animals were
all hydra. The stretched body is brown and the arms are white

and eight in number. These infusory animals clung to different

small stones or pieces of wood, and they form large lumps in the

sea, but as soon as either the stones or the wood was taken out

of the water there was nothing to be discovered upon them
than a yellow crust full of small warts. I saw a coloured Doris;

the back was almost quite flat, the lower edge was projecting

and wav}^ ; the surface had fine scars, the size was one and half

inch long by one inch wide. The whole body was black,

only the wavy edge was white and had black stripes. I also saw
the common Indian Doris, which I have so often found near

Jaffnapatnam ; both these species do not have the usual opening-

on their backo The infusory animals of the sea amaranth,

Mailrepora Ainaranthis, had all stretched out their arms, which
were of a splendid green on the upper side; underneath they were
ash-grey. All these arms, which stand in a circle-shaped mouth,

are very numerous and like fingers. I have seen them as long

as half an inch and even one inch. This mouth in the disco

consists of swollen grey lips with fine milk-white stripes ; the

thin body is underneath this mouth. There are as many different

animals as there are little holes in every amarantho, which shows
clearly that they cannot be counted among the Medusas, but

much rather among the Actinia ; all the different kinds of polyps,

which live between the stones and were as thick as a finger

and one inch long, belonged to this ssi^iaae kind.

I obtained se\ eral Gorgonia, the animals of which had come
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out : they were hydi^a, their Ixxiv was snowy white and had

eight arms which spread out.

12. —The dreadful weather, combined with a feeling of weak-
ness and a disinclination against any work, kept me in for a few
days. As it seemed to be fine to day, I asked Captain Light to

let me have a boat and a few men : we rowed to a part of the

island which did not make it necessary for me to climb. I had
already at different times seen a Bauhinia in this place ; its stem
is as thick as a hand, and it first climbs up the trees without
forming any branches, only on reaching the top it divides itself

into a great nimiber of branches, which spread all over the tree.

The bark -is dark ashy-grey, the leaves are orbicular, a little

divided or cut in front; they are bigger than those of any other

kind of Bauhinia. The blossoms were a big Pamcula and were
in all their parts a perfect Bauhinia. The petals were like the

Iscoro.Iocc. bright red,, but it had only three bending stamina,

which were blood-red. The stylus was bent like that of the

Bauhiniis, the Legumina linear was thread-like, round, pointed and
longer than a finger. One of my people, who had lived in Pegu
for some years, told me that poor people there boil the silices

and eat them: they have however always a bitter taste and
remain hard even when they had been boiled in several fresh

waters, therefore if eaten too often they cause a Dysentery or

Mai de terre.

I went a few hundred steps up the mountain and found to my
great astonishment two kinds of Areca trees. I had often g'iven

much money to the natives to procure me some parts of these

trees, but they had always asserted that they only grew deep
in the wilderness. There was a whole wood of them here,

white ones as well as the red kind. At first I found the white
kind: it grew as hig'h as a man: the stem was smgle, thick,

striped like that of all palms, without prickles: the bark was
green. The crown was moderately large, the leaves pinnate,

the leaflets linear, convex at the top, had three strong nerves:
the ends were obtuse. The edges of the leaves were smooth
and not sharp : the colour was light green. Many trees had
fruits and the male spadix still hung down from them, dry and
without blossom. All spadices consisted only of a few branches,
five or six, seldom more. They divided at the base and not any
further up. were strong and not quite a span long.
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Many of the fruits of these white Areca nuts were quite small,

others were almost ripe and began to turn white. They were
egg-shaped, pointed at the outer end, smooth and shiny ; the

kernel contained some sap and enclosed a nut which had the

size of a laurel. The calix, the corolla, and the stylus were like

those of the areca nuts.

The second species grew thrice as high ; the stem was
as a strong hand, the leaves were like those of the other kind

and had three nerves. A small young spadix had its spatha

membranacea cymbi formis nivea hanging on it still ; the spadix

was blood-red, and consisted of few branches, which were about
one foot in length. They grew underneath the crown, where a leaf

had fallen off. The female ones had their spadices a little longer

and on them grew some blood-red, oval, smooth fruits, having

the size of a plum. From the nuts I judge that it must be an
areca, because I found the same characteristics in all the new-found
specimens ; there was nothing remarkable about the stamina and
stylus. The calyx and the coralla have been wrongly described

by Mr. Linne. They all have the prickly fibrous substance

enclosing the kernel.

I also saw here a peculiar kind of tree which resembled the

Calamo Rotan. The stem grew in a slanting manner, and like

that of all Hotans it was covered with prickles. It was about

one and half man high. The leaves were simpliciter pinnate, and

three feet long; their pinna were Rhomboidal, and grew with

one side of the Rhombi on the common stalk. They were quite

flat, striped with nerves, a little leathery and smooth. The point

of the leaflets was lengthened, both edges running down were

integerrima, the upper ones laccerodenta. They are eight inches

long and four inches wide. I took some of them with me, and

also some leaves from the Areca trees, but the negligence of my
people and my present weak memory let me only keep a white

Areca tree and a leaf of the Rotan, because 1 carried both

in my own hand.

13. —I was seized with a violent bilious fever, combined

with cold shivers and general weakness. This sinking of my
strength was an even stronger proof of my illness than all exter-

nal signs. I therefore took an emetic in Ihe evening and I

vomitted an unusual amount of gall. The day after I used Tart:

emet. gr. uj. in Hij. disolved in water, and continued taking this
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during the two following' days, repeating the emetic again in the

evening and again vomiting a large quantity of gall. The
violence of the illness was broken, but the tota? want of purging

medicines prevented a perfect cure. Meanwhile my great weak-

ness, loss of appetite, and a rapid decline, threatened to kill me.

Therefore I resolved to go with Captain Scott's three-masted

ship, which was bound for Malacca, my Captain readily made all

arrangements for my passage, as he feared to have a corpse on

his ship, while Captain Scott could easily make funeral arrange-

ments at sea; and late in the evening of the 17th I went on

board of Captain Scott's ship, called " Prince." We sailed still

the very evening. The movement of the sea soon excited the

marasma<^ic quietness of my blood, and the fever broke out with

greater violence. I had no other means of cure, than frequent

water-drinking.

23. —I went on deck for a little while in the morning ; we
passed a long-stretched island, called Pullu Trotto, which consists

of steep mountains overgrown with trees, and only showing
white spots in a few places. The stone must be weather-beaten.

Wewere only one English mile far from it, and could distinguish

everything very well through a Dolland telescope. I was told

that no people live in this island on account of the many tigers

having their resorts in it, but this tale was immediately contra-

dicted by the other statement, that there were many wild boars

and many stags living here at the same time.

However many people go to this island, both from the main-

land, which is about two German miles far, and from Pullu Lada,

which is only separated from it by a channel about half a German
mile wide. People gather the Damar, which is found here in

large quantities. If these people are obliged to sleep in the

island they climb upon high trees. A Diodia was caught at

midday, during the calm generally prevailing in the channel.

The back was green, the stomach w^as white, quite smooth with-

out Spina, only near the Ano there were some slightly projecting

warts. It was about one span long, and had a very bad smell.

I had exerted myself too much to-day by going on deck, and had
to pay this with an attack of extreme weakness, followed by a

critical fever.

24. —I was slightly better in the morning and could not bear

to lie down any longer, although my. weakness often made me
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sink down. I got an Aphrodita, which is different from the

Aculeata.

In the afternoon when I was alone, I tried to go down some
steps about four yards long, but I fell dow^n these steps and it

was very lucky for me that someone just came to meet me, who
prevented my breaking any bones at a wall near to me. How-
ever my shoulders and elbows were badly bruised. My usual

fever was not as bad this evening, the pain from my fall had
taken its place.

25. —We passed the high country of Pullu Lada, which is

said to be very populated. The inhabitants live by agriculture,

f" s :ing, gathering bird's nests and Holothuriis, and at times they
niake hunting of men their business, whom they sell as slaves to

the T^utch. There is rain or a thunderstorm almost every even-

ing, on afcount of those nigh mountains, and so the island is very
fertile. Wehappily left this channel in the evening.

26. —Wearrived to-day in the harbour of Quedar, where the

anchor was cast. Captain Scott went on shore for trading pur-

poses. I felt worse and could not go about much, but had to

lie down a good deal. The pain from my fall was very bad.

28. —Captain Scott came back on board and brought with

him some tins and provisions, which can be bought here very
cheaply. They consisted of pigs, ducks, birds, and chickens ; he
had bought them from a Chinese living here. The anchor was
v/eighed in the forenoon still, and we left the harbour without
taking any fresh supply of water. That which had been in

barrels was consumed and we were now obliged to drink that

from the cistern, which was very bad and had a horrible smell on
account of many thousands of insects having been drowned in it

and decaying slowly in the water. The water was passed through
a filtering stone for cabin use. My right side, and specially my
right arm, was paralysed, so that I could not lift the latter, and
if I tried to do so with force I suffered terrible pains in all

muscles. I abstained totally from drinking any water, because
it was so very bad. I also felt some rheumatic pains in my left

shoulder, which were very annoying, but I could at least move
the arm with some effort as much as to make eating possible.

My illness increased, as I had used all remedies, during our long

journey, and for want of any puiging medciues the illness

- ^sumed the character of an appoplectic slumber, with inclination
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to bend the neck down very low, but I tried to fig-hi down this

desire for sleep as well as I could. A great Ion ing- for heating

drink made me take several glasses of Madeira wine during the

day, they were the only remedy I had. My food consisted in the

middle of the day of chicken broth and rice, there was no Aroma ta

on board, and in the evening I had some boiled Sago with

Madeira poured over it, which looked and tasted equally bad on
account of the bad water, but this was a case of eat or die.

A glass of Dutch beer drove away all paralysis for a few
hours, and this circumstance convinced me that my pains were
more marasmal or paralitical than rheumatical. The continual

contrary south wind made our journey very slow, but Captain

Scott, who used every possible advantage, succeeded in bringing

us to the harbour of Sallangor on the

2nd of August.— Wefound there two other large English

ships, which had arrived before us. Our captain went ashore

directly; we were only two English miles distant from the land,

and I sent for some better drinking water to one of the Engl s i

ships. I obtained some the same evening, which was very
welcome to me.

4. —I was refreshed with some excellent fruits, and found
the interior watery part of the cocoanuts highly beneficial. I

also obtained some purging remedy, which gave me considerable

relief, so that I tried to get up a little, although I could lift

nothing with the right, and very little with the left, hand ; I

could scarcely lift the spoon to my mouth.
5. —The captain sent among other things a great quantity

of Stock Lack (varnish), which was particularly good and came
from Pegu. The gum in many places was more than three inches

thick on the little pieces of wood, where it had been heaped up
by insects. The surface was rough, like much used Shagreen,

and had not the same bright yellow colour as the artificial one
from Hamburg. When one breaks it it looks almost like wax
in a beehive, only the intercepting spaces are larger, and there is

only one single layer. Each cell is linear ; the sides are of

undetermined outline, but rather inclined to form corners. In
many of them there were still the dried up insects, and in some
others from which the insects had gone there was some white

woolly substance at the end, as is usually the case with the

Ohermes and Caccos. I picked out a few pieces, which I shall
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send to Europe as specimens. An Armenian, Mon. Lathier, who
had lived in Pegu for a number of years, and had devoted much
atte;itioii to the insects -and the making of this varnish, assured

me on his word of houour, that he had often seen these insects

building-, specially on the bank of the river which flows to the

cajnial Tavoy. According to his version he has seen many very
small, unwinged ants run along the ground in thousands, and
when they had arrived at the special place they had nodded their

heads as if they were pressing something against the wood,
whereupon they had come down again. When he contemplated
the place where they had been he found a tiny spot. Tbe most
peculiar assurance he gave me is that the gum-varnish is quite

green in the beginning, and looks like the stalks of garlic. When
he took this green gum and rubbed it between his fingers he
could press out a red sort of juice ; the varnish itself was very
elastic and soft.

An English captain, who trades yearly on this coast, says

that he has not observed this, but he has seen that the inhabitants

sprinkled the shrubs with honey in places where they stood very

closely together in order to attract these little insects.

4.—There was a great quantity of Sango Draconis ; it was
white and had the appearance of flour. It was said to be pro-

duced in this shape by nature. There were some sacks a little

torn, and I examined their contents. I found some fruits of the

Ca amo Rotang whch were oval, and contained the same kind of

flour inside. I examined some others and some broken fruits

;

they all contained this flour, but it was of a darker colour in some
of them ; at the same time I found some small pieces of Pedi-

celli of the Racemo. I had been frequently told that it was taken
from the fruits, and here I was convinced of the fact. It also

forms an article for trade, and is as red as the Sappan wood,
which they use for dying purposes in China.

5. —Wegot to-day some tin on board in small square pieces.

The tin from Sallangor is considered superior to that of Junk
Ceylon, but that in the kingdom of Rhombo is considered to be
the best, and is paid with the highest price. There is still an in-

ferior quality, that from (missing in M.S.).

6. —Weg'ot some water and provisions on board to-day, and
soon after our captain alao arrived, who commanded the anchors
to be weighed instantly. We sailed towards the Straits of
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Calang, and from thence to Malacca.
7. —Early this morning we were at the entrance to the Strait

of Calang. This strait is peculiar, as it seems to be situated in :

the middle of a forest, as the low shores on either side^ which

"

are covered with water at high tide, are overgrown with high

trees, which were mostly of the kind of Rhyzophoris and Grana-
tus fittoralis Rmnph Aricenna) on the shore grew also the kind

of palm without stem called Nipa or Nipang by Rumph. I had
found their fructification here for the first time where I went on
shore on my journey to Siam. The Strait is generally only a

gunshot wide and there was a strong echo which made the song
of the birds resound agreeably. I saw here Pica and some
Garuli, together with some monkeys, a special kind of Sciuri,

with a rust-coloured stomach, also some pigeons, but I only saw
them flying. This Strait forms many minor channels and as the

water often covers a great part of the land it is very dangerous
for everybody not knowing it very well. The length is about
four miles, and the ships are only carried through by the high

and low tides, which rush through this strait very rapidly.

The wind can help very little, as the channel winds very much
and is very narrow.

As soon as we had passed the strait the wind was contrary,

and we only advanced very slowly along the Malay coast.

11. —At last the current carried us as far as Malacca in

sp'.te of the wind (for when the current was unfavourable, we
cast our anchor ), and with great trouble we managed to reach the

harbour towards evening, and we sailed straight up to the town.

At low tide the current flows from the Strait of Dragon towards
the Bay of Bengal, and high tide brings back the water from the

Bay of Bengal through the strait as far as the Strait of Dragon.
This same direction of the current is visible as far as the narrow
passage between the two island Rabbet et Canni ; from there the

current takes an opposite course towards the Chinese Sea.

As soon as I came on shore I went to the Governor v.

Schilling, who gave me many varieties of —ore, which had been
brought to him from Pera, and also many different kinds of

dragon's blood, which he had grown himself, so that I had a

complete collection of these two things from the Dutch governor

;

they deserve a better description than I can give of them here
for want of space.
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16. —I went with the Governour v. Sch. to the country house
of one of the richest merchants in Malacca. On my way I saw
the wild Cardam : and also Apluda Mutica. In a swamp grew a
Mimosa folovatis, and in the ditches stood Atriculoriaj Sckoenus
aureus, etc.

The two miles of this journey had made me so weak that I

could neither sit nor lie down. Towards midday I recovered a
little. The master of the estate told me that the women make
everlasting flowers out of the marrow of the Sccevola. The young
leaves are eaten by the Malays as remedy against indigestion, they
have a very bitter taste.

20. —AH these days I had to keep indoors and to take

medcines. The lameness of my right hand and especially of the

fingers hindered me very much in any examination of plants or

in writing. I described a peculiar kind of Buceros, and also

stuffed it. But I am not sure whether it is a new species, as I

have not got the first volume of Tine's system.

28. —During all these days I was busy writing letters to

Dr. Solander, to whom I sent a short description of my journey;

also to Professor Frlis, and other good friends in Copenhagen.
I sent all these letters, both those for Denmark and for England,
with a ship passing here on its way to China.

30. —I made a minute description of the Amono Zinziber,

Amono Cardamom, and another kind of Monandrist. It is astoni-

shing how different all the existing description of Monandrist are

from the reality, and that one has not observed the long cylindric

Nectar ior.

Sept. 1. —I changed my quarters; in the former one there

was too much noise, because many people went in and out.

In the afternoon I went to the garden of a Chinese captain

living here. I found many flower pots and flat iron vessels con-

taining many Epidendron ensi/oiium, which lately had ceased

blossoming ; three pots were covered with the Oscal.is corniculata,

and the Hydrocoty!e Americana, which were agreeable to the eye
on account of their star-shaped shiny leaves ; they were also being
culti sated on account of their medical virtues ; the Malays call

them Pangagar-China. There was a beautiful kind of dark red
rose on very short and slender stems ; they were planted both in

pots and at the borders; the description can be found in my
Enchiridic. Chrysanthem indie, grew in pots, and had remarkably
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larg-e blossoms. Two BromeJias, the leaves resembling" those of

the large Aloe, grew at the entrance of the garden ; one of them
had a beautiful wide band along the leaves, which was of a light

yellow colour. Iscora Coicinea had orange coloured blossoms

on one side and white ones on the other. They v/ere a kind of

(missing in M.. S.) A kind of Scitaminis filled two large beds; it

it was only cultivated on account of the medical virtues which it

is said to possess. The leaves are like those of the Curcuma, the

roots were only thin and yellow. The people said it had no

blossoms, and that the fruit grew underneath the earth. The
common Chinese rose grew here everywhere.

In beds along the walls grew a stiff kind of grass, which
had narrow^ dark green leaves; I was told, that it never had any
blossoms, but can easily be transplanted by the roots.

3. —I obtained the permission to visit the high mountain of

the fortress of Malacca. As I went up I saw, as I had already

often down in other places, the Polijpodium, which Burmann has

drawn in three or four parts in his Fl. Zeyl. This plant under-

goes great changes. At first it has single, oblong leaves ; soon

they divide on one side, and later on they divide into five or

more pointed lobes. The g'reen root is as thick as a quill and
creeps along the wall; it has every now and then some rust-

coloured thin dry scales on its surface.

When I had almost reached the summit I saw^, lower dow^n,

some Cassialata, Clerodeudr. paniculate among them a kind of

fern, which I held to he a, Tricpomenes odinth?

The real avenue leading up the mountain is lined with two
rows of trees, which are all Fterocarpi. On the top of the moun-
tain stands the real flag staff of the fortress, near it a massively

built, beautiful church, which however is not used any longer

because there has been a new one built at the foot of the moun-
tain, close to the house of the governor, which is easier accessible

than this one. The gravestones of the governors, commanders,
and consuls are ornamented with such elaborate coats of arms
that one night think those buried here to be members of the

Nassan and Hanoverian families, though in reality most of them
have been peasants or artisans in Europe, and their only merit

was that they served as soldiers under some noble master.

I was taken to the governor's garden ; the way- thither

Tvound through a dense shrutery of C'ovyza halsam, cassia oi icu'atis,
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and Guillendia Bondus. The real purpose which had brought me
there was to find the different species of Aries in blossom, but I

was not so lucky as to find any. Between the stones of the garden
grew Urtica Altenata; the Capsicum with blue black stalks, leaves,

and fruits, and some beautiful blossoms grew in abundance near
the gate of the garden. The arrangement of the garden did not
show any thing remarkable, although there was much opportunity
to build beautiful terraces. A little hill was surrounded by a
wall three feet high, and on this hill in a hedge grew the Institia

Coccmea^ which looked splendid with their profusion of beautiful

orange-coloured blossoms. There were some Tuberoses here with
seeds. The tree Boa Cr^oss Rumphii grew here and had blossoms,

but I only described the male ones.

5. —I went to the garden of an old Chinese woman, who
kept several kinds of aromatic plants, which she had brought here

from her former large garden after her husband's death. Among
them was the Cardamom, a wild kind of Zinziher, two other kinds

of the Scyiaminis, one of them leaving lost all its blossoms, the

fruits having the shape of a pear, and resembling a bell. The
other kind resembled the young Bamboo in its growth, but the

leaves were very aromatic. People told me that the blossoms
grow near the root, but they are only transplanted from the root

to form new plants. Acmella grew wild near a Zugher bush ; the

PolypodiuM Phyllitis grew abundantly on an old Sago tree
;

people

took the leaves and put them between their clothes which were
agreeably scented in this manner. In a Malay garden I found,

in a wood of Mangastang trees, a very beautiful specimen of

Eindendron^ which had an ear at the point, and resembled the

Lycopadio very much. I obtained the male and female blossoms

of the Strecca Ripa. This tree is very useful on account of its

wood, which is very hard and resembles that of the black palms.

It is cut into very long pieces, which are two inches wide and
three-quarters of an inch thick, and these pieces are sent to the

coasts specially, where they are called Riper and ^^^re much used

for building roofs.

The collection'! obtained to day "gave meplenty of occupa-

tion during the next day, because I dried, examined, and des-

cribed the different specimens. ,...,.

7. —The rain, which had fallen in the night and continued

in the morning, prevented me from "using the early hours; it
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caused moreover much decay in the fields and also in my collectio ii

In the afteinoon, I walked for about one German mile to-

wards the north east of the town, and saw in a garden the coffee

tree with fruits. I collected some of the less ripe ones for sowing-

purposes, some blossoms I kept for my collection. The way led

continually past gardens, where the Chinese plant all sorts of

vegetables; their beds were all long, raised, and about two feet

Avide, so that the water of the frequent rains could easily flow off.

They did not observe any other rules in their gardening than

those imposed by necessity. Their houses stood near the gardens
and were built upon poles, but the cause of this way of building

was not so much the water as the fear of wild beasts.

Their fences consisted only of thin pieces of wood, standing

apart from each other.

The most frequent shrub here was Melastonia htis. I found
the two kinds of European UUicularia, some kinds of new Filivibus

which I took home to examine ere it grew dark.

8. —To-day I found in the garden of a Malay a small Mon-
andrist, of the class of Scitamhium, which was in blossom. The
plants grew in tufts with knotted twisted roots, and have long

beard-like libres at their base. The leaves lie on the ground,

they have short stalks and are sheathed one into the other. Be-
tween these sheath-like stalks grow the blossoms in small bun-

dles sessile near the root.

The blossoms have a tube of half an inch long, which rea-.-hes

over the leaves ; it is double at the top. The outer coi oUa is

divided into three very narrow parts ; the inner lobes stand flat

and spread out; two of them are club-shaped and stand near

together, the third is much wider,^ concave and much stiffer,

specially towards the middle, it is again divided into loui parts.

The two parts at the side are small delicately olsolete seirated,

and round at the ends. Ihe middle one is divided down to the

middle, the lobes are club-shaped, the incision is linear and the

edge lightly serrated. At the base before the division it is yellow,

the edges of the incision are pu pie at iheh tare; all the rest is

snowy white. The blossom has the size ol a large pink. The
detailed description is to be found among the Munanctrists. It is

cultivated in the gardens as a medical plant, and is said to llooni

rarely. The root is quite white and has an aromatic taste and
smell.
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9.
—

'J'u-day 1 desciiled the ]\lLiiMidiifet lutre in detail, after

I had received some better specimens from the garden. They
are kept for medical prrposes. It is a pity that most of the

Monandrists have no fruits now, so that it is not possible to

chassify them coiectly. This kind has of all those 1 have seen
the m.ost spreading- Petala, and I was in doubt whether or not to

classify it among- those which have the crown divided into four

lobes; I have however not done it because they grew together
a long- way up like in an Ung-ue ; the others hang directly at the

tube and have almost a kind of Unguis.
10. —I described to-day a new species of the family of

Phyllonthos. I have often found them in Siam, but never with

such perfect leaves and fructification. The leave- are here used
in medicines for children against any bronchial illness, because
they have a sweet after-taste. The fruit has the shape of a pear,

but only the size of a cheiry, it is snowy white and has no taste,

there is just a faint salt or acid flavour. They look very pretty

with their blood-red lasting calyx.

12. —I went this nioming along the southern coast to

botani! e and found seveial kinds of plants which I had not seen

befoie. I found an Epideiuhum ensifor amongst many hundreds,

which had lost their blossoUiS. Ffeiocarp: Dracr. w^as still bloom-

ing.

In the garden of a P^-rUiguese, where I wanted to examine
a Sago-tice, I found a great quantity of O.^fea p/cf/ronecf, which
plant is often fetched out of the water at low tide just in this

month. Tliey are presersed like all the other Osteas and eaten

like them; their aninials ine how-ev-er verv small and many of

them 'are -required for aire meal. I was t-old •that>one can oi>ly

get them at two "peiiods of the year, becarse at all otlier tiu.es

they go down to deep parts of the sea.

After I had pas.-ed many gardens, I found a beautiful

Monandrist at the foot of a mounrain. The l.'lossems grew in a

Strobilum, which was sessile at the root and which had a some-
what spreading edge at the end. It was as long as a hand is

wide and half an inch in diameter and the spathes, which were in

great number in this Strobilum, and were of different ages, were
all -of a beautiful red colour.

1'he stalks with the leaves were, lil:6 those of liiost of the

monandrists, biforia. only the leaves w^ere more ieatherv than
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those of all others, and have dark stripes. This I have observed
in no other species until now. I had often seen Greria Miccroco.%

but always without fruit ; here was a pretty thick tree, which had
both blossoms and fruits.

There were many Malay g-raves at the foot of the mountain.

There is a superstition that whoever comes near a grave,

or worse who steps upon it, will soon die, or at least will have
some dangerous illness. I took the risk however, and gathered

some fruits from a shrub, wliich was a Monandrist.

14. —During these two days I was very busy examining and
describing my new plants. To-day T received four green pigeons,

which I described; I stuffed a male and a female one. In I he

afternoon I botanized a little, and found a very rare Epidendrum,
which had folia biforia, sessilia compressa, and a Spica at the end,

which resembles that of the Lycopodia completely. I had to

postpone the more minute description till the next day, because

it had grown too late.

16. —I examined the water of a warm spring, which is

situated near the sea, a few miles from Malacca. The water
was already a few days old and contained no vestige of fixed air

{sicm^i. S.); nor did I find any iron; and there were fewer
particles of salt than I have found in any other water. The
only thing I could discover were a few alkali minerals. The
smell had nothing peculiar either.

17. —-I received from the place where the hot spring is said

to be some pieces of black, white and red striped Pelrosilex; in

the middle was a wide white stripe, which seemed to consist of

some quartz sand. Very likely it came from the mountain whicii

the Dutch call Ophir.

From some place near here I received some specimens of

white Porcelain clay. I tried it with my tongue, and found that

it exercised a certain adhesion but did not effervesce. It was not

heavy but very fine and does not form a very firm substance. I

could not detect any glimmer or nitrogene parts, through a Iialf

inch microscope. During the night I put it in some Ihiid

and the liquid did not change in liquidity and colour, neither did

the clay. I could not make any examination in reference to fire.

The clay can easily be shaped into balls and dries hard, but

breaks when one rolls it. It stains the fingers very little.

19.—We had remarkably fine weather yesterday; it was
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Sunday. An English ship arrived here yesterday; it is bound for

China, but. it is doubtful whether it will accomplish this journey
because the change of the monsoon in the Chinese sea is so

near.

The fruits of the Ci/sio Md!dccenM, which are called karamun-
tin here, were being- sold in the streets ; they have a sweetish-

sour agreeable taste and are filled with many seeds. They are

smaller than the common European plums and more eg'gshaped

and preserve their calyx. The surface which is really red,

looks white on account of a woolly substance covering it ; the

juice is red. It is considered an excellent remedy against

dy sentry and is given to the invalids to cure them of this

illness.

20. —I botanized on the high hill, which lies a cannon-
shot from the town in the south east, and which is generally

called Bukit-Ohina by the Malays, because the Chinese bury
their dead here. It is higher than the Paulus mountain inside

the fortress, is long stretched, and slopes off towards the south.

It consists of red mountain mould and various porous red tufa-

ceous stone. The mountain is quite bare now ; formerly it was
covered with shrubs, specially with Melastoma Jistus Malaccensis,

Sufa-Itadja JRumpJiii, Cassia alata, etc ; i ow there were only small

plants, among them a beautiful Polygala with red or white
blossoms, a new Stedyotis Leonurns tartarica Teylonica, Cassia

lliora, etc. On the opposite side is a large swamp ; in it I found
many thmgs interesting for botany. All five spec, of Utriculariis

grew here often, and both my new plants, one of which 1

believed to be a Gyiunuhist. I found that they had only female

blossoms at the top, and that the male ones grew lower down.
The detailed description is in Lit. A. pag. 13.

Xepenthes Cissus, Smilox, Cattuhrus, a kind of Opldoryza

were specimens for my Malacca Chloris, with which I shall be

busy during the following days.

23. —During the last few days I was very busy with the

plants, which I found on the 20th. To-day I hired a man who
was to show me a real shrub of the Bais de Madre de Deus
We went to the forest for this purpose, and found the first

shrub half a mile from the town. It was a real 6^/;?c//»m ; the

leaves were large, orbicular and ended in a point. The upper
side is somewhat rough, the lower side is woolly. The thorns
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are as long as a finger and the fruits are quite round instead

of being" obverse ovate like those of the others. The man
whose real profession it was to dig' for the roots and to sell

them, told me, that the further inland this root was dug, the

more aromatic it was ; he said one had to dig it out at least

so far from the sea, that one could not hear the noise of the

waves any more.

He further maintained that the root must be dug accord-

ing to the compass, and that only those gTOwing northward
were g'ood, the others had just the reverse effect.

The use of this root is very g-eneral amongst the Portu-

guese, although it has no tasle and only a faint sweet odour.

They specially use it against any kind of headache. They
either grind it with a grater or with the skin of the ray;
they then mix it with the urine of very small children, and with
this mixture they rub their forehead and temples. They use

it in the same manner against eruptions of the skin and aganist

rheumatism. I have not heard that they r.se it for any in-

ternal purpose. The root is sometimes as thick as an arm and
has a bark, which is white outside and brown on the inside

and about as thick as the back of a knife ; it is spicy, salt and
very brittle. The woody part is fibrous, shiny, pretty hard,

white-grey and resembles the birch -wood, only it is not as

white. I for my part believe that the name of the root and
the urine have more effect upon the old women, specially the

Koman Catholic ones, than the root itself. This has had the

effect that the root is often dug for here in Malacca and has

been sent to (loa and other Roman Catholic places, but as this

creed is rather in decline at this moment, the belief in this

consecrated remedy is also in decline.

24. —At last this morning I got some small plants of the

Limones, which Mr. Obeck describes in his voyage to China,

pag. 129 in the German translation. He calls it Pompelnut,
like the people of Java, but the Malays call it Limau Burroh,

I first saw them in Sallangor being sold for washing purposes,

as they have such agreeable odf^ur, stronger than all the other
kinds of Lemons. Their leaves are like those of orange trees;

only the divisions are still deeper tha)i those of the oranges
and the smell of their leaves is much more agreeal)Ie.

1 prepared myself for a journey to the Water islands,
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which lio two German miles to the south of Malacca, and con-

sist of several islands lying close tog-ether.

2'), —At four o'clock in the morning I set out in a hired

boat for the Water islands, and ere dawn we had almost made
half the journey. At sun-rise we were just opposite Mr. de
VVint's country-house, who has ordered some trees to be cut

down, so that one has a good view of the principal building.

The high mountains, which are called Ophir mountains by the

Dutch, lay in the North-east, and were clearly distinguishable.

They consisted of some lower and several high pointed moun-
tain ranges. The second range seemed to be highest ; the high-

est mountain was steep and looked as if it liung over the

others, pointing northward, which circumstance is used by the

Malays to know what direction they have to take.

The mountain is called in the Malav language (missing in

M.S.)
At seven o'clock we came to a small island which lay

foremost, having the lowest shores at the side nearest the

Water islands, and here lay some debris of a ship lately foundered
liere. The low shore was quite overgrown with Sachanim
(hamlnoii', higher up were many kinds of Filicices, specially

the Fohipadium distic/m/n, which i^urm. has drawn in his Fl.

Zeyl, which tried to out-rival the Osinunda as regards climbing.

I saw many trees without blossoms or fruits which I had not

seen before, and so I collected some parts of them. Strong con-

tinual rain made my way through the high grass very trouble-

some. I found many climbing plants, specially the Cissus cor-

ili folia, Sinilcw laurifolia, the common large Glycine, which fre-

quently entangled my feet. The grass was almost of a man's
height.

I picked up a fruit, which resembled a blue plum, but it

only consisted of a kernel and was not as large as this kind

of plum g'enerally is. The cliffs were covered with Epidendris,

of which 1 had until now not had any blossoms. Convo!vu!m
JIavroi'//f/:oi), Conrolvuhis pes Capro were entwined in some
shrubs, these being mostly Melastoma. Near the shore there

were son;e Fuci of the khids already known.
I then went to the large island which lies about a cannon

shot distatit from the smaller one. They are almost joined

together by a long sandl>ank. We landed at the north ea
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side, where the shore was low. Near ilie shoie was a pond
which had been surrounded by tufaceoiis stone.

The seashore here was overgrown with Vite and AeginHlo

Scorala, Fuikjii Tlovt inalah : Ilihiso lih'ac; Brome/ia Arbor ; i'7. Zetfl.

some kinds of tigs : Guettorda, etc. The more sai.dy parts were
covered with Ap/uda Cystiis j\Ialaccensis: Xyrisan nov. Sj^ec. IJedy-

saru/n Viscosiiiii and a new kind of Scirj/is. In more shady parts

grew the Dracena eusi/oHd ; ilm I^vir en a had fruits.

Eriocauhn quinque angtilare g'rew two feet liig-h. Here
grew also Nepentos distil iatoria, several Scirpi, amongst them
one resembling the Corymhvsa. but the stalks and leaves climb-

ing up the trees differed too much from the Corymbosa. The
plant is a wonderful kind of Oontorta, which has been amply
provided by nature that it should not easily die. The real root

i- in the ground, but when the stalk has climbed a few feet, it

clings to the tree by means of kidney-shaped leaf supports

(Blatsctuitzen) which cover some librous roots. The leaf sup-

ports themselves are concave, lleshy. and some are larger than

a Spanish Dollar and though they grow alternate, they stand so

close together that the edge of the one covers that of the next.

This row of leaf supports extends sometimes for more than one
foot. After this the thread-like round stalks divide into many
long climbing and twisting branches, which at times hang down
or cling to other plants in their reach, from where they continue

1o climb. Other branche- a^cend and twist round the branches
of the tiees. But in order tu give them proper strength, nature

has provided them with other means. Instead of the afore-men-

tioned leaf supports (Knlcra) the stalk in some, parts has many
small bladders growing close together; they are heart-shaped
and of a somewhat ieatheiy substauf e. Their surface is. >moo(li

or sometimes has small scats and yellow ; inside they are blood

-

red, a little compressed, have sharp edges, hollow inside and
pufted up so that the smaller ones can hold three ounce.^ uf

water, tlie larger ones even more. At the base there is a large

hole, larger than a quill is thick : the edges of this hole are com-
pressed round and smooth, they slope inward like a funnel, but

the end of this funnel widens, and bends slightly. Behitid this

funnel-shaped edge grow some of the principal roots, which send
out many minor roots, these again subdividing into numerous
h air-Jike fibres and forming- quite a bundle of fibre. These
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bladders g-row as Avell on the leal stalks of the plants as on the

stalks of other plants quite closely together, so that the rain can
tlow into them and fill them. I have first seen this plant in

Sallang-or, bnt they had neither blossoms nor fruits, and those I

saw there had only the one root in the ground, the branches were
ixjurished by means of small bladders. Perhaps these are the

little bladders filled with water which Burman refers to in his

travelling description.

These plants here had both blossoms and seed. In some
places I saw some seed on a rock, which the wMnd « arried off

towards raidda}^ I climbed these rocks and succeeded in getting'

some ripe seed in a follicule; my opinion is that this plant to-

gether with two other form a new family, because the Inbus of

their corolla is ball-shaped and puffed up, and the limbus is erect

and does not widen ; moreover they have apecuhar kind of Fulcra

standing round the Corpus Truncatum, which is not to be found
in any kind of Contoitis; furthermore they have a Sli'iiiia pro/in ii-

uhrm in Disco ojn'cis corpoiis inincti. I have dedicated this plant

to Professor Friis, because 1 think he has the greatest right to

any new discovered specimen of this class, on account of his

little book, which treats the Contortis so much in detail.

A new kind of Lauro, which I had seen in Junk Ceylon,

I found here growing between the cliffs, only the stalks were
not of the same bright orange colour. At low tide I found again

the featheiy Fucum, w^hich I had already discovered near Ceylon.

Ulva paro/rt's, Corailina ojiuntia as well as parasitica and hubbosa,

stood here in the muddy soil but not in such abundance as in

Junk Ceylon. I also found here a Spongia bobbossa^ erecta

orbicu ato Bknia inargine acutv, riridis. It is hardly thicker than
the back of a knife and the lajgesthave hardly an inch in diameter:

larely they consist of two such leaflets. I often found them near

Junk Ceylon formerly.

The town was at a good distaiK-e ; the weatl;er was changeable,

because the rainy season had begun, and all these circumstances,

combined with the fear of lobbers made me return, although we
had weapons with us. The robbeis, who come fiom one of

the neighbouring Malay islands, killed and robbed some Chinese

a short time ago.

Weariived in town at 8 o'clock.

On our way we peseed a place which the crew, who wqw
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Roman Catholics, would not approach. It was the grave of some
Moorish Saint, who was said to have stood here with one foot,

while he placed the other on a cape which lies at some distance

towards the north-west. It is strange that the Roman Catholic

Christians have more fear of certain places than the Malays, who
in spite of all the errors and superstitions went to this Mahometan
grave without fear.

Coriandrum arbor eum.

A Happea.
A very beautiful climbing plant resembling the Cassiis.

without fruits and blossoms.

The wonderful plant, the large root of which resembles a

cat in shape ; vide fig ura in Rumph., Tom G., pag. 120., Tab.

55, F. 2.

Also the Niclun germinans of Rumph; the former had no
blossoms, but many mnior Bulbi, which I broke off and took to

Madras quite fresh still, and they continued to be so till the ead
of the follwing year.

The second kind I have already described in Junk Ceylon;

it belongs to the 4th class of Mr. v. Linn, has Flor; vuperi,

Corolla Hijpocrateprisormes alba, hardly bigger than Oldeul.

UmluUata, The fruit is an oblong', smooth, orange-coloured

berry, having double the size of a grain of wheat. Two oblong
seeds, pointed at the ends, lie in the juice m very little fleshy

substance. I have moreover described them in detail. They
eesm to me to belong to a new family.

Vid. Rumph; Amboin. P. vi., pag. 120., Tab. 55, Fig. 1.

End of Volume 3»





SECONDPART OF Vol. II.

Third Continuation of my Journey to Siam.

MALACCA.
Sept. 28. —The previous days I had busied myself in classifying-

the plants and in making- a description of them. There was one
tree of medium size ; it had branches which were almost straight,

and they had no leaves except at the end of the small twigs,,

branching off from the larger branches. There were many
leaves growing close together, having no stalks. It belonged to

Fohjaddphia pentcKjijuia. I did not obtain any ripe fruits, al-

though the tree grew here very commonly. The blossoms
resembled those of the C'ljstis, were pretty large and rose-coloured.

There w^as another peculiar tree ; it was about the high of four

men and only as thick as the arm ; it has no branches, and the stem
was covered with a bark with many scars. The corolla showed
that it belonged to the Umhelliferoe. The seed is round, ball-

shaped, crowned, and as big as a nut. I placed it among the

Coriander family, although this will hardly prove correct.

There were some others which I have either mentioned in

my description or in the definition ; some others I could not de-

cide upon and deferred their classification till some other time.

The big Filix does not seem to be anything else but a Pteris

aquilina, it was sometimes more than the height of a man.
The kind of stone was granite, intermixed with some white

and black mica, and some felspar, there was no trace of any other

kinds to be seen wherever I went. A little more inland I found
some sand of a quartz-like nature.

29. —To day I obtained at last good ripe seed from the plant

of the Gamblers. The pericarp remains closed at both ends, and
only splits in the middle at both sides to let the seed out. The
seed itself is very small, flat, oblong and winged at both ends,

and so it seems to be a Cinchona. A third kind I have as yet
undecided, althoug'h the blossoms have in all details the same
character, even as far as the leaves are concerned ; only they are
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cut and have stipula which are wiuged, bent, and pressed tog-ether

hke the Hugonia Mijstox, but the young fruits were perfectly

oval, although crowned like that species, but they all were also

pear-shaped.

To-day all the upper classes prepared for a feast given by
the Governor in honour of the now ruling Dutch Governor
General of the Indies. His appointment had just been brought
by a ship coming from Holland and this arrival was celebrated

with many gun shots from the ramparts as well as from the ships

of all the different nations which lay in the harbour. All the

captains of English ships showed their respect for the Dutch
nation, and fired their guns voluntarily ; the number of shots

varied according to the size and importance of the ship.

30. —The festival which had begun last night continued till

early morning. I had the honour to be among' the guests, and
can only admire the wonderful order which was kept up through-
out. This is the more to be admired as there are often excesses

commited by hasty natures on such occasians, when there is a

superfluity of good things. But the presence of the Governor
sufficed to keep everything and every one in order.

Now, after the full-moon, strong rains have begun to fall,

and I fear that my newly-gathered specimens of Malacca flowers

will be spoilt. I shall not be able to prevent it if the present

weather continues.

Oct. 1. —I sent some people to fetch me some Fucus kali"

from the led island in the harbour. Late in the evening they

brought me very little of it, and asked to be paid with three

Spanish Matten. The people here, who have so seldom
opportunity of any extra earnings, always charge dispropor-

tionately high prices for any service which is different from their

daily occupation, and this is the reason why one always hesitates

to engage other people for such occasions and prefers to do
everything oneself.

This Fucus is greedily eaten by the Malays in its natural

( ondition. The Chinese put the plant on their tiled roofs

and let it be bleached by the sun, and the more rain falls during

ihe night the more thoroughly the plant is bleached. When
it has turned quite white they let it dry and keep it in this state.

They also make a refreshing jelly of it in the following manner:
a. Agar-agaro
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They take a good handful of it and wash it in water, so that as

much dirt as possible is removed; then they boil it in a pro-

portionate amount of water, until it is quite dissolved, which pro-

cess takes several hours, the vessel always being' covered.

"When it is quite dissolved they add so much sugar as is necessary

to give it the nature of jelly. Some add some spice besides, as

pieces of cinnamon or lemon peel. This jelly is also made of other

kinds of Fuci as of the Fucus Mussoides. I had the misfortune

to obtain very little of this plant for a great deal of money.
and moreover this little found great favour with the Malay
slaves, who feasted on it.

4. —I went to the gardens of Mr. Clas de Vents : they lie

ahnost immediately under the walls of the fortress.

I found a peculiar kind of Areca tree here ; the natives

attach a special superstition to its fruits, because they believe

that they cannot be hurt by anyone when they carry one of

these nuts upon them. To my great annoyance the tree was
not yet full grown, and therefore it had neither blossom nor

fruit I was told that the fruit is a little bigger than that of

the common Areca trees. The single leaves were not folded,

but quite flat ; they all ended in a rounded point and were much
narrower than those of these kinds of palms generally are ; they
had three nerves. The colour of the leaves was yellow-green,

as that of the common kind. This is the third kind of Areca
tree with three-nerved leaves which I have seen on my journey.

The tree really does not grow in these parts as a rule, but it was
brought over from the Bornese islands as a rare specimen. The
Malays call it Pinaug-Pennardar'' ( Arecca Olevacca ). A Malay
told me that there was another species, which according to his

belief had much greater power still.

The front part of the garden was full of all sorts of fruit-

bearing trees, as Areca, Cocos, Mangos, Jambo, Cynomorium,
Cauliflorum, Mangostangs, etc. Behind this g-arden there was a

kitchen garden and then followed yet another garden which
beside Coco and other trees, contained several medical plants.

Aii^oug these were a great-quantity:b€^longing to -the family of

Mr. hi\\\i4^*'S, S(.itav\ina\ they were : Cardannni r?/?-c ?/?/?«, a specially

big species of the latter, Zinzibev vulgaris^ and Zinziber Spurinm.

One specimen of this class was very peculiar. It was taller than

b. Prob Piuang Pcnawar Actinorrhytis Calappuria.
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a man ; the stalks were single and had leaves which did not stand
more than three inches apart; they were spreading-, oblong, and
pointed, of the same character as those that all these plants have.
Near the end the stalks were bent in a spiral and bore a spike
which was as thick as a fist and about a span long\ The blossoms
grew close together and formed nhie regular rows, being
separated by deep furrows, which were due to the fact that the
calyx was thinner at the end ; these furrows terminated in a
spiral. The colour of the calyx was blood-red, smooth, and
shiny, and looked very pretty. The blossom was big. I only
found one on every spike which was in full bloom ; they are bell-

shaped. opening wider at the end and having an irregularly serrated

edge. At the back it splits as far as the tube near the ovarj-,

and the left folds over the right, and so gives the appearance of

a paper bag, but in the calyx they open again wide over the back
of the stamen and join the outer corolla. This corolla which I

have first described is only the inner one, but it shows more on
account of its size. The outer corolla consists of three equal

lancet-shaped parts ; they are pressed to the inner one, pointed,

and have smooth edges. They are beautifully white, smooth,

fleshy, and shorter than the inner ones. There is still to be added
that the shorter corolla curves a little, so that it stands quite

horizontal, and has the appearance of a convolvulus blossom.

The detailed description is among the description of the

Monandrists.''

I obtained many specimens of all these plants to dry and
describe, and also some roots for transplanting.

5. —During the whole morning we had a strong storm, so

that the lightning seemed to come from all directions and there

w^ere also some heavy showers of rain. I examined my yester-

day's conquests, and put them as much as possible into proper

order ; but the plants dried very slowly in this rainy weather.

For a few weeks there has been continual rain, either in the da j-

time or \&cy strong showers during the night. At midday it is

very hot, and the mornings and evenings are cool. This has

great influence on people's health, many of them feel ill by the

constant change of temperature. Some of them had great pain

in their feet combined with fever, others suffered with dysentery.

This atmosphere also affects the plants "Tvhich I meant to dry •

€. Evidently Cftxtvs spen'osus.
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it makes tliem decay and makes spots on them, although I took

infinite pains to keep them locked up during- the damp weather.

7. —In these days I obtained a Didynamia of the second
order, which by the natives is used against leprosy, an illness

frequently occurring here, specially among the poorer people.

One sees them at times begging in the streets with bent swollen

fingers; at times their fingers have even quite fallen off.

The government here has a hospital for these people further

inland, but I could not learn what progress the doctors are mak-
ing there. The use of this remedy was unknown to the man who
had brought me the plant, as only the negroes know of it. I

made a botanical description of it. The flower calyx has only

four leaves ; the two outer ones are connate heart-shaped and
big; the inner leaves are quite narrow, bent back, and small. The
blossoms resemble the Columna (ringars).

The capsula is compressed, round, and resembles the Rhinan-
thus. What is more remarkable in this plant is that the anthers

are attached to the longest stamens and run down to the tube

for an equal distance. They are ball-shaped and produce a

sort of yellow dust. The shorter stamina grow in a half circle

at the lower part of the blossom, and afterw^ards also run down
in the tube. At the end they are connate and the anther form a

kind of cross or an English x , but so that they separate in the

middle. They are white with a blueish tint and the pollen

has the same colour. The leaves have some resemblance with
the Corchoris; they are light-green and veined. The taste is

sharp and stringent ; the effect is diuretic.

8. —I obtained some new plants, among them a Psychotria,

with party sweet, partly ill-smelling blossoms, of which I made
a short description. The difference of the Kaldeer which Mr.
Rheede in the Hortus Malabaricus p. 2, tab 1-2, calls kadi, drew
drew my attention to this kind of palm. Mr. Linne has in his

Flora Zeylonica placed them with the Bromeliai on account of the

the different anthers, but they are very different from them.

The ordinary kinds, which are very common here, and are those

which Mr. Rheede has drawn, belong, according to my observa-

tion, to the Dis plants, and only form a variety.*^

I found quite a different species in Junk Ceylon, when I

wandered over the mountain. It climbed on the highest trees
;

d He is hero speaking of Pandanfs,
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the stem was not much thicker than a thumb and had also raised
parts in ring-shape like the common kinds. The leaves grew in

bundles growing far from the next ; they are attached to the stem
and grow upwards. I only found fruits which were almost ball-

shaped
; the female blossom was prickly. To-day I got some fruits

of another kind ; they grew on a stalk, which was one foot long
and as thick as a finger, it curved, was smooth, and woody

;

near the end there are four or five round, pointed, long, and
woody styles, close together. The fruits are prickly, blood-red,

and of the size of a full-grown apple. The fruits are sessiles,

alternate and do not grow close together. The stigma grows
at the side of the styles and is a long slit. I could not obtain

the male blossoms yet. But as I had some male blossoms of the

first species, one of them nearly always being in bloom, but
generally only one at a time, I described that. There are indeed
many varieties ; the bracts of the one smell deliciously, and the

Portuguese and Chinese put the blossom among their clothes

;

while the anthers have a somewhat sickening smell and produce
a great amount of white dust.

A second kind does not smell at all, therefore the Malays
call this kind by a different name. I do not know the fruit of the

unscented one ; the leaves are only slightly different in the two
kinds.

There is another kind here, treasured by the Chinese on
account of the lovely smell of its leaves. This is specially strong-

Avhen one cuts the leaves into strips and dries them ; the scent

then surpasses that of the bracts of the first-mentioned kind.

The stem is exactly like that of the other, but the leaves, though
sword-shaped, are almost quite flat; it has no prickles, either on
the edges nor at the back, but everything is smooth and much
more dehcate. The point of the leaves is quite short. There is

a general idea prevailing that it never has blossoms in the gardens,

but that it has both blossoms and fruits in the jungles, but it has

no smell there ; this gives rise to the belief that there must be a

different species still. I have already mentioned before that I

have seen such a little tree in Kar Nicquebar, and that it had
no prickles. The Malays call it Pandang.

12. —The frequent rain, which falls now almost daily,

hindered me from making any botanical excursion. I got how-
ever some Epidendra of a tree, the front part of which was
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projecting" and looked like the point of a shoe ; upon it grew an

anther which bent back and yet preserved the obtuse part of the

nectary ; they were rather larg^e and yet as long as they were fresh

[ could not perceive any pollen. I sent my people in vain

searches for the male blossom of the species of Kaldeer which I

had seen lately ; I saw them often enoug-h from a distance in

deep swamps. Their crown forms a bundle as thick as the arm ;

the leaves stand erect, are long* and sword-shaped, with very
long- points ; their colour deteriorates into blue-g"reen. I g-ot many
blossoms of the AmomunScyphifeuin instead, very good specimens,

and a kind of Languash, which grows in the water. It has black

pears, which contain five three-cornered grains, being three times

as large as the common Cardamons. My people also brought
me some kinds of moss, among' them the Hypnum Bryoides, the

lungermanina platyphylla. Also some leaves they brought, but

as they had not taken any fruits with them as well, I could not

decide to what plants they belonged.
13. —The illness prevailing here began to kill many of the

Coromandalians living here, who are partly Mahometans, partly

heathens. The most general illness is dysentery, which begins

wath pain in the knees, fever, and sometimes loss of blood. The
common native physicians ai'e so unconscientious, that they give

the people powdered Mangostang bark, or they take peels of

unripe pomegranates, roast these with some other ingredients

w^hich they make a secret of (in some cases I know that they

added alum ), and this mixture was given to the invalids. Some
healthy stong natures are cured by it, as I had the opportunity

of seeing in the case of two boys in the same house with me.

They were cured after three or four days. But with weak
natures it generally has sad consequences, the least of them
being that they have to suffer from a general hardening of the

digestive organs for several months. But I have seen other

cases that tne invalids died suddenly from inflammation of their

bowels.

There is another illness, frequently occurring among the

European soldiers here ; it begins with rheumatic pains in all

extremities, which pains sometimes spread all over the body.

But the surgeon, who by the way is a very clever man, told me
that this illness could be cured by using remedies favouring

perspiration, as relaxing salts, and that there were never any
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fatal consequences attached to this illness.

The rain which fell during- the night was so strong* that

it seemed as if we were to have had a general flood. After

8 o'clock this morning the weather was fine, but cool ; we scarcely-

had sixteen degrees Reaumur.
15. —I went into the jungle after botanical researches. The

swamps were full of water on account of the heavy rainfall

yesterday, and although I saw many beautiful blossoms from a

distance, I could not reach them. I therefore remained in the

mountainous region, and was amply rewarded, as I found many
kinds of trees and shrubs and obtained some of their blossoms.

Among them was a new Phyllanthus. It is an erect anfstiegend

plant, with two stamens and resembling the Chionanthus. I found
an Eythroxylon which I had frequently seen in Ceylon, a Hameiia,

and a Morinda with four stamens, which resembled the Ragac, as

it is partly erect and partly creeping. Moreover I found a new
kind of plant with beautiful light green leaves and white blos-

soms ; it grew in the wood and belonged to the Polygamia.
There were many other plants besides which enriched my Flora

Malaccensis.

16. —After I had classified the plants I found yesterday, I

accompanied my Malay servant in the afternoon, who went out

shooting and shot for me some flying lizards with a blow pipe

a few days ago. At the same time I wanted to see the way in

which agriculture was handled in these parts. About a quarter

of a mile from the town I saw the first lizards with spread wings
high up in a coco tree in a Malay garden. They were of the same
colour as the stem of the coco tree. At the first shot, which hit

the branches near them, they began to nod their heads, and then
they put out a keel of bone—this grows on a skin which is flexible;

at both sides of the head there is a shorter thinner rib, (Ribbe in

M.S.) to which this skin is fastened. The animals continued to put
this bone out repeatedly ; it is lemon-coloured. After a short while

they puffed themselves up and at last they flew to the next tree,

which was about ten feet distant. The wings consist of a thin skin,

which is black-grey, and has round red spots on the upper side; un-

derneath it is blue and has some long black spots. This skin is in-

tersected by six ribs, which almost reach to the edge, aid both

wings put together almost form the shape of a heart. As they nod-
ded their heads they uttered a faint squeak, almost like that of the
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house lizard. They live on ants, which frequently creep up the

coco-trees after the honey of their blossoms. Most of these ants

were of the kind which have a heart-shaped head, which is at the

same time flat round and shiny. The back has two pairs of pric-

kles which stand erect, the front pair being the highest. There
is yet a third pair of prickles growing in the middle of the body,
which are the smallest. The whole body is black as far as the

root of their back body, the feet are brown. The animal is of

medium size, but may be reckoned among the ants.

The lizards changed their colour like chameleons and some
gther kinds of lizards. As I was dressed in black, they turned
black in my hand, and blue in the hand of my servant, whose
clothes were blue, some, which had been wrapped in a red pocket
handkerchief, turned red. The colour, as far as one could see,

came on gradually, but I want to see whether, with the help of

the microscope, I can make any further discoveries.

17. —After divine service I went to some gardens and looked
at the Areca tree idolised here. It had only some very young
fruits and some which were quite ripe. The former had no real

style, but the stigma was divided into three three-cornered

parts, which were egg-shaped, woody, black-brown and easily

recognised. The ripe fruit is a little larger than the common
nut and those who eat it will find a particularly agreeable taste

in it. I split one, and could not find any remarkable difference

from other Areca nuts, only it seemed to be speckled with a

faint red.

There were no male blossoms at present, but the two large

spadices were almost on the point of bursting. In shape and
size they resembled the common Areca spadices. The stems are

also alike only the leaves are quite pointed. I was told that

many of these Areca trees grow in the island Pullu Binding.

In the evening I prepared for journey up stream. Mr. Clas

de Vent had invited me to go by boat to one of his country
houses lying some miles inland.

18. —Before four o'clock this morning I was rsady for my
journey, and we started shortly after. The weather was not

favourable on account of the continual rain. The stream more-
over made so many bends, and rendered our progress very slow

;

first the stream was very broad, but then it grew narrow on
account of the waterplants growing in it; at times it was so
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narrow that we could not use our cars on either side. The
plants which had the longest roots underneath the water were
the kaldeer with the brilliant red, prickly fruits, the points of

which fall off like an aperculum. Their roots went down as deep
as two fathoms, and to them stuck some kinds of grass, as Oryza
((viinii, Tizania, etc. We passed the place where the beautiful

white clay is found; the water was very high, and so the shore

formed by the clay was only half a foot high. The Chinese

export this clay to Java and China, and pay the proprietor,

who is a Malay, a certain amount for each pikul.

In Batavia this clay is said to be used for forming fac§

masks, but I could not learn in what way they use it in China.

After we had passed many narrow places, we had at last a

wider stretch of water though it was overgrown with a high

kind of grass wdiich was a Scirpus. The Involucre was two
leaved spreading with a three-angled point and the flowers crow^d-

ed in panciles, and further in the stream everything was covered

with Melahnca Leucadendron which is here used as agricultural

wood, the transplanting of which is managed in the following

manner.
In the dry months, which according to the opinion prevail-

ing here are from January to the end of March (though it rains

at least once a week), they hew down the full-grown trees and
cut off the branches bearing the seed ; they let these dry, to-

gether with other shrubs and grasses, and then set fire to them
and let them all burn down ; it is said, that this burning makes
the Melalenc;! grow more luxuriantly. One could distinctly see

the trace of fire on some half-grown trees by the black bark. It

is certain that the seeds, roots, trees, etc., can stand fire in India.

I have had a proof thereof in the Palliattie mountains, where a

special kind of Euphorbia, with a bulby root, a beautiful Ba'eria,

the trees of the Jl/jrobaicti/ns Citvinus and the Sautalum rubraiu,

had been exposed to the same treatment, as the bark showed
still traces of burned coal.

At last, at ten o'clock, we arrived and I went immediatly

hito the jungle, where I found many new kinds and species,

which it will take me some time to classify.

Specially I found a kind of palm v/ith simple feathered-leaves;

,

it had no stem, and the stalks of the leaves were very prickly.

To my annoyance, 1 could not detect any male blossoms. The
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young' fruits grew in a spreading panicle, which much resembled
the Elate, but the calices, which stood at the first partition, wr^re

peculiar ; they were obverse ovate, about a hand in width and
almost one span long\ I also found another kind of palm, ei^ually

stemless with no leaves, fitting one into the other at the root ; be-

tween them gTOws the fruit-bearing- stalk, about two feet hiofh,

which has a few leaves sheathed one into the other. It has an
erect panicle, closelj^ pressed together and obtuse at the end, which
was not as thick as a man. Upon it grew the male and herma-
phoditic blossoms in great quantity. The fruit has the shape of a

European pear; the peel is scaly, very hard, and woodlike on the

inside. The kernel is a short cone, broad at the base, and pointed

at the end; it has deep furrows, and consists of a blueish white
horny substance.*

I also discovered a monandrian by the smell, because if one
touches these plants in passing they fill the air with an odour of

clover. The leaves are oblong like those of most of the Scitann-

va, but their surface is more shiny than that of any others. All

along the edges the leaves are lined with fine gold shin}- fibre,

which fact distinguishes them from others. The blossoms have
a spike like a kind of cone, which grows at the side of the root;

it is hardly as long as the width of a hand and as thick as a

finger, being thinner at both ends. However the resemblance
which this plant has with the Aniomo Scyplieferm, which I have
mentioned and described, is great. The blossoms are only little

raised above the ground, and almost the whole spike grows
underneath the soil. -The Itlossom of this specimen was dark red

;

that of the former is very light red. This one has a very wide
open labiate corolla, and therefore deserves the name of

Leonuriis.

As the blossoms are fleshy, they deca}^ after the two or three

days of their bloom, and therefore the ear or cone is dirty and
sticky when one picks it up. After I had w^andered about in the

deepest forest and come across the fresh track of an elephant, I

hurried back to my host, who offered me excellent refreshments,

and about 5 o'clock we, started on our journey Jback^and ariived

at 8 o'clock in the evening.

22. —All these days I was bus}" classifying my lately-found

plants, among which I found much interesting matter for descrip-
* Probably Bertam. Enqussona tristis.
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tion. As the weather was so beautiful, it tempted me to under-
take atiother botanical excursion in the afternoon. I intended to

examine three kinds of Utiicnlerias thoroug'hly, and I broug-ht

home six different kinds, in order to compare them the better.

They grew nearly all m the swamp at a little distance from each
other.

23. —My Utricularia, which I brought home yesterday
evening, were all in bloom this morning, because I had put them
into water. I found that the large Utriculana was a variety of

Kivins, which Mr. Arch Linne mentions in his Spec. Plant. The
lower petal of these Malay specimens is much wider than any 1

have ever seen before, and is of a bright yellow colour. The other

three, of which 1 spoke already yesterday, were new species.

Unless the description of Osbeck is incorrect, the yellow blossom
was bifid. The other two kinds were the Urtkukuia Coendea
and the Utr. Minor.''

I also described a shrub, which I called Magnolia, to which
plant it bears much resemblance. I found it often here in bloom,

but could not obtain any fruits.

24. —In the afternoon, after divine service, I went out with

an English man, a Mr. Hay, who is here on account of his health.

We went out to see the tombs of the Chinese, specially that of

the present chief of the Chinese living here. The tomb is being
built on a mountain in front of the fortress on the southern side.

The different partitions of the tomb were only as yet indicated

by ditches ; when finished it will occupy a large space.

My botanical treasure I found was an Indigo, which
grew on that mountain and spread several feet wide. It resem-

bled the EnneaphuUa, although there are many differences to be
found. The greatest difference can be recognised in their pods
which in the one case are short, round, thick, and not pointed,

while in the other they are four-cornered, furrowed, pointed,

bending back. The one plant only grows one foot long, and is

covered with leaves; the other has a round, red and smooth
stalk, and is more than two feet long, and the leaves stand apart

from each other, etc. Yid. Defin. pag. 71.

I also stuffed a beautiful bird to-day; it lives on our coast also,

but its colours are not so vivid there. It is of the size of a young-

guinea fowl and belongs to the kind that have naked knees.

a. No doubt H. exoleta
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A more accurate description can be found in my Enchiridion,

pag-. 27.

25. —I was presented with a Juno bird^ by Mr. Clas de
Vent, who bought it for one piaster from a Malay. It was a

male bird of the size of a peacock. The bill is black, conical and
the upper part only projects slightly. The head is oblong,

covered with thin black feathers ; on the forehead these feathers

grew thicker and were a little longer; they ended in a stripe

down the neck. The skin showing through the feathers was
blue. The back and lower part of the neck were covered with
feathers of a rust-brown colour, having black spots. The wings
had twenty-two large feathers, eleven at each joint, the longest

growing on the second joint ; on the wider side of the feathers

there were some kidney-shaped eyes. These eyes were near the

traversing quill on a grey and black spotted ground. The shades

of these eyes were : first a narrow whita stripe, then a black one,

which changed at the side nearest the quill first into dark-brown,
then into a greenish tint, which shaded into yellow and it ended
with a blue white shade ; at the other edge the brown began again,

followed again by black. These eyes took up the third part of

the wider side of the feather. From the outer edge of the feather

to the eyes there were some black and brown stripes of different

width ; further from the eye these stripes were intersected and
the black ones changed into a series of big round spots, one close

to the other, finishing at the edge of the feather. The other part

of the feather has first at the side of the quill a narrow black

line, and then a white one ; after this follow round black spots

with fine circles round them ; later on there are only these spots

on a white ground. The spots nearest the edge are oval and
small. The rays of the feathers increase in size towards the end

;

they are ob(use and have white star-like dots on a black ground.
The quill itself is first of all black, and has then at both sides

white lines enclosing the black ; shortly after the outer half is

white the other remains black ; the black disappears entirely

towards the middle but the end is black again.

Ttie whole length of the feather is more than two feet ; the

end is half a foot wide and at the beginning it is about two inches

wide.

The front feathers have a beautiful blue quill, turning into

b. Argus pheasant.
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white towards the end ; the rays are rust-brown and have first

white dots, which change afterwards to black oval spots. The
after-wing- or thumb is at the edge of the upper joint and has
five short feathers.

The tail-feathers were twenty-four in number, two of them
being' twice as long- as the whole bird ; their colour is black,

strewn over with fine white specks.

The breast is rust-coloured, the stomach lighter. The feet

are like those of the chickens and have a beautiful red, shiny

colour, the eyes have a yellow ring, otherwise they are black.

The nostrils are oval.

Everything points out that this bird is a kind of pheasant

;

it lives in the woods and eats all kinds of fruit, at the same time

digging for worms in the manner of chickens. The cock puffs

himself up like the Calcutta cock. They are caught with bait

in cages.

I intend giving' a more minute description of this bird, when
both the cock and the hen, which are kept in Mr. de Vent's

garden, have grown a little tamer.

27. —I described some plants, which I collected yesterday.

In the afternoon I went to visit the hospital, built here for the

lepers, especially for those attacked by the disease called here,

Mai de Lazar. The hospital lies half a German mile northwards

from the town on the shore, in a place highly fit for it, as from

there one has a beautiful view over the whole of Malacca.

Behind this hospital is a small wood with some swamps
which stretch out at the eastern side not very far from the

hospital.

This hospital has been founded by the Gompagnie, and is kept

up by alms money ; the second councillor has the supervision.

At first they intended to build the hospital on a much larger

scale, for there is still a gate to be seen with two wings, and solid

sloping walls close to the sea, which bears the date of 1697.

But after this gate had cost so much, they did not continue. to

use bricks for the whole building. It is now enclosed by a fence

of thin poles, which measures about 150 steps square. There is

a so-called doctor there ; he is a Portuguese born out here, he

is old and pretty ignorant. His house stands in the first enclosure.

It is at about forty steps distant from the hospital and by as much

from the outer fence. The building for the invalids is a Malay
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Palliote ; the inmates live about half a man's height above the

ground; it is small, and only has lig-ht from the north

east, at which side the building is open. The side looking- to-

wards the sea is closed. Beside this building they have still a

sort of shed, which stands on poles; in it they prepare their

food. The inmates at this moment are only twelve in number,
all of them being native Portuguese, Malays, and Chinese, of both

sexes. Among them was a boy of 16 years, who was quite

merry.
I tried to find out what remedies were used, but the doctor

could not tell me more about them than that they went to town
from time to time to fetch different things with which they

bathed the ulcerated parts. The intention of curing these miser-

able beings was not combined with this hospital.

I felt the pulse of some of them, and could find nothing

remarkable ; in the worst cases it was slow and weak. The skin

in the healthy places was soft and moist. I inquired into their

taste, tongue, sleep, and pains, all was as in a healthy state,

only when a part w^as falling off they felt pain, but they
had no pain in their extremities, which are really the seat of the

illness. Their lungs were prefectly free and I could detect no
vestige of hoarseness as in the case of the Kakerlacka and the

Iceland lepers.

This kind of illness consists of a sort of shrinking of their

fingers and toes. The fingers and hands begin to dry c>ut, they
are quite stiff and insensible, so that they can even touch fire

without feeling any pain. After this state appears a small inflam-

ation and a malignant matter detaches the joints by degrees.

At the feet there is generally an odoematous swelling to be
observed ; the nails produce a malignant moisture and the limbs

fall off with much matter.

Here, like elsewhere, the belief is general that the illness

is contagious, but none of the present immates had caught it in

that manner. The doctor had indeed lost his teeth and only a

few still remained and stood out like those of a squirrel, but he
assured me that there was not a sign of leprosy in his whole
body, though he had spent the greatest part of his life in this

hospital.

It is more likely that this disease is produced by taking
indigestible and unnatural food, as many kinds of tortoise shells,
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land-snails, amphibians (lizards), rays, sharks, and several kinds

of molluscs, such as Hollothurians, Medusae, etc., which custom
prevails with the Chinese, who suffer most from this disease.

I could distinctly see that these people either did not
know anything about diet, or did not want to keep to it, because
one of them had bought a Monoculus polymorpJms for his supper,

and they told me themselves that whoever did not know
how to prepare it risked having much headache, giddiness,

and depression, from eating the intestines. From a European
Burgeon, who had formerly had the charge of these invalids, I heard

of the only remedy. He had put some spirits of wine and a few
drops of oil on the wounds of one of the invalids, whose hands
were in a high degree leprous ; the malignant festering ceased

directly and the wound soon after healed. I asked him why he
used this remedy ; and he said that he knew no better one and had
just wanted to try. He added that the illness had never recurred

in that hand.

There was no mortality attached to this illness; the invalids

could grow pretty old.

I looked about in their little garden, which had not much
interest for me, especially in the present season. There are some
trees growing in it, among them a very big tree of the Cassia

Fistula ; it sheltered the building entirely from the north-west

winds, which are said to be very strong here at times ; there

were some other smaller trees of the same species. Also some
Pterocarpns Draco trees, some Coco trees and Papayas, etc. Among
the plants they had some wild Lanquos with a kind of leaf

very large, heart-shaped, pointed, intersected by many nerves,

shiny, and of a bright green colour ; the tree had neither

blossoms nor fruits. According to the oblong bulb-like root it

seemed to be a Dracontian or a Calla. Moreover, I found here a

stinging Acolypha, the leaves of which were like those of the

common European nettle, but the fruit was different. The male
blossoms grew at the end of the ears ; their corolla consisted of

four petals, which were very small. The Involucre was kidney-

shaped, and serrated at the edges. The capsule was three-corner-

ed and contained three round seeds. There were three wells in

the enclosure, but they only had common kinds of moss on their

walls.

29.—I received a splendid^ big Qorgonia ; some swallows*
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nests had been built upon it. Fucus grew on the rocks

like the Coctis in an angular sort of fashion. Underneath the

water its colour is dark green, but in the air it is yellow and
looks as if enamelled. I often saw this kind of Fucus in the

Straits of Ceylon at no great depth and only one foot high ; but

here it had been fished up from a depth of thirty fathoms by
means of a fishing line. There were all broken on account of

the rough handling they had undergone.
30. —I went out to botanize and obtained a quantity of new

plants, which I must describe during the next few days. There
was specially a great number of the family of the Phijllanthi and
if one wanted to classify them properly, one would have to

distinguish several families. They are in this country what the

numerous Salices are in the colder parts of Europe.

Nov. 1. —I examined the family of the PhijUanthi more
minutely and found the specimens, which in the main points

were like most of the Pliijllantld. Their styles however were
erect and cylindrical ly grown together, they were club-shaped

and at the end divided into three parts, each of which was sub-

divided in its turn. I also found a simple shrub, only one and
half feet high; it had large eg-g'-shaped leaves and large hanging
bell-shaped blossoms, and their fruit was a long four-sided pod

;

this shrub evidently is one of the Gynandria, and in remem-
brance of my friend, Professor Brannicke, I called the plant after

him.

4. —I went to Pringi, and found there some blossoms of the

Rambutang; those I found were all six stamened and if the rainy

season had not done too much damage, I could have classified

them also on this occasion. There were also many fruits on the

tree in various stages of ripeness. The Dutch call them Serjiants

or Hunde Kloten, because two fruits always grow out of one
blossom.

7. —I went out specially to see the tree from which the

Lign aloes is gathered. They showed me four pretty big trees,

but I searched in vain for some blossoms. These trees grew
really in a Malay garden hedge. I left the detailed description

until such time as I could perhaps obtain some blossoms.

10. —I found a special kind of fig tree, which distinctly

showed the parts of fructification. The male ones consisted only
of a single tube and a stamen, which projected a little with the
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anther. Many of them covered the whole surface of the fruit,

which was bigger than a cherry and of a dark purple colour.

The female ones are green on the outside, but the fleshy part of

the inside is also of a beautiful purple. Their stigma is also single.

The detailed description is in the definition?.

12. —The rainy weather continued more steadily than ever
before, and the lower part of the country was inundated. I

waded to a place where grew a big fig tree, which had ripe fruits

on one side of the crown. It was much frequented by monkeys
and by many kinds of birds, as the black Martins with the

yellow ear-lobes, many kinds of pigeons, and specially the long
beaked Buceros. I could not get near enough with my rifle,

because the monkeys soon became alarmed and frightened all

the birds away by their yells.

16. —I botanized a little ; nearly everything was under water.

The principal thing I found was a Dillenia with yellow blossoms,

which Rumph has down in his Herb. Amboin.
A tiger had come down from the mountains and had caused

much damage.
22. —Up to now we had most terrible rains, everything was

saturated and my collection suffered greatly as everything be-

gan to decay. Captain Banton arrived in the harbour to-day

with the war frigate "Sea Horse," coming from China.

24. —To-day I sent away whatever was dry in my collection

by the war frigate " Sea Horse," which starts for Madras to-day.

I trusted my plants to the special care of Mr. Stuart, doctor of the

frigate.

25. —A¥e had an eclipse of the moon last night, and all the

Chinese were about with light and fire in order to help the

moon.
20. —I had the pleasure of Captain Light's arrival, who came

from Kedar, and will only stay here for a short time.

29. —I went on board of our ship to look at all my things,

which had suffered very much from the moisture, not only my
collections, but also my books. It took me some days to repair

the damage, because the uncertain weather continued.

Dec. 2. —I went out to botanize and found the Aspleniwu',

the peculiar kind of pepper with the fat, lancet-shaped, obloing

leaves ; the blossoms were monoicous.

There was a large climbing kind of fig with beautiful look-
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ing fruits. As their parts of fructification were big, I had
no difficulty in describing them.

3. —During the last days we have had some north wind and the

weather was better. I still collected many plants, specially

fruits, which I had not yet got. In the middle of the day I dried

my plants in the sun and obtained some beautiful specimens.
4. —I obtained many kinds of corals and a new species of

Holothuria and a special kind of mollusc. I also went to Pungul
to-day, where I made as many inquiries as I could concerning
the Gambler and made a description. It seems to be a peculiar

fact that the seed cannot be kept for very long. The place

where the boiling was to be carried on was just being built.

There were three large holes, surrounded by a wall, they were
three feet in diameter and two feet deep. These holes were
made to contain the boilers and they were dug into the mountain
quite straight ; there were some other holes to contain the fire-

wood. The edge of the boilers was surrounded by a certain

bark, forming a circlet about f of a foot high. There were also

some gutters manufactured of wood which was l-J- inch thick ; the

gutter itself was three feet wide and four feet long. These
gutters lay in perfect order on a slanting stand and were destined

to bring the lie into the boiler.

The merchant and architect living here will give a perfect

description of this boiling establishment to the Ravi society, but

1 content myself with the above-mentioned facts, on account of

my short stay here, and because of the false information which
people are so apt to give about such matters from suspicion

or jealousy. The ways of boiling are different, but the

Chinese is said to be the best. The whole place is fourteen paces

long and eight paces wide ; the roof is covered with the bark of

the Melaleuca tree, and I was astonished to see that the house

was situated in such dense jungle, and that people were allowed

to stay here, on account of the tigers. Only at one end of the

house they had a small partition which could be closed ; it was
scarcely the height of a man and this was their sleeping place.

It was peculiar that from _ underneath the fire hole..of: o»e- of the

boilers there came out a "beautiful clear spring. This may
however only have been originated by the rainy season, which
had begun uncommonly early this year, and still continued.

1 went a little deeper into the dense jungle, which was now
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transformed into a swamp, and saw some small trees of the

Gambier, which had been planted on a hill. Some of these trees,

the oldest were about a span thick above the root, but soon after

divided into branches, which grew slantingly upwards, and to-

wards the end they bent down again.

They require a stony grassy soil with mountain mould, like

that of the hill were they grew in this instance. The stones

were nothing else but porous tufa in small pieces, at least 1

thought them to be, so as far as I could judge from their

appearance. The mountain mould and the stones were much
intermixed with a fine sort of yellow mica.

Wild Cardamoms grew among the shrubs, also the Nutans
alpinea with the bending stalk, but I could not find one single

blossom. Deeper in the jungle I found many AmomumScyphiferum
and Amomuin Leonurum. The latter has a beautiful smell and
the edges of the leaves are of a beautiful gold yellow, but the

leaves of the Scupldforum are slightly wavy. There was another

Monandrist which had leaves half as long again as a man. The
Malays whom I had taken with me, said that the blossoms grow at

the end of their stem or leaves ; the plant was unknown to me.
The Chinese bamboo grew wild, but it had neither leaves nor blos-

soms. I saw many kinds of wild Mangas ; they were just beginning

to have new leaves and were developing the buds of the blossoms.

There were also many climbing plants; they held firmly on to

the trees ; and seemed to be several kinds of Pothos and of the

beautiful fig. A shower of rain put a stop to my zeal in

botanizing. Afterwards I made a little excursion to the sea-

shore, which however one could not reach, on account of the

deep mud. On a fig tree, which had beautiful orange-coloured
fruit, not larger than a small cherry, I saw a Buceros ; my
presence did not seem desirable to him and he flew away into

the wood. There was a small kind of the so-called kaldeer, it

had fruits, but I was not so lucky as to get a male blossom. The
whole tree was not as high as a man, and the stem hardly as

thick as a hand. I tried to find some peculiarities in the leaves,

but could see none^ and so 1 had to stick to the fruits, which are

almost as round as a ball. Many of these fruits grow on a com-
mon, stalk; at one end they have a horny style, with bent ends,

which when the fruit is ripe drops off like a (7«////>^o«. These
Kacemes were yet young and had therefore not the beautiful
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.red colour which they usually have.

There was a second kind growing here as well ; it stands

erect and the stem is high, naked, jointed and red. The leaves

form an erect Fascicle. They always grow in damp parts, at

times even in deep water ; their fruits are single like those of

the common kaldeer, but they are completely parallel. Standing
closely together at the banks of the rivers, they make a nice

show with their slender red stems. Their leaves are more blue-

green than those of the others. The creeping kaldeer also grows
here frequently in the wood, but I have not found any of its fruit,

except in Junk Ceylon.
6. —In the last days I arranged my things, and dried and

packed as many of them as I could in this weather. I found some
Nepenthes in blossom, but they were only male ones. They have
separate male and female blossoms, and are polygamists.

7. —I saw a corpse Jin the house of a Chinese. It was that

of an old rich woman who two days before her death had distri-

buted 500 piasters and 300 rupees to be expended at her funeral.

She had died from old age, and had foretold the exact hour of

her death. The body was already in the coffin, and this stood in

a front room between two rows of curtains, which had been hung
across the room. They were looped up in the middle. The
coffin stood on a special bench, the feet of which were like those

of a carpenter's bench. The coffin was peculiar. It had a kind

of foot about a hand high which slanted inward, then it bulged
out at the sides and was half-round, but the lid projected again in

slanting manner over the edge and was as thick as the foot of

the coffin ; the same plan was followed at both ends. The end
for the head was somewhat thicker and was convex at the top,

being slightly raised at both ends. The whole coffin was three

feet high and covered with a thin shiny varnish on the outside.

At both sides stood two candle sticks with wax candles, which
burned continually. In the middle of each side stood two idols,

Josses of
1-J foot high, they were placed on a three-cornered

pedestal, which also had three feet. The coffin was said to have
been covered with many layers of paper inside, so as to let no
manner of smell of decomposition pass. The body itself was
clothed in eleven different kind of garments, so that this old

woman might have an ample supply of clothes if she should soil

some of them on her long journey. In front, outside the curtains
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stood a square painted table and upon it stood an idol on each
side ; they were dressed in the same way, only their dress was
white with artificial flowers ; they held in their hands white
staves, longer than the whole Joss, and at the end of these

staves were fastened streamers. Everything- had been removed
from the room except a few chairs standing at the sides. In
front of the door there was a strip of yellow paper three feet

long and scarcely one foot wide ; on it were painted black Chinese
letters. Up in the room there hung first some green squares of

paper and underneath these were narrow streamers of many
different colours ; they were one foot long and two inches wide.

There were many streamers of black, green, and pink paper.

From the roof of the house hung down longer streamers of red
colour without any letters, and also two big lanterns about 1-^ or

1| of a yard in diameter ; they were round and made of fine rotan

covered with varnished paper bearing large Chinese letters.

8. —The dead woman was buried with many ceremonies.

First of all a table with many viands was spread, among them
were a capon, very fat pork and different kind of comfits. There
were small and big flags, and all sorts of big lanterns. Two idols,

one clothed in green, the other in red silk, were being carried

about, on a three-cornered pedestal, also one idol sitting in a litter.

They were nearly all of one size. The coffin stood on a bier,

which was covered with blue linen. The nearest relatives

walked before it ; they were clothed in a sort of thin straw-

coloured linen. Behind the coffin followed the women, who were
most nearly related to the dead ; they were surrounded by a screen

of white linen fastened upon sticks. Behind them came many
other women. The ceremony was interrupted by a heavy rain,

and some discorder ensued. The coffin was let down into the

earth at the side of a mountain, the grave being about one man's

height deep. Underneath the coffin they put some money and

layer of dead embers mixed with chalk, and from the mountain

mould and Q, a kind of mould Q was prepared, which was laid

over the coffin, before the other earth was put upon it.

I botanized here a little and found often the Frisea Nummu-
liiria and the Mirifica in blossom. The latter also had fruits. A
kind of Epidendris amongst the shrubs had finished blooming,

I therefore could not examine the blossoms. The root consisted

of long furrowed woody bulbs ; the leaves were oblong, lancet-
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shaped and spreading-, growing- half down the stalk. It had had
blossoms, but I could now only find some oblong petals pointed

at both ends. The Viscus opimtia grew here frec[uently on the

Memicijlon capitellatum and among them climbed Cassjtha.

10—During the last days I was busy drying and packing
my things, which was very difficult on account of the frequent

rain ; the corals, which I wanted to dry, gave me much trouble.

11 —I went out again to find the blossoms of the Nepenthes^

because for a long I have had doubts whether they are herma-
phrodite. I often came across their male blossom, but the female

ones were too ripe. On the Chinese graves I found a special

kind of Pferis and gilongifolia, Biirm. FL Sei/L, Tab. and Pteris

triphfllcL There ought to be careful researches made in order to

find out whether they are not hybrids among themselves.

The Echites Candata began to bloom ; it is of a peculiar

construction. The long ends of the blossoms, which are of the size

of the Nigelkistrum hang down as much as three inches and are

dark blood-red in colour. It is a kind of shrub which gTOws on
other trees and spreads very much. The pericarps are the biggest
of any kind of contorta which I have hitherto seen.*

12—I sent all my things on board, and tried to overcome my
disappointment about the failure of the journey, and my anxiety

about the many troubles which I might yet. have to overcome
on account of the war. I went on a botanical excursion to a plain

situated between the western suburb of Malacca and the leper

hospital. I frequently found Schoenus Cruciatus, Agrestis MatreUa^
Stemodia and three species of Utricularias which are very common
here, viz: the nivea, the aurea, and the small pruple-coloured

one. Among them I found a beautiful Didynamist of the second
order of this class, and of the third sub-division. The blossoms
are bell-shaped and are cut into four equal round lobes at the end,

before these lobes divide they grow crossways and are pressed

together, the outside is yellow ; inside, underneath the lobes it is

bearded with curly white fibre, and the colour is here of an even
more vivid hue than on the outside, and there are some fine orange-

coloured stripes. The stamen are shorter than the corolla and
stands close to the stylum ; the anthers are white, compressed and
heart-shaped.

* Strophanthus.

End of Pakt 2.





VOLUMEXV.

December 15—30, 1779.

QUEDAR.

Dec. 15. —I went on board in the afternoon.

16. —The pilot and all my travelling" companions came on
board. In the afternoon at 4 o'clock the anchor was weighed
and we sailed past Tanjong Cling.

17. —Wecame as for as Cape Rachado ; had some wind and
rain and saw Sumatra. Strong thunderstorms and rain during
the night.

18. —Saturday. We came to the Porceller mountain, and
towards evening we cast anchor at the month of the Strait of

Callang. The weather was fine; there was very little rain.

19. —Wepassed the afore-mentioned Strait almost entirely,

but near the last bay the current turned against us. The
weather was fine, some rain, but very little wind.

20. —Quite early the anchor was weighed ; we passed the
two rocky islands Niodd and Joss which lie close together;
this was still in the morning; also the three islands called the

Bontsilies, and cast anchor at Sallingor towards five o'clock in

the afternoon.

21. —I went on shore but obtained very little. The heat was
very great ; Hedysorum Strohiliferum had blossoms ; there were a
kind of Poly podium with simply pinnate leaves and scandent stem,

Bryonia with hastate leaves. The mountain ranges of this

country were very high and enclosed in mist. At four o'clock

we went on board again and sailed on.

22. —Towards evening we saw the Dindies, and not far

them the Sambilangs.
23. —Wepassed the nine Sambilang islands and the Dindies.

Pullu Perah we saw in the distance ; it is very high and enclosed

in mist. It is a remarkable fact that the Sambilang islands lie

all in one direction with the small island Pullu Issarah, which is
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at six miles distance, and another island which is near Sumatra
and is called Varella ; this direction is East N. E. towards
W. South W. AVe had much lightning- in the evening.

There is much dragon's blood collected on the Dindies, and
according to what Captain Schilling told me the cane cut here is

the very best. Wesaw a Malay Proh close to the shore. The
islands are not inhabited, for fear of slave dealers.

24. —On account of the calm, we still were near the Dindies

and PuUu Issarah ; in the distance we could see the high moun-
tains of Pullu Pinang', rising out of the sea. At nine o'clock the

wind began to be very favourable and we soon lost sight of the

Dindies ; we passed Perah, which is always wrapped in a blue

mist. In the evening as the moon rose there arose also a strong

north east wind, which lashed the sea. The high waves hindered
us very much in our progress during the night. The weather
was fine after we had a rain-shower, which cooled the atmosphere
considerably.

After the moon had risen there was a rainbow-like circle

round it at two degrees distance ; there was a spot of the same
rainbow hue at the side.

25. —Early this morning we were near Pinang island, which
has a smaller island at its side. The high mountains have many
cliffs ; at the north- w^estern extremity they are dome-shaped.
The length of the islands is about three leagues ; they are said

to be uninhabited on account of the kidnapping which the Malays
exercise upon one another. Judging from the blue mist, the

mountains must contain various metals. The name has been
given to this island on account of the Areca trees, which are

called Pinangs in the Malay language. In Malacca I had been
told that here, as well as in the Dindies, many Areca CUtoria

grow wild.

At eight o'clock we had the high mountain straight before

us ; it has the shape of a cone ; we had seen it quite distinctly

from old Quedar, being on land then. These mountains are

called Girai by the Malays, and it is here that much tin is dug
out and melted.

26. —Wehad to cruise between the island, Pinang, with the

high mountains, and old Quedar, on account of the contrary wind.
The weather was fine during the day ; in the evening we had
calm, followed by some showers, and in the end the contrary
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wind returned with its full force. The depth of the sea in this

bay varied between twenty-two and twenty-six fathoms.

26. —In the course of the morning we saw the long narrow
rocky islands in front of Quedar, which are called the Peers, and
also at some distance from Quedar, a mountain which is called

the " Elephant," on account of its resemblance to this animal.

27. —Wearrived at last in the harbour of Quedar at half

past nine in the morning, after we had been cruising for a long
time on account of the contrary wind. The weather was fine.

In the afternoon I went on shore and to the town, which in the

maps is called Queda, bnt this name really belongs to the whole
country.

The town is only very small ; a fortress has been built at the

mouth of the river. A wall, which is almost built in one straight

line, shows some intersections for cannons. They had some six

pounders ; apparently they were either not loaded or loaded very
insufficiently.

The stream divides the town ; the houses, which are nearly

all Palliots, are built on either side of the river; they are

scarcely fifty in number, those of the Chinese being the best

among them. The shore is very low, and in the rainy season the

whole country is flooded at high tide.

I took my quarters in the compound belonging to the pilot

of our ship.

The country is very low everywhere and consists of a very
muddy soil, intersected by yet muddier canals. In the higher

parts grow Agolloss, Xyloaloes, Volkameria, Rhizoiihora, and some
other shrubs and trees that like a muddy soil ; they are inter-

laced with Volkameria Paderia and a new species of Contortis.

There was a raised path on the south side of the river, leading

towards the south, and from it. I could see that the soil under-
neath the mud consists only of cardia. My curiosity was too

great to be satisfied in seeing only those parts which were fenced
in on account of the wild beasts, and so I went on. The path
was lined with dense shrubbery on both sides, chiefly consisting of

Phyllanth. Siam.{()\x^\o) Verbesina bijlora, Baccharis indica, etc.

A few steps further on I saw some Christian graves near
the path. I could see from the thrown up earth, that the soil

consisted only of cardia and was little intermixed with clay.

28—Early this morning I went to the bazaar, just outside
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the gate, which consisted of low straw huts with open walls, built

at half a man's height on bamboo poles. They sold only fruit, as

some kinds of Musa Chauneris, Radices art exulenti and others
of the same common kinds.

By chance I found to-day many Pholades with animals,

which are said to be fetched from the sea near Parlys when the

tide is low and the water only three feet deep. The neck of

this animal is like that of an ascidian, but the rest of the body
resembles a zethis.

These animals were boiled like the other Mytyli and are used
here in curries and stews. On our table the neck was prepared
separately. In the same way Sepia officinalis is used here for

eating- purposes ; the smaller ones are generally preferred, and
the bladder with the ink is removed and they are well washed.
I went along the way I discovered yesterday as far as possible

;

it really leads to a newly planted rice-field, lying about a good
quarter of a mile from the town.

I passed two muddy streams with great difficulty, as there

were only two small sticks laid across upright poles which stood

about one man's height above the mud and this primitive bridge

was sixteen or twenty steps long. The bridge was enclosed bj'

dense shrubs on either side, consisting mostly of Gmelina en-

twined with a new Phijllanthus Verhesina Fcederia, Ceitoria Convol-

vii/i, Dioscoreus ; these shrubs were a resort for many animals,

because they both sheltered them and provided them with food,

among them was the small Capulla. Before I reached the field

I had to pass a place which was overgrown with the Saccherum
diandrum growing to half a man's height ; among them were some
Triumjetta Hedijsamm Coreopsis, etc. ; they grew close to the path.

The rice was very good, had rather large ears, and was
almost ripe ; it was of the kind which has the black-brown husks.

There was a great number of birds invading this field, they

seemed to be of the Loxia kind; their bills were very big and
well built to crunch the rice. They flew about in great swarms.

There were many small huts built on high poles in this field,

which was scarcely one-third of a German mile long. A row of

sticks had been planted amongst the rice, and they were connected

by a kind of coarse string, which caused them to make a noise

when this string was pulled. They were pulled whenever a

swarm of birds wanted to settle.
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The soil of this field consisted of a little grey clay and many
particles of cardia, but nevertheless the rice grew very well

and had large eais. The field was surrounded by a high, thick

wood. I did not find anything new, only the seed of a tree, the

wood of which is considered to be the best for building purposes

in Ceylon ; I have however not succeeded yet in finding any of

its blossoms,

29. —I went with our captain and the passengers of our ship

to the capital, which lies about three German miles from this town.

We made the journey in a large covered boat. The shore on
either side was very low, muddy, and flooded at high tide, and
closely overgrown with such trees as like salt-water and a

muddy soil, as Rhizophora Granata, Littorea, etc.

Underneath these trees lay several crocodiles sunning them-
selves and swallowing some mud from time to time. Their back
is almost as grey as the mud ; their peculiarity is that they have
a flattened body. Their stomach is white. I was not so lucky

as to get one of them, as they live in muddy places which
are unattainable either by boat or by walking. Nearer the

capital, where the water is less salt, there grew on either side of

the shore the new kind of palm, Nipa ; they stood so close to-

gether, that one could not see beyond, but they offered an agree-

able and strange aspect. The stream now divided into two arms,

which ran parallel for some time and so doubled the agreeable

view. I have already mentioned what use is made of the leaves,

and I only add that the Chinese preserve the grains of these

fruits in sugar ; they are transparent in this state, but have no
special taste, except that the spice added may give them some
flavour.

After ten o'clock we arrived in the town ; the shores were
a little higher and we saw every now and then a Malay
house.

The town lies on the left bank of the river; it is only small,

and irregularly built. The king's dwelling is somewhat apart

from the town. The real buildings are surrounded by a fence

about two men high, and as much as one could see from the out-

side, it consisted of many small separate houses, built of planks

and rafters. Only the building serving for audiences stood out-

side the fence. It was built on poles which stood at man's
height above the ground, and was covered with the leaves of
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the afore-mentioned palm tree. It was open at the sides, only
the floor was lined with two feet high planks. Outside, at one
end, two ladders of five steps each had been constructed of narrow
planks. Between these ladders was a kind of throne, consisting-

of square rafters, connected above and below, and crowned with

a conical red painted top. These rafters stood a little higher
than the raised floor of the audience room ; they were thicker

than an arm and only planed smooth, without any other ornament.
The four foremost rafters stood just so far apart that His Majesty
could sit on his feet between them ; the two other rafters which
were joined to the floor of the room had one step, by which he
had to mount on his throne. Round about there was a simple

fence of planks, which were hardly two feet high. The size of

this throne was scarcely two yards square, the steps leading up
to it were not as wide. But this time the king gave his audience
in front or at the right hand of his throne,

He is young and rather good looking', his skin is very light.

He was sitting on an old Bengal carpet. His dress consisted

only of a cotton Cavay (Kabaia?), and a red silk cloth tied round
his body after the fashion of his nation.

This red silk belt had a shield in front with raised work

;

it was as wide as a hand and about one span long.

He had tied an ordinary handkerchief round his head, in so

negligent a manner that the crown of his head remained un-

covered ; they nearly all wear this handkerchief in the same
fashion.

His questions and conversation only touched uninteresting

matter. When he saw the gold watch of one of our passengers

he showed a great wish to possess it, but none to buy it.

His ministers sat behind him in a half circle. Although
this nation is very uneducated one could detect some court

ceremonies.

I botanized in the rice fields near here. A kind of Apinia
bloomed frequently near the ditches and grew to half the height

of a man.
In the ditches bloomed two kinds of Arusus with oblong

leaves ; they were peculiar and in my opinion new.
In the evening before sunset we went back. My attention

was caught by a peculiar sound like that of a trumpet, which
arose from underneath the boat. I made enquiries and was told
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that it was caused by a small fish and that I could buy this fish

in the bazaar near our conipoi.nd.

The darkness of the nig-ht, and the salt water caused the

track which our boat left behind to look like lire, and also the

fish escaping- before us left big stripes of fire in the water.

30. —I went to the bazaar and asked for the fish, which had
produced the strang-e sound underneath our boat yesterday, but

there was not one to be had. The people however promised to

try and find one for me.

End of Volume xy

End of Journey.





A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MALAYA,*

From June, 1892. to July, 1893.

BY

C. DAVIES SHERBORN,F.Z.S., E.G.s.

Ix compiling this Bibliography, all sources of information

have been utilized. Inserting therefore, every publication that

has come under his notice, the compiler hopes that the entries

will prove of considerable assistance; but, as a large proportion

of the literature of his district, either never reaches England at

all, or else arrives so long after as to be too late for examination

for this purpose, he begs the reader's indulgence for any error

that may be present. His thanks are are due to M. Martin us

Nijhoff of The Hague for information as to some of the more

recent books.

"0. I. A." —De bepalingen betreffende de herziening en ber-

mindering van den aanslag in de bedrijfs belasting. Inch

Gkls, 1892, pp. U36-1440.

Aaltsz.— see Quarles.

* By •• Malaya " is here meant that part of the Archipelago enclosed

in aline drawn round the north of Siam and tlie Philippines, through Ma-
cassar Strait, between Lombok and Bali, round the outlying islands of Java
and Sumatra, and the cast of tlic Nicobar and Andaman Islands,
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Abboeli.ah, Kesah Pelajaean. —Bin Abdelkadir Moensji dari

Singapoera sanipai ka iieg'eri Kalantan. Tersaling soerataniija

oleh Brons Middel. 8vo. Leiden, 1893, loG pp.

Abdoe'l-Moeloek. —Radja Barbari (Beliasa Melajoe) boeioej

Olanda. 8vo. Betawi, 1892, 308 pp.

Abendanox, J. H. —De Xederland:sch-Indiscbe rechtspraak van
1881 tot 1891. 8vo. Bafavm, 1893, 4. 349 pp.

Agerheek, B. L. and I. P. T. Beoxdgeest. —Gids voor den
algemeenen ontvanger van's Ian s kas in Xedeilandscb-Indie.
8vo. Batavia, 1893, 12, 3G1, 18. pp.

Aldrich. T. H. —A new land sbeet [Xannia obertyi]. Tor

Sumatra, yaiifili/,^; vol vi, 1892, p. 90.

AlmaxaIv. —Indische cultuur almanak, 1893. 7e Jaargaii .

8vo. Amsterdam, 1892.

-Soendaneesche Ahnanak. Eerste jaarg'ang 1892. 8\o.

Cheribon, 1892.

" Amsteltammer." —Spoorreisje(EeirL'rans-Borneo). Visioenen

en droomen van een Amsterdanniier. 8vo. Amsterdaiu, 1M)3,

74 pp.

Axi>i;e. K. —Vovag-e de M. Chaper ;i Borneo. Catalogue de«

fourinis et description des especes nouvelles. ^feln. So.:

Zoo/. Fiance, vol. v, 1892, pp. 40-55.

AXDRlESSElf, AV. F. —Der Islam in Xiederlandisch-Ostindien.

Detdsehe Bundschau Geogr. vol. >;iv. 1892, pp. 459-404.

AXO<. —Jaarover/icLten betreSTende den handel in Koloiiiale

producten. fo. Aiiisfcrdain, 1893, 88 pp., 2 tab.

Verslag" van bet Mijiiwezen in Xederlandsrb-Indie over

bet jaar 1889. Jaarlj. Miin. Xed. O. I. vol, xxi (1S92),

(Tech.-Adm. Ged.), pp. 1-57.

-— 'Yerslag' van bet Mijnvvezen in X'^ederlandscb-Indie ovei'

bet jaar 1890. Jaarh^ Mijn. Ned. 0. I. vol. xxi, (1892),

(4'ech.-Adm. Ged.), pp. 58-114.

De ceiste steenleg'gino- van bet ziekenbuis to Modjovvaruo.

Med. Ned. Zendel. vol. xxxvi, 1892, pp. '2\X-'2'2'2,

—-——Leuer (Xederlaudseb-Iudiscb). Regeling- van de Levor-
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dering, het ontslag- en liet op non-activiteit stellen van de
Europeesche officieren ; beneveiisreglemenlen op het toeken-

nen van pennon en onderstand aant die officieren zoomede
g-agement en gratificatien aan militarien beneden dien rang,

en aan hunne weduwen en kinderen ed 2. 8vo. Breda,

1892, 4. 80 pp.—Statistiek van het vervoer op de spoor wegen en tram-

wegen in Nederlandsch-Indie over het jaar 1890. 8vo.

'sGrarenhaje, 1892. 44 pp. 4 tab.

—Staatsblad van Nederlandsch-Indie over het jaar 1891.

8vo. ZaIt-BommeJ, 1892. xiv, 137 pp.—Superstition in Agam ( Sumatra ). Tijdsdir. Binninl. Bts-

tuur, 1892, (7).

—Contract met den radja van Bwool en akten van beves-

tiging betreffende den radja van Rioeng en de radja's van
Badong. Lul. Gids, 1892, pp. 1282-129G.

—Het rapport van den Directeur van binnenlandsch bes-

tuur betreffende de denkbeelden der kolhe cultuur-comniis-

sie. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1297-1314.

—Uitvoer van Xed. Indie naar Boston. Ind. Gid-^, 1892.

p. 1370.

-Delhi-en Java —tabak op de Duitsche markt. Ind. Gnb,
1892, p. 1370.

—Ue spaarbanli voor inlanders te Modjowarnoin 189 J. rnd.

Gids, 1892, pp. 1371-1372.

—Een verbetering' van de reJe van den heer Tijdens over
het Billiton contract. ImJ. Gids, 1892, p. 14G5.

—Het rapport van den directeur van Binnenlandsch Besluur
betreffende de denkbeelden der koffie cultuur commissie. Jnd.

Gids, 1892, pp. 14G9-148G.

—Betere bewapening of betere oefening van de Indische

infanteiie? Ind. Gids, 1892, p. 148G.

—Een stuk geschiedenis aangaande het ontstaan van det
Atjeh-oorlog. Ind. Guh. 1892, pp. 14.S7-1490.

—Het onderzoek in de Minaliassa. ///./. Gids, 1892, pp.
1491-1502.
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Handel van Ned. Indie met Liverpool en Bremen. Tad,

dids, 1892, pp. 1555, Io56.

Handel tusschen Atjeh en Penang*. Jnd. Gid{<, 1892, pp.

1557-1559.

Uitvoer van Russische petroleum naar Java. Ind. Gids,

1892, p. 1559.

Steenkolenhandel te Singapore. I^uL Gidi<s, 1892, p. 15G0.

De vordering- der zending op Java. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp.

1561, 1562.

Jer gedachtenis van Kolonel Diepenheim en Generaal

Van Teijn. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1563-1567.

Het rapport van den Directeur van Binnenlandscli Bestuiir

betreffende de denkbeelden der Koffie cultuur-commissie.

Lid. Gids. 1892, pp. 1697-1716.

Gegronde aanmerkingen op het Koloniaal verslag. ///'/.

Gids, 1892, pp. 1716-1719.

Het financieel beheer van het Department van Marine.

Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1720-1733.

—Een voorstel tot sluiting van het Weduwen en Weez en-

fonds voor de officieren der landmacht in Nen. -Indie. Ind.

Gids, 1892, pp. 1733-1736.

—Hulp voor Grool-Sangir. Ind. Gids, lSd2, pp. 1736-1742

—Hoe de bevolkingscijfers van de inlanders op Java eu
Madoera worden verzameld. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1742-1745.

—Handel van Ned. -Indie met San Francisco, Penang en

Singapore. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1787-1789.

—Toeneming van de bevolking en vermindering van den
handel te Singapore. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1789, 1790.

-Kolie-immigratie in Penang. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1791,

1792.

—De handels beweging van de residentie Benkoelen voor-

heen en thans. Ind. Gids, 1892, p. 1792.

—Een wetsontwerp tot wijziging van de comptabiliteitswet,

Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1897, 1898.
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—De grieven en wenschen van de bevolking- en hoof den der
Minahassa. Ind. Guh, 1892, pp. 1898-1902.

—Het verslag van den Regeering's commissaris Gallois

betreffende de Minahassa. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1902-1919.

—De ongeregeldheden op Tjampea. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp.
1920-1926.

—̂Het officieele relaas der Lomboksche zaken. Ind. Gids^

1892, pp. 1926-1932.

—Repeteergeweren en mitrailleurs voor Indie. Ind. Gids,

1892, pp. 1932, 1933.

—Yoorstel tot oprichting van een nieuw weduwen-en
v^reezenfonds voor de officieren van de landmacht in Ned-
Indie. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1933-1936.

—Waar de Javaansche landbouwer in Solo aan toe is bij een
Europeeschen landhuurder. J7id. Gids, 1892, pp. 1942-1945.

De Soekaboemische Landbouw-vereeniging over het

nieuwe plan betreffende de Gouvernements-Koffie cultuur.

Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1945-1957.

—De koeli-immigratie en-emigratie in de Straits Settlements.

Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1987-1990.

—De dichtheid van de bevolking en de uitgestrektheid van
den bouw grond op Java en Madoera. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp.

1994, 1995.

—De verhouding van de Minahassa tot het Nederlandsch
gezag. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2027-2035.

—Ilet ontwerp van wet tot wijziging der Indische comp-
tabiliteits wet. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2089-2101.

—De uitkomsten der Indische diensten 1867 tot en met 1891.

Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2101-2106.

—Een en ander uit de Indische begrooting voor 1893. Ind.

Gids, 1892, pp. 2100-2130.

—Het verslag van den Regeerings commissaris Gallois

befreffende de Minahassa. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2142-2164.

—Hongerdistricten of Java. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2164-

2167.
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Een officieele mededeeling- aangaande den ox-regent van
Lebakkaug. Inch Gids, 1892, pp. 2167-2169.

Hoe de bevolking van Karang-Anjar den assistent-resident

Drossaers op prijs stelt. Ind. Gidi^, 1892, pp. 2170-2172.

Torpedobooten en torpedokruisers voor Indie, hid. Gids,

1892, p. 2172.

De Zoutaanmaak op Madoera. lad. Gida^ 1892. pp. 2235,
2236.

— De bevolking van de Minahassa en die van Oost-Java.

Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2354-2356.

Het lot van den inlander in Djokja, Ind. Gid$, 1892, p.

2356.

—Een gewraakte aanmerking op het Koloniaal verslas;- van

1891. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2357, 2358.

—Handel van Ned-Indie met Marseille en Bangkok. Ind.

Gids, 1892, p. 2383.

—Officieele mededeelingen omtrent de slavernij in Ned-Indie.

]nd. Gids, 1892, pp. 2394, 2395.

—De spraak der Indo-Europeanen. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp.

2396-2400.

—Wat een zendelings vrouw vermag. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp.

2416, 2417.

—Een nota van den Heer Geertsema over de kenring van

Indische landsdienaren in Nederland. Ind. Gids, 1892, p.

2323.

—Het verslag van den Regeerings commissaris Gallois

betreffende de Minahassa. Met aanteekingen. Ind. Gids,

1892, pp. 2832-2354.

-Een wetsontwerp ten behoeve van een spoorweg van

Probolinggo naar Panaroekan. Lid. Gids, 1893, pp. 57-60.

—De algemeene secretarie van Indie een de laatste re-

devoeringen van het lid der tweede kamer Mr. H. D. L.

Norman. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 60-64.

—J'onragegelden en bezuiniging. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 64,

65.
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—Een voorstel oiii meer geld uit te geveii voor het besturen

van Ceram en de Z. 0. Eilanden. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. QQ, 67.

-—Een iiiotie tot afschaffing van de Gouvernements-koffiecul-

tuur in de Minahassa. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 68-85.

—Rangschikking' der koffie dristricten van Java naar de

opbrengst per bouw. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 137-141.

—Oordeel der Handelmaatschappij over de qualiteit van
particuliere en van Gouvernements koffie. Ind. Gids, 1893.

pp.141-143.

—Het g-ehalte van het Indische leger. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp.

144-145.

—Een statistieke opgave betreffende de inlandschebevolking-

en nijverheid van Bandjarnegara. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 145,

146.

—Suppletoire contracten met Indragiri en met Tanette.

Ind. Gids 1893, pp. 224-231.

—De nieuwe mailcontracten. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 231-

236.—De prembe en de opium pacht. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp.
236-239.

—Antwoorden op aanmerkingen betreffende het Koloniaa
verslag van 1891. Lid. Gids, 1893, pp. 241-248.

—Onveiligheid in Djokja. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 248-250.

—Eenige opmerkingen van Dr. Snouck Hurgronje over

schrift-en klankleer. Iiid. Gids, 1893, pp. 288-294.

—Proeven met het golfstillend vermogen van olie in den
Compagnie's-tijd. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 295-297.

—Herinneringen aan een artillerie-en marineschool te Sema-
rang. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 297, 298.

-Een heidensche trouwplechtigheid op Savoie. Ind. Gids,

1893, pp. 299-301.

^—Krijgsaventuren van een Oosten-rijker in NederlandscL-

Indie. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 302-330. [See Barfus.]

—Overeenkomsten met Soeppa Alieitaen Sawutto, Ind, Gids,

1893, pp. 391-401.
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Suppletoire contracten met Sidenreng- en Kappang". Ind.

Gids, 1893, pp. 401-403.

Een wetson twerp ten behoeve van de bevloeiing en af-

watering der Solo-wallei. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 403-412.

— Een gedachtenwisseling in de Eerste Kamer over de
maritieme verdediging- van Indie. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp.
412-418.

Oorlogsschepen van buitenlandsche en oorlogsschepen van
Nederlandsche werven. Ind, Gids, 1893, pp. 418-424.

De heerendienst-regelingen in de practijk. lid. Gids,

1893, pp. 425, 426.

— De pupilenschool te Gombong. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 429,

430.

-De resultaten van het onderzoek naar de grondrenten

der inlanders op Java. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 430, 431.

—Handel tusschen Malakka en Sumatra's oostkust. Ind.

Gids, 1893, p. 531.

—Handel van Ned-Indi<i met Hamburg. Ind. Gids, 1893,

pp. 532-536.

—Het nieuwe infanteriegeweer. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 53G,

537.

—Resultaten van de bevloeiings werken aan de Kali Kening.

Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 537-539.

—Overeenkomsten met Maiwa, Doerie, Batoelappa, Kasba
en VVadjo. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 588-596.

—Een v^etsontwerp tot regeling van de mijnontgimiiugen
in Ned-Indie. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 596-620.

—Het steeds vermeerderend Kantoorwerk. Ind. Gids, 1893,

pp. 620-622.

De Soekaboemische landbouw-vereeniging over een
Koeli-ordonnantie. Ind. Gids. 1893, pp. 623-625.

—Een zoogenoemd vrije tabaks-cultuur. Ind. Gids, 1893,

pp. 625-627.

—Handel van Java met Calcutta, Ind. Gids, 1893, p. 701,

—Bacterien als oorzaken der sereh, Ind. Gids, 1893, p. 702.
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—De Javaansche anthropopithecus. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp.

703-706.

—Wefsontwerp voor een spoorweg" van Malang- naar Blitar.

Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 786-789.

—Nogmaals de heerendienstregeling'en in de practijk. Ind.

Gids, 1893, pp. 789-791.

—De paiticuliere nijverheid, de Gouvernements-kofiSe cultuur

en de emigratie van Javanen in de Preanger. Ind. Gids,

1893, pp. 791-795.

—Een vergelijkende studie over huwelijken tusschen bloed-

verwanten. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 880-884.

—De oogst van fabrieks-kinabast op Java. Ind. Gids, 1893,

pp. 891, 892.

—Het steenkolendepot of Poeloe-Weh. Ind. Gids, lb93,

p. 892.

—De Soesoehoenan van Soerakarta vazal. Ind. Gids, 1893,

pp. 1029-1035.

—Uitvoeren van katoenen goederen uit Groot-Brittannie

naar Ned-Indie. Ind. Gids, 1893, p. 1064.

—Stoomwaart tusschen Swatow en Ned-Indie. Ind. Gids.

1893, pp. 1064, 1065.

—De boomflord van Java. I?id. Gids, 1893, pp. 1065, 1066,

—Overeenkomst van de Korintjische poesaka's met de
Makassaarsche en Boegineesche ornamenten. Ind. Gids,

1893, pp. 1066-1068.

-De oeconomische toestand van de gewesten die door den
geprojecteerden spoorweg Probolinggo-Pasirian worden
doorsneden. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 1073-1093.

Archee, W. J. —[Explorations in the Valley of the Mekong.]
Itev. Franc, et Etranger, Mar. 15, 1893.

Baden-Powell, B. F. S. —In savage isles and settled lands:

Malaysia, Australasia and Polynesia, 1888-1891. 8vo. London,
1892.

Badings, a. R L. —Hollandsch-Maleische en Maleisch-Hol-
landsche samenspraken. ed. 2, 8vo. 's^a^re, 1893, 39, 290 pp.
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Bassler, A. —Uber den Batak.-Stamm der Rajas. Tertschr.f.

Ethnol vol. xxiv, 1892, pp. 242-245.

Balen, J. Hendrik van. —De Nederlanders in Oost en West, te

water en te land. Ser. 2, vol. viii. Het beleg- van Kappar.
De oorlog met de Makassaren in; 1679. 8vo. Amsterdam^
1892, 12 pis. , .

Baret. —[On the opium traffic] Arch. Mexl, navah et coivniale,

1893.

Barfus, C. von. —Kriegs fahrten eines alten Soldaten in fernen
• Osten. 8vo. StUtt§art,<1^^2>.

Becher, H. M.—On the gold-quartz deposits of Pahang (Malay
Peninsula). Quart. Journ. Geor. Soc. vol. xlix, 1893, pp.
84-88.

Beddard, F. E. —On some species of the genus Perichaeta (S. S.).

Prov. Zool. Soc, 1892, pp. 153-172, pis. ix. and x.

Beekman, A. A. —Kleine schoolatlas van Nederland en zi-jne

overzeesche bezittingen. ed. 2, 8vo. Zufi^hen, 1892, 14
kaart

Beltran y Kozpide, R. —Descubrimiento de la Oceania por los

Espanoles. 4to. Madrid, 1892, 38 pp.

Berg, L. W. C. van den. —De afwijkingen van het Moham-
medaansche familieen erfrecht op Java en Madoera. Bijdr.

Taal'land-volJc, N. I. (5), vol. vii, pp. 454-513.

Bergroth, E. —Aradidi dell'isola do Engano raccolti dal dott.

Elio Modigliani. Ann. Mus. Gems. (2), vol. xii, 1892, pp.

806, 807.

BerGSMA, W. B. —Hoe de bevolkingcijfers van de inlanders op
Java en Madoera worden verzameld. Tijdschr. Ned. Aard.
Gen. (2), vol. ix, 1892, pp. 513-524.

Bettink, H. —De protestantsohe zending gee mislukking, maar
de zeghepraal des geloofs. Ned. Zendingots. iv, 1892, pp.

120-128.

Beverroorde, K. T. E. van. —Een Bezoek aan de Batatsche
Horgolakte. Bijdr. VolhenJc. N. I. vol. vii, 1892, p.p
609-621.

Bir.LES. —See British Museum.
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BiBLlOTECA historica Filipina. —Historias, cronicas, anales,

memorias, relaciones, cartas, papeles sueltos y demas docu-
mentos historicos, todos ineditosy desconocidos, sobre la con-

quista militar, civilizacion cristiana, g-obierno j administracion

de este archipielago. escogidos en los archidos de sns con-

ventos relig'iosos y establecimientos officiales del Estado y de
los pueblos. Monumento nacional elevado a las g'lorias

espanolas por la iuiciativa. . . . del. . Senor D. Jose

Gutierrez dela Vega Vol. i. Historia general
sacroprofana, politica y natural delas islas del Poniento
Mamadas Filipinas por el padre Juan J. Delgado, C. J. Vol. ii.

Cronica de la provincia de San Gregorio Magno de religiosos

descalzos Filipinas, China, Japon, etc., escrita por el P. Fr.

Francisco de Santa Innes, .... cronista de la miasma
provincia en 1676. Vol. i. 4to. Manila, 1892, xvi, 1012 and
viii, 712 pp.

Bladvulling. Eene kunstige Javaansche strophe. Tijd. Iiid.

Taal-land-volk, vol. xxxvi (2), 1892, pp. 231, 232.

Eenige f ontieve eigennamen inde door Meinsma uitgegeven
pro-gabewerking van den Babad tanah Jawi. Tijds. Ind.

taal-land-volk. vol. xxxv, 1893, pp. 127, 128.

Blumentull, F. —Yakanen und Samal-laut der Insel Basilan

(Philippinen), Ausland, 1892, pp. 813-821.

Die Namensgebung bei den alten Tagalen. Globus, vol.

Ixii, 1892, p. 253.

Die Tagalische Familie. [From the Spanish of P. A.
Paterno.] Om, vol. xviii, 1892, pp. 103-105.

Malabaren auf den Philippinen. Deutsch. Rundsch. Geogr.

vol. XV, 1892, p. 44.

BOETTGER,0. —Liste von Kriechtieren und Lurchen aus dem
tropischen Asian und aus Papuasien. Ber. ojfenb. Ver,

(xxix-xxxii), 1892, pp. 65-157.

Katalog der Batiachier-Sammlung in museum der Sen-

ckenbergischen naturforschenden Gesellschaft in Frankfurt

am Main. 8vo. Frankfurt, 1892, 73 pp.

Bohalta, H. —Praktische Grammatik der Javanische sprache

mit Lesestiicken, eineni Javannisch-Deutschen und Deutsch,
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Javanischen worterbuck. 8vo. Wien (1892), vii, 192 pp.

BOLIVAE.—See Kaffray.

Bool, H. J. —De financieele verhouding- tusschen Xederland en
Indie. Incl Gids, 1892, pp. 1815-1825.

Nogmaals de financieele verhouding- tusschen Nederland
en Indie. Incl Gids, 1893, pp. 213-223.

De verpachte middelen in Nederlandsch- Indie. Vrag en

des tijds, voL xviii, 1892, pp. 25-128.

Borneo. —Berbachtungen auf den Stationen Sandakan, Kudat,
Gaya, Papar, und Limbuak in Britisch Borneo. 1892, 66 pp.

Bosch, P. ten. —De sluiting der Atjehsche Kust. Svo. s'Hage,

1892, 41 pp.

EBosscher, C] —Ter gedachtenis van den Heer C. Bosscher.

Ind, Gids, 1893, pp. 181-187.

BOTT, W.—The Thermal Springs of Selangor and Malacca.
Jourii. Str. Br. R. A. S. no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 43-62.

The alleged discovery of Mercury in Malacca. Journ.

Str. Br. E. A. S. no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 79-82.

BOULEENGER, Gr. A. —Catalogue of thesnakes in the British

Museum (Natural History). Vol. i containing the families

Typhlopidge, Glauconiid-ae, Boidoe, Uropeltidae, Xenopeltidae,

and Colubseaglyphge, part. 8vo. London. [1893], xiii,

448 pp., 28 pis.

An account of the reptiles and Batrachians collected by
Mr. C. Hose on Mt. Dulit, Borneo. Pror. Zool. Soc. 1892,

pp. 505-508, pis. xxix-xxx.

Bourgeois, J. —Descriptions de trois especes nouvelles de
Lvcides de Borneo. Notes Ley den Mus. vol. xiv, 1892, pp.
39-42.

Br ANDES, J. —Nog eenige Javaansche piagem's uit het Mahom-
medaansche tijdvak, afkomstig van Mataram, Banten, en

Palembang-. II. Tijds. Ind. taaUland-volh, vol. xxv, 1893,

pp. 110-126.

Ibid. III. ibid. pp. 209-214.

Een verslasr van Professor A. C. Vreedt omtrent eene
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vergameling Javaansche en madoeriesche handschriften.

Tijd. Ind. taal-land-volk. vol. xxxv, (3 and 4), 1892, pp.
443-480.

—Wilde dwergen op Sumatra. Ind. Gids, 1893, p. 298.

Brau de Saint Pol Lias, X. —The Battas. Orientalist, vol.

iv, 1892, pp. 97-106. [Transl. from Rev. Ethnogr.']

British Museum. —Catalogue of printed books. Bible, pt. i.

Complete Bibles in all languages. 4to. London^ 1892, pp
1-244.

Brondgeest, see Agerbeck.

Brons Middel, R. —De tolk Nederlandsch-Maleische woorder-
lijst. 8vo. 'sHage, 1892, 8, 80 pp.

De hoofdpunten der Maleische grammatica toegelicbt voor
hen die de Maleische taal bestudeeren. 8vo. Amsterdam,

1893, 8, 57 pp. ;

See Eikajat.

Brown, W. C. —A note on Rengas Poisoning. Journ. Str. Br.

R. A. S. no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 83-86.

BURCK, W.—[Plants protected by ants.] Tei/ssmania, no. 4,

April, 1892.

Contributions a la Flore de TArchipel Malais. Ann. jard.

hot. Buitenzorg, vol. xi (2), 1893, pp. 183-194.

Buren Schele, a. D. van. —Keur van gedenkwardigheden uit

de geschiedenis der Nedei landsche Oost-en AVest-Indische

bezittingen. ed. 2, 8vo. Nijonegen-Amheim, 1892, x,

280 pp.

Butler, A. G.—On a collection of Lepidoptera from Sandakan,

N. E.. Borneo. Prov. Zool. Soc. 1892, pp. 120-133, pi. vi.

Buys, M.—Twee maanden op Borneo's Westkust. 8vo. Leiden,

1892, 12,230 pp.

Calon, L. F. —Eenige opmerkingen over bet dialect van Sikka

gevolgd door eenige bemerkingen op de vorige lijstjes, eenige

spreekwijzen enz verzameld. TijdscJir. taal-land-volk,^. 1.,

vol. xxxv, 1892, pp. 129-200. ' '->
[

Oandeze, E. —Elaterides recueillis par M, Modigliani dans I'ile
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Engana en Mai et Juni 1891. Ann. Mus. Genor. {2), vol. x,

1892, pp. 795-800.

Chabae mamasi Hetong. —Eene Minnagkabauscbe vertelliiig'.

8vo. Leiden, 1892, 43 pp.

CllANTEE, E. —Objets antiques en pierre et en bronze du Cauibog-e.

Bull. Soc. Anthrop. Lyon, vol. x. 1892, pp. 44-46.

Chapek, M.—See Drouet.

Chevillard. —Le G-enie des Kmers. Etude sur quelques

monuments du Cambodg-e. Angkor-Vat, Bak-Heng, Angkor-
Tom et Baion : Recherches sur leur origine et les causes de

leur destruction. 8vo. Nantes, 1892, 47 pp.

Chijs, J. A. van der. —Catalogues der Ethnologische verzameliiig

van het Bataviaasch genootschap van kunsten en weteiis-

"chappen. ed. 4. 8vo. Batavia, 1892, viii, 219 pp.

Chijs, J. A. van der. —Nederlandsch-Indisch Plakaatboek, ir.02-

1811. Tiende dul, 1776-1787. 8vo. 'sHage (Batav. Genoots.

Kunst. Weten.), 1892.

Claine, J. —Un an en Malaisie, 1889-90. Tour la monde, 1892,

pp. 369-400.

Compte rendu de la conference sur la Malaisie. Bull. Soc.

Geogr. Anvers, vol. xvi, 1892, pp. 305-309.

Claine, Jules. —Sumatra et la presqu 'ile de Malacca. Bull.

Soc. Geogr. Lyon, vol. x, 1892, pp. 527-531.

Clercq, F. S. a. DE.-^[ Native names for Plants ]. Teyssmannia,

nos. 6 and 7, 1892.

Cliffoed, H. —A new collection- of Malay Proverbs. Journ.

Sir. Br. B.A.S., no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 87-120.

Soiiie notes on the Sakai Dialects of the Malay Peninstila.

Journ. Sir. Br. B.A.S., no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp 13-30.

COBLIJN, W. A. —A^oorstellen in het belang van het Indi^che

leger. 8vo. 'sRage, 1892, 96 pp.

Cooke, A. H. —On the geographical distribution of the land-

mollusca of the Phillipine islands, and their relations to the

Mollusca of the neighbouring groups. Frov, Zool. Soc. 1892,

pp. 447-469.
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COEDES, J. W. H. —De leidiiig der Gouveruemeuta-koffiecultuur.
Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1826-1858.

Cretier, H.— Bijdragen uit het soheikundiglaboratorium van
boofdbureau van het Mijnwegen in Nederlandsch-Indie te
Batavia. 1889-1891. Jaarb. Mijn. Ned. 0. I., vol. xxi.,

1892, (Weten Gids), pp. 1-56.

Gushing, J. N.—The Holy Bible in Shan. 8vo. Rangoon, 1 892,
1613 pp.

Davison, W. R. —Descriptions of some new species of Birds
from the Eastern coast of the Malay Peninsula. Ibis, 1892,

pp. 99-103.

Deelstra, F. —Kleine aardrijkskmide van Nederland en Ned.
Indie voor de volke school met schetskaartjes. ed 2, 4to.

Groningen, 1892, 26 pp.

Dekker. —See Multatuli

Dermont, J. —In de coffie. Oorspronketijke Indische Roman.
1893.

Des Michels, Abel.— Le poeme de Bach Tu' (la souris blanche),

moralite annamite. Journ. Asiat. [8], xi, 1892, pp. 139-156.

DiGNET, Edonard. —Elements de Grammaire Annamite. 8vo.

Paris, 1892, ii, 137 pp.

DiJK, P. A. L. E. van. —De uit watering" van het Tobameer en
de Batoe Bong-bong-. Tijd. Ind. taal-land-volh. ^ol. xxxv,

(5 and 6), 1893, pp. 640-656.

* Nota over de Landstreek in de Tobalanden bekend onder
den naam van Habinsaran. Tijdsclir. Ned. Aard. Gen. (2),

vol. ix, 1892, pp. 477-506.

Directory for Bangkok and Siam, 1892. 4to. London (Algar),

Singajijore (Sayle), 1892. pp. iii, 334, 32.

DiRKZWAGER, N. —Eenige opmerkingen over den tweeden titel

van het Ontwerp-Strafwetboek voor Europeanen in Ned.
Indie. 8vo. Leiden, 1892, viii, 96 pp.

DiSSEL, J. van. —Dr. Snouck Hurgronje op glad ijs. Ind. Gids,

1893, pp. 526-530.
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Distant, W. L. —A monograph of Oriental Cicadidae. 8vo.

London, pts. v-vii (1892), pp. Lx, 97-158, pis x-xv [com-

pleted.]

Does, A. M. K. de. —Toestand der nijverheid en de afdeeling

Bandjarnegara. Tijdsch. tacd-kmd-volk. N. I. vol. xxxvi,

1892, pp. 1-112.

DOHRN, C. A.

—

Belonuchus nuUi-cedo. Stettin Ent. Zeit. vol. liii,

1892, p. 74.

DOEVILLE, Max. —Nui Vong- Phu la statue, qui devore. Legende
Annamite. Tradition, vol. vi, pp. 278-281.

Dozy, J. P. —Geneeskundige gids voor Nederlandsch-Indie.

ed. 3, 8vo. Amsterdam, 1892, 8, 210 pp.

Deonet, H. and M. Chafer. —Voyage de M. Chaper a Borneo.
Unionidae. Mem. Zoo!. Soc. France, vol., v, 1892, pp. 145-

155, 2 pis.

DULAUEIEE, Ed. —Historie de la princesse Djeuhar Manikani.
Conte Malaise. Museon, vol. xi, 1892, pp. 435-447.

DUNLAP, E. P. —Buddhist priests of Siam. Church at Homeand
Abroad, May, 1892, pp. 423-426.

DCPONT, M.—De I'organisation politique et sociale du peuple
Annamite. Btdl. Soc. Geogr. Comm. Havre, 1892, pp.
94-114.

ECKHOUT, R. A.—Indischen ijzerenwegen. Ind. Gids, 1892,

pp. 1415-1435.

ECKHOUT.—see Hooze.

Engelbeet van Beveevooede, K. T.—Een bezoek aan de
Bataksche hocgvlakte. Bijdr. taal-Jand-volh K. I. (5), vol.

vii, 1892, pp. 609-621.

Enthoven, J. J.K. —Eenige beschouwingen betreffende den
aanleg van spoorwegen op Borneo. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp.
1611-1621.

ESOHAUZIEE, 0. C. —Bijdragen tot toelichting van het vraags-
tuk der decentralisalie van het bestuur op Java. 8vo.
'sHage, 1892,52 pp.
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ESCHE, J. M.—Nog eens de Gouvernments-koffieciiltimr. Een
afgezaard thema ietwat gevarieerd. Tncl, Gids, 1892, pp.
1220-1263.

Faielie, John. —Life in the Malay Peninsula. Century Mag.
Feb. 1893.

Faiemaiee, L. —Nouveau genre de coleoptere Heteromere [from
Sumatra]. Bull. Soc. Ent. Nance, vol. Ixi, 1892, p. vii.

FiGEE, S. —Uitkomsten van Meteorologische waarnemingen in

Nederlandsch-Indie gedurende de Maandar Januari-Juni
van het jaar 1891. Nat. Tijds, N. I. vol. Hi, 1893, pp.
125-180.

'

FiGEE, S. and H. Onnen. —Vulkanische verschijnselen en aard

bevingen in den 0. I. Archipel waargenomen gedurende het

jaar 1891, Nat. Tijd. N. 1. vol. Hi, 1893, pp. 93-123.

FOKKEE, A. A. —Episoden uit den tijd der Portugeesche heers-

chappij in Oost-Indie. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1917, 2287,
2401.

Maleische tolk voor ambtenaar en particulier. 8vo. Zut
phen, 1893, 2, 280 pp.

-Een en ander naar aanleiding van " Eenige opmerkingen
van Dr, Snouck Hurgronje over Schrift-en Klankleer." Ind.

Gids, 1893, pp. 520-525.

Feancis, G. —Atoeran soerat-soerat, berisi bebrapa tjonto soe-

rat-soerat kiriman dan perdjandjian dan permoehoenan dan
laen-laen sebageinja, jang- bergoena pada sekalian orang
jang bitjara behasa Melajoe de Hindia-Olanda. 8vo. Beta-

ivi, 1892.

Gahan C. J. —Description of some new Longicorn Coleoptera

from the Indian region. Annals Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), vol.

xi, 1893, pp. 377-389. [2 n. sp. from Borneo].

Geelach, a. J. A. —Onze Cost. Geschiedkundige schetsen.

8vo. 'sHage, 1892, 248 pp.

Gesteo, R. —Sopra due Hispidre di Engano raccolte al Dott.

Elio Modiglani. Ann, Mui^. Genor. (2), vol. x, 1892, pp.

791-794.
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GlOI, M.—[The encroachments of Siam.] Bev. Franc, et Etranger,

Mar. 1, 1893

Godwin-Austen, H. H. —On new species and varieties of the

g-enus Diplommatina from the Garo, Nag-er, and Munipur
hill-ranges, Assam. Prov. Zool. Soc. 1892, pp. 509-520.

GONGGEIJP, J. R. P. F. —Hikajat Kalila dan Damina, tersalin

dari pada nosehat Malajoe, degan titah Goupernemen Hindi-

ja Nedferlanda. 8vo. Leiden, 1892, 60, 393 pp.

Geaafland, N. —Welke taal zal men in de Minahassa bezigen

voor school en kerk. Ned. Zendings. vol. iv, 1892, pp. 85-

98.

GkabowSKY, F. —Die Theogonie der Dajaken auf Borneo. In-

tern. Arch. Ethn. vol. v, 1892, pp. 116-133.

Granger, A. —Description d'une nouvelle espece I'AmpulIaire

\_A. hrohardi]. Le Naturaliste, 1892, p. 97, fig. [Cam-
bodia.]

Granpre Moliere, F. B. —Het protestantisme in Ned. Indie.

Eene voorlezing gehouden in de 27e vergardering van der

Alkaarsche Predikanten-vereeniging op Donderdag den 6en
Oct 1892, 8vo. Helder, 1892.

Grashuis,'G. J. —De Javaansche Letterkunde. Ind. Gids, 1893,

pp. 251, 488, 679, 856.

De Regeerings-reglementen van Nederlandsch-Indie ben-
evens het charter van Xederburgh. 8vo. Leiden, 1893,

16, 335 pp.

Groneman, J. —De Hindoetempels te Parambanan in Midden-
Java. Eign Haard, 1892, pp. 388-393.

Tjandi Parambanan op Midden-Java, na de ontgraving.
4to. 'sHage, 1893, 4, 30 pp, 64 pis, 2 plans.

Gronvelle, a. —Deux especes nouvelles de Coleopt^res de la

famille des Nitidulidre [Borneo]. Notes Ley den Mus. vol.

xiv, 1892, pp. 43, 44.

Grouvelle, N. —Voyage de M. E. Simon a File de Luzon,
Philippines [Coleoptere]. Ann. Soc. Ent. France, vol. Ixi,

1892, pp. 285-288.
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Grunwedel.— Die Reisen des Herrn Vaughan Stevens in

Malacca. Zeitschr. Ethnol, vol. xxiii, 1892, pp. 829-837.

GuiLLOT, E. —La France an Laos. Ann. Geegr. vol. ii, 1892,

pp. 97-100.

Haak, J. —Planten-kunde van Indie. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1892,

490 pp. Atlas.

Haberlandst, M.—Loffel von den Philippinen. Mitth. Antkrop.

Ges. Weill (Sitz.), vol. xxi, 1892.

Hagen, K. —Tiber die Musik einiger Naturvolker (Australier,

Melanesier, Polynesier). 8vo. Hamburg, 1892, 35 pp.

Harribomee, G. —[Bregi (Sumatra) Superstitions]. Tijds. Bun-
nienl Bestuur, no. 7, 1892.

Haughtox, H. T. —Native names of streets in Singapore.
Journ. Sir. Br. R. A. S., no. 23, 1891, pp. 49-65.

Have, J. J. ten. —Cost en West Land en volk onzer Kolonien.
8vo. 'sHage, 1892, 8, 317 pp., maps.

Haver Droeze, F. J. —Is het wenschelijk en mogelijk ora eene
vereeniging' tot stand to brengen tusschen de officierskorpsen

van het Xederlandsche en het Nederlandsch-Indische leger ?

VersJ. Vereen. hevef. Krijgswet, 1891-92, vii, pp. 385-457.

Helfrich, 0. L. —Aanvullingen en verberteringen op de
Maleisch-Nederlandsch-Enganeesche woordenlijst Tijdschr.

taalland-vo/k, JV. I., vol. xxxv, 1892, pp. 228-234.

Heller, K. M.—Eine neue Calandriden-art der galtung Parata-

sis, chev., aus Java. Notes Leyden Mus. vol. xiv, 1892 pp.
269-272.

Heutsz, J. B. van. —De onderwerping van Atjeh. 8v-). 'sHage,

1893, 117 pp.

HiKAJAt Hang Toewah. —Tersalin Soeratannja oleh R. Grons.

Middel. 8vo. Leiden, 1894, 113 pp.

[HiLLlER, W. R.] —Notes on the manners, customs, religions,

and superstitions of the people inhabiting the Shan States,

Indian ^?i/2(/. vol. xxxi, 1892, pp. 116-121.

HOEVELL. G. W. W. C. van. —Een bezweringsfeest (mapa^aoe)
te Mooeton. Intern Arch. Ethnogr. vol. v, 1892, pp. 69-79
pi. vi.
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-Korte beschrijving" van het rijke Mooeton (bocht van
Tomini). Tijdschr. Ned. Aard. Gen. (2). vol. ix, 1892, pp.
349-361.

HOEZOO,AY. —Uit het verslag (over de zending te Samarang-).
Med. Ned. Zendel. vol. xxxvi, 1892, pp. 191-196.

Hollander, J. J. de. —Handleiding- bij de beoefening' der
Maleische taal-en letterkunde. ed. 6. 8vo. Breda, 1893, 12,

386, 316 pp.

HoLLE, K. F. —[How to prevent exhaustion of the soil.] Tijds.

Binnenl. Bestuur, vol. vi (1), 1892.

Een schrijven van den heer Holle over padicultuur-proe-
ven. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 239-241.

HOMBRA,see Idris.

HOOZE, J. A., R. A. Eekhont, and R. A. VAN Sandick. —The
coal-fieids of Malaysia. 8vo. London, 1892. (Trans, feder.

Inst. Min. Engin.)

HooZE, J. A. —TopogTafische, geotrgische, mineralogische en
mijnbouwkundige beschrijving van een gedulte der afdeer-

ling Martafoera in de residentie Zuider-en oosterafdeeling

van Borneo. Jaarb. Mijn. Ned. 0. I. Jaarg. xxii, 1893
(Techn. Ged.) pp. 1-430, map and sections.

HORST. D. W.—Onze taak in Indie ten opzichte der onbemiddelde
Euraziers en inlandsche Ghristenen. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp.
1-33.

HORST, R. —Earth-worms from the Malay Archipelago. Weber's
ZooL Ergeh. Beise. N. I. vol. ii (1), 1893, pp. 28-77,

pis. ii-iv.

Hose, C. —A journey up the Baram river to Mt. Dulit and the

Highlands of Borneo. Geogr. Journ. 1893, pp. 193-209.

HOUTEN,S. VAN,—Een nota van den Heer van Houten betreffende

de Gouvernements-koffiecultuur. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 2326-

2331.

HOUTHUYSEN. B. V. —Smokkelen-knevelen. Een poging tot

terechtwijzing. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1197-1213, 2036-2044.

Hove, J. ten.— Hoe de Bantiks tot het Christendom overgingen.

Med. Ned. Zendel vol. xxxvi, 1892, pp. 128-178.
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Hughes, W. and J. F. Williams. —The g-eograpby of Asia.

8vo. London, 1892, ( Phillip's Geog'raphical Manuals.)

HURGRONJE,C. Snouck. —Studien over Atjehsche Klanh en
Shritftleer. Tijd. Ind. taal-Iand-voll\ vol. xxx (3 and 4),

1892, pp. 346-442.

Idris bek el HOMBEA.—Satoe tjerita jang- benar dari Tanah
Soetji dalam tahoen 1886. Tersalin dari bahasa Arab oleh

Ahmed Kiamil bi Abdoellah Kadri. 8vo. Batavia, 1892,

116 pp.

ISMAGOENDanoe Wixoto, R. M.—Lakou tjekel endralaja in

Kleine dicht-maten. 8vo. ProboUnggo, 1891.

Jacobs, J. R. —Uit het Indische krijgsleven. 8vo. Utrecht,

1892, 4, 239 pp.

— Indische vrienden. 8vo. Zutphen, 1893, 4, 246 pp.

Jagoby, M.—De&criptions of some new species of Phytophagus
Coleoptera [Sumatra]. Entomologist, vol. xxv(suppl.), 1892,

pp. 86-88.

Jedina, L. van. —An Asiens K listen und Ftirstenhofen. 8vo.

Wien, 1891, 732 pp. map and illustrations. [Georgetown,
Singapore, Batavia, etc.]

Jellesma, E. J. —Bijdragen tot de Kennis van het Tompake-
wasch. 8vo. Batavia, 1892, 8, 100 pp.

*' Y. K."— De resident Schiff en de Atjeh-oorlog. Ind. Guh; 1 892,

pp. 2173-2175.

Twee lezingen in het Indisch Genootschap betreffende de
Yorstenlanden. Ind. Gids, 18;'3, pp. 431-446, 627-648.

Kax, C. M. —De litteratnr over Xederlandsch-lndie —sedet Juli,

1891. Tijdschr. Neder. Aard. Genoot. (2), vol. ix, 1892. pp.
669-681.

Karsch, F. —Ueber eine Collection durch Herrn Hans Fruhstofer

auf Java gefangener Elschniden. Ent. Nachr. vol. xviii,

1892^ pp. 249-255.

Karsten, G.—Untersuchungen uber die gattung- Gnetum. Ann.
Jard. bat. Buitenzorg, vol. xi (2), 1893, pp. 195-218.
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Keane, zV. H. —Eastern Geography. A goograpliy of the Malay
Peninsula, Indo-Ohina, the Eastern Archipelago, the Philip-

pines, and New Guinea, ed. 2, 8vo. London^ 1892, 202 pp.
map.

Keith, A. —Notes on the Siamese provinces of Koowi, Bang-
taphan, Pateeo, and Champoon. Journ. Str. Br. B. A. S.

no. 24, 1892, pp. 63-78.

An account of a journey across the Malay Peninsula from
Koh Lak to Mergui. Jouni^^ St. Br. R. A. S. no. 24, 1892,

pp. 31-41.

Kelsali, H. J. —Description of a new specie of Jungle-fowl
said to come from Borneo. Journ. Str. Br. R. S. no. 24,

1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 168. [No specific name given.]

"H. J. K." [elsall] . —Nest and eggs of Henicurus ruficapil-

lus, Temm. Jouri}. Str. Br. R. A. S. no. 24. 1891 (Nov. '92),

p. 170.

Notes on the nest and eggs of Nyctiornis amicta. Journ.

Sir. Br. R. A. S. no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 169, 170.

A large Mias in Singapore. Journ. St. Br. R. A. S. no.

24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 168-169. \_Simia satyrus.']

Kemp, p. H. van dee. —De quarantaine en epidemicvoorschriften

in Nederlandsch-Indie. Toegelicht uit de officieele beschei-

den en getoest aan de wetgeving in Nederland. 4to. Batavia.

1892, xxxviii, 327 pp.

Keen, H. —Sawuneesche bijdragen. Bijdr. taal-land-volh, N. I.

vol. vii, 1892, pp. 513-554.

—^ The tale of the tortoise and the monkey. Actes viii Congr.

Orient. (Sect. Malay.), 1892, pp. 15-20.

Keeeemans, C. —Nouvelle espece de Bupreotide recueillie . ans

Tile d'Eng-ano, par M. le. Dr. E. Modigliani. Ann. Miis.

Genov. (2), vol. xii, 1892, p. 1000.

Voyage de M. Simon aux iles Philippines. Mem. 3.

Ann. Soc. Ent. France, vol. Ixi, 1892, pp. 21-26.

Kesteeen, C. E. van. —Op weeken grond de Minahassa tot

Gouvernementsgebied is verklaard. Ind. Gtds, 1893, pp.
34-56. •

• i
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Over eiikele nieuwe begrootiiigspofateii. lad, GitU, 18t)2,

pp. 2045=2071.

KlELSTRA, E. B. —Sumatra's Westkubt sedevt 1850. Bijd. taaU

land-volk. N. I. (5j, vol. vii, 1892, pp. 622-70G.

De ondergang' van bet Bandjermasinsche rijk. Ind. Gids,

1892, pp. 12G4-1281.

•Bijdragen tot de gescliiedeuis yan Borneo's W^esterafdeel-

ing\ xxiv. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp. 952, 1441, 1679,2072,
2301.

Klinkert, H. C. —Nieuw Maleisch-Nederlandsch woordenboek
met Arabisch karakter. 8vo. Leiden. 1892.

Nieuw Maleisch-Nederlandsch zakwoordenboek. 8vo.

Leiden, 1892.

KnaUTHE, K. —Sclieldwoorden iiit N. Oost-Indie. Am. Ur-
Quell, vol. iii, 1892, p. 6.

KoLLEWiJN, A. M. —Summarised account of the Dutch Indian

possessions. China Kec. vol. xx, 1892, pp. 42-49.

KONING. G. A. de. —De burderlijke gouvernements betrekkingen
in Nederlandsch-Oost-Indie. Voorschriften op de benoem-
baarheid, uitzending, jaarwedden en kostuums der Oost-

Indische ambtenaren, beneveus reglementen, examenpro-
grammas, formatien en andere bepalingen met die betrek-

kingen in verband. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1892, xxii, 579 pp.

KONOW,H. —J Asiens Farvande ombord i en fransk Orlog-smand

ved Middelhavets, Indiens, Bagindiens, Kinas, Japans og
Koreas Kyster. Pts. 1 and 2. 8vo. Kjohenhavn, 1892.

KOORDERS, S. H. —[Culture of the Sono-Kling (Pterocarpusj

tree]. Teijssmania, no. 4, April, 1892.

-Bijdragen tot de kennis der boomllora of Java. II.

Slentel tot de gesclachten en familien der woudboomen van
Java. Nat. Tijd, N. I. vol. Hi, 1893, pp. 259-328.

Kraatz, G.—Weber Tceniodera-SLYien von Java und Malacca.

Deutsch. Ent. Zeit, 1892, pp. 315-320.

Kraft van Ermel, W. K. L. —[Coffee culture.m the Residency

of Palembang.] Tijds. Biniienl. Bestuur,\o\. V\ {\),\^^2.
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Keeemee, J. —Iloe de Javaan zijne zieken Terzorgt. Med. Ned.

Zendel. vol. xxxvi, 1892, pp. 109-128.

"M. L."— The Putri [Gaiidaria] of Mount Ophir. Journ. Sir.

Br. It A. S. no. 24, 1892, p. 165.

M. L. —Pantang- Larang of Negri Sembilan. Journ. Str. Br. B.

A. S. no. 23, 1891, pp. 142-144.

Laats, J. H. J. —De scholen voor zonen van inla-idsclie hoofden
en audere aanzienlijke inlanders en de nieuwe regeling van
het algemeen toezicht op de lagere inlandsche scholen.

Lid. Gids, 1892, pp. 1622-1639.

Lafoe, B. —Tra i Nias ed altri Asiatic!. Geogr. per hitti, 1892,

p. 13.

Lagemann, H. —Das niassische Madchen von seiner gebiut
biszii zeiner Vesheiratung. Tijds. Ind. faal-land-volk, vol.

xxxvi (3), 1893, pp. 296-324.

Lamington. —Voyage an Slam. Bee. Georjr. Intern, no. 202.

1892.

Lane, K. A. —The Philippine Islands. Cosmopolitan, Aug, 1892.

Lecleec, a. —Moeurs et coutumes des Cambodgiens. Bev. Sci.

(Bose), vol. li, 1892, pp. 65-73, 108-112.

Leeesum, p. van. —Kinologische Studien. V. Het alcaloid-

gehalte van de Cinchona officinalis. Xat. Tijds. N. I. vol.

Hi, 1893, p. 33-38.

— Kinologische-Studien. VI. Alcoloid-gehalte van minder
bekende Cinchona-soorten. IVat. Tijds. N. I. vol. lii, 1893,

pp. 76-80.

Lemiee. C. —Les ancieos monuments des Kiams en Annam et au
Tonkin. L'Authrop, vol. iii, 1892, pp. 133-136.

Lewis, G.~On i ew species of Histerid^ and Notes on others.

Anncds Mag. Nat. Hist. (6), vol. xi, 1893, p. 417-430.

=——On some sne'-ies of His^'^riike and one new genus (Borneo).

Ent. Month. Nag. vol. xxviii, 1SS2, pp. 102-104.

LlTH, P, A. van der.— Quelgnes communications au sujet du
Livre des Merveilles de i'lnde. Actes viii Congr. Orient.

(Sect.,MaIay), 1892. pp.1-13.
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—-—Nederlandsch Oost. Indie, ed. 2, 8vo. Leiden, 1892, pts.

1 and 2,

^—-—-Nederlandsch Oost. Indie, pt 3. ed, 2. 8vo. Leiden, 1893,

pp. 129-192, 2 pis.

LOMAN, J. C. C. —Opilioniden von Sumratra, Java und Floras.

Weher' s Zool. Egerh. Eeise. A^. J. vol. iii (1), 1893, pp. 1-

27, pi.

Low Beooke. —The Natives of Borneo [Edited by H. Ling RothJ]

II. Journ. Anthrop, Inst, fol. xxii, 1892, pp. 22-64.

M'GILVARY, D. —The Moosiirs (Cambodia). Chvrch at Romeand
Abroad, Nov. 1892, p. 394.

Matthes, B. F. —Het boek Exodus in het Boeg-ineesch vertaald.

8vo. Amsterdam, 1892.

=Het boek Exodus in het Makassaarsch vertaald. 8vo.

Amsterdam, 1892.

Die Psalmen und die Spruche Salomo's in Macassarische

Sprache ubersetzt. 2 vols. 8vo. Haag, 1892.

Maeee, a. —Un chapitre de la Grammaire Malaise. Actis viii

Congr. Orient (Sect. Malay), 1892, pp. 21-28.

Malais et Chinois. Coup d'oeil dur leurs relations mutuelles

anterieurement a I'airrivee des Portugais dans les Indes

orientales. 8vo. Paris, 1892, 12 pp. [An extract.]

-Un mot sur la lang'ue Javanaise. Actes viii Congr. Orient.

(Sect. Malay), 1892, pp. 29-35.

Meeebueg, J. W.—Lijst van eeinge woorden der Manggaraische
taal. Tijds. Lid. taal-land-volk, vol. xxxv, 1893, pp. 75-109.

Meeewalvt, J. H. —Wijzen de tegenwoordige zeden en ge-
woonte der Batahs nog- sporen aan van een oorspronkelijk

Matriarchaat. Tijd.r. taal-land-voll: N. 1. vol. xli, 1892, p.

197.

Mejow, v.—Bibliographia Asiatica. Bibliographie des livres et
articles des journaux russes, concernant I'Asie la Siberie

exceptee, T. I. L'orient en general. La Chine, la Mand-
chourie, la Mongolie, la Djoungarie, la Coree, le Thibet, le

Japon, rinde, la Perse, le Beloutchistan, la Turquie, I'Arabie,
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i' Afghanistan, I'Asie centrale. Svo. St. Petersburg, 1891-,

iv, 230 pp.

MemoeaxBa of books reg-isterecl in the "Catalogue of books
printed in the Straits Settlements." 1887-1893. fo, Singa-
pore, 1887-1893.

Menopo, J. M.—Menambahi deri kasel dan perdjandjian diboeat

pengakoewan dan de bertigoehken segala hal-hal diantara

Tijd. Ind. taall-and-rolk. vol. xxxv (5 and 6), 1893, pp.
481-497.

Meeewethee, E. M. —Outline of the historj^ of the Bindings from
the 17th century to the present time. Journ, Sir. Br. JR. A.
S. no. 23, 1891, pp 35-47.

Metzgee, E. —Europiiische anseidler in Niderlandisch-Ostindien.

8vo. Hamburg (Gem. Wiss. Yorth. heft 143), 1892.

Meues, J. van. —Pesemah Oeloe Manna op het eiland Sumatra.
Stud. Godsd. Wetensch, 1891, Johig. 23, vol. xxvi, 1892.

Meynees d'Esteey, H.—Le betel ou siri chez les peuples

de rinsulinde. L'Anthrop. vol. iii, 1892, pp. 193-200.

Le sultanat de Kontei (cote est de Borneo). Bev, de

Geofjr. vol xvi, 1892, pp. 327-331.

Elude ethnologique sur le lezard chez les peuples Malais

et polynesiens. IJAnthrop. vol. iii, 1892, pp. 711-719.

MiCHELL, E. B. —A Siamese-English Dictionary for the use of

students in bott lang'uages. 4to. Bangkok, 1892, xix, 323

pp.

MOCQFAED,F. —Voyage de M. Chaper a Borneo. Nouvelle
contribution a la faune de Borneo. 3Ie7n. Sac. Zool. Fr.

vol. V, 1892, pp. 190-206, pi. vii.

MoVEEEES, J. H. —Enkele opmerkingen over het vestigen van
ondernemingen. Indrukken over de Molluken en in't bijzon-

der over Ceram. Ti}dsch\ Ned. Aardr. Genosf. (2) vol. ix,

1892, pp. G54-668.

MOELET, L. —Diagnoses Molluscorum novorum in Indo-China

collectarum. Journ. Conch. 1892 pp. 82-86.——Descriptions d'especes nouvelles, provenant de I'lndo-

Chine. Journ Conch, 1892, pp. 315-329, 3 pis.
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MOEKIS, D. F. VAN Bra AM.—Geschiedenis van het bondgen-
ootschap Masenrempoeloe of Masenre-Boeloe. Tijdschr. taaU
land'volk. N. I. vol. xxxvi, 1892, pp. 149-231.

Nota van toclichting" op het contract gesloten met het

landschap Maiwa (Masenrempoeloe) op den 8-en September
1890. Tijd. Ind. taal-land-volk, vol. xxxvi (2), pp. 152-

163.

Ibid. . . . Batoelappa (Masenrempoeloe) op den 23-en

November, 1890. Tijd. Ind. taal-Iand-voIL vol. xxxvi (2),

1892, pp. 185-192.

Ibid. . . . Doerie (Masenrempoeloe) op den 30-en

September, 1890. Tijdr. Ind. taal-Iamd-voIl\ vol. xxxvi (2),

1892.pp. 164-177.

Ibid. . . . Kassa (Masenrempoelee), op den 23-en
November, 1890. Tijdr. Ind. taal-land-volk. vol. xxxvi

(2), 1892, pp. 178-184.

Ibid Sawietto (Adjatapparang-), op den 30-

en October, 1890. Tijds. Ind. taal-land-volk. vol. xxxvi

(2), 1892, pp. 213-230.

Ibid Soeppa (x\djatapparang) op den 18 en
Juli, 1890. Tijd. Ind. taal-land-volk. vol. xxxvi (2), 1892,

pp. 202-212.

Ibid Alietta (Adjatapparang) op den 20en
Juli, 189 . Tijd. Ind. taal-land-volk. vol. xxxvi (2), 1892,

pp. 193-201.

MuLLER, J. J. A. —De triangulatie van Sumatra. Tijdschr. Ned.
Aard. Genoot. (2), vol. ix, 1892, pp. 1-33.

MULLEE, P. J. —De Zendeling J. J. Bar, en de zending op de
Zuid-Wester-Eilnaden. Stemm. Waarh. Vrede, 1892, pp.
375-391, 457-474.

MULTATULI. —Brieven bijdragen tot de Kennis van Zijne leven.

vol. iv, 1862-1863. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1892, 253 pp.

Neurdenbueg, J. C. —Zendeling-geneesheeren of geneersheer-

zendelingen. Med. Ned. Zendinr/, vol. xxxi, 1892, pp.
222-224.
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Niemann, G-. K. —Bloemlezing uit Maleische g-eschriften, 4 ed of

1st part ; 3rd ed. of 2nd part. 8vo. 'sHage, 1892, Iv, 238
and XXX, 140 pp.

NlJLAND, E.—Schetsen uit Insulinde. 8vo. Utrecht, 1892.

Nji-Sri. —Clara Wildenau Roman. 8vo. Amsterrlam, 1892.

NuR-ED-DiN Muhammed Gilani. —Hidajet el-habib [Malay
traditions]. 4to. 0. Meimantja, 1309, 80 pp.

NuR-ED-DIN. —Ben all Gingi. ben MuhammadHamid ar-Rani

bed halq-essamawat, etc. 4to. Q, Meimanija, 1309, 49 pp.

[40 traditions on the value of knowledge
;

put into Javanese

by Hasan ben Ishdq Fattdni.']

" A. 0." —Siams Aussenhandel. Deutsch. Rundscli. Geogr. vol. xv,

1892, pp. 129-131.

O'Brien, H. A. —An old Minute by Sir Stamford Raffles. Joum.
Str. Br. R. A. S. no. 24, 1891 (Nov.'92), pp. 1-12.

Onnen, H. —lets over middelpuntoleedende kracht. Nat, Tijd.

N. L vol. lii, 1893, pp. 39, 40.

Onnen. —See Figee.

OOSTEEOFF.R. J.—Lady Raffles. Tnd. Gids, 1892, pp. 1368,
13G9.

Ophuijsen, C. a. van. —Batahsche spreehwoorden en spreek-
wijzen. Tijds. Ind. taal-land-volk. vol. xxxv (5 and 6),

1893, pp. 613-639.

Orleans, Henri, prince d'. —Une excursion en Indo-Chine.

De Hanoi a Bangkok. 8vo. Paris, 1892, 98 pp.

OUDEMANS.—[A festival at Buitenzorg]. De Gids, Oct. 1892.

OUSTALET, M. E. —Catalogue des oiseaux rapportes de 1' ile Nias
par M. J. Claine en 1891. Bull. Soc. Philom. vol. viii, 1892,

pp. 107-202.

Pagenotecher, a. —Beitrage zur Lepidoptren Fauna des Ma-
layischen Archipels. 8vo. Wiesbaden (In progress).

Pardo de Taver a, T. H. —Las costumbres' de los Tagalos en
Fillipinas, segun el Padre Plasencia. Rev. contemporanea

(Madrid,) 1892, [20 pp.]
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Flantas medicinales de Filipinas. 4to. Madrid, 1892,

341 pp.

[Paekee, E. H. ] —The old Shan Empire. Rangoon, 1892, 8 pp.

Pennink, H. C. —Verslag- van de diffusieproef gehouden te Kla-

ling van 5 tot en met 11 Augustus, 1891, en vergelijkmg'

der resultaten van rutdiffusie contra molenarbeid ter beoor-

deehng der rentabiUteit, van vervangmg der laatste door de
eerste. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1892, 45 pp.

Peeelaee, M. T. H. —Noordwest en Zuidoost, een orkaan hi

aantocht en Kapitem Aart. Twee schetsen uit Nederlandsch-
Indie 8vo. Amsferdam 1892, 8, 570 pp.

Pleyte, C. M.—Indonesische Masken. Globus, vol. Ixi, 1892,

pp. 321-325, 343-347.

Pleyte. C. M.—Systematische beschrijving van de door de
heeren Planten en Wertheim verzaraelde Ethnographica,
tijdens hun verbUjf op de Zuidwester- en de Zuidoostes-

eilanden. Tijdrschr. Ned. Aard. Gemot. (2), vol. ix, 1892,

pp. 1051-1082.

Some remarks in reference " to Die gegenwiirtige Verbrei-

tung des Blaserohrs und Bogens in Malayischen x\rchipel."

Intern. Arch. Etlmogr. vol. v, 1892, pp. 172-174.

-Pleclitigheden en gebruiken uit den cyclus van het tanii-

lieleven der volken van den Indischen Archipel. Bijdr. taal-

land-i'olh, X. I. (5), vol. vn, 1892, pp. 573-008.

POCOCK,R. I. —Scorpions from the Malay Archipelago. Weber s

Zool. Ergeb. lieise, N. I. vol. iii. (1), 1893, pp. 84-100,

pis. vi.

Supplementary Notes with descriptions of

some new species from Spain and Malaysia. Journ. Linn.

, Soc. vol. xxiv, 1892, pp. 319-326.

-Supplementary notes on the Arachnida and Myriopoda of

• the Mergui Archipelago. Journ. Linn. Soc. vol. xxiv, 1892,

"u pp. 316-318.

Poensen, C. —Eerste Javaansche leesoefeningeu en ]ijst \an

afgeleide en samengestelde vormen, in de eerst Javaansche
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leesoefemngeii voorkoiuende. 2 pts. 8vo. Lcide/i, 1893,

16 and 20 pp.

Bloemlezino- uit Javaaiiscbe Pioza Gesuhrifieii. 8vo-

Leiden, 1892, xxxv, ol2 pp.

POULAIN, C. —Note sur I'lnde fraiicaise. No. 1. 8vo. Chdlom-
sur Saone, 1892, 7 1 pp.

PiiELL, A. —Patoet uit bet leven van een Indisch Officier. 8vo.

Amsterdam (Warendorfs Novel-Bibl.), 1892.

Peijamanah. —Eig-en bloed. Realistisclie Indische Komau.
Lid. Gids, 1893, pp. 723, 892, 1094.

Prsvrnt." —Over de wenschelijkheid van vooibereidende maa-
tregelen tot invoering- van een burgerlijken stand voor de
inlanders op Java en Madoera. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1171-

1196.

QUAN'r, P. C. de, —[The ascent of the Goenoeng Siamat] Tijds.

Binnenl. Bestuur, vol. vi (1), 1892.

QUAELES VAN Affoed, G. C. and J. Valtsz.— Bawean.
Tijdschr. Ned. Aard. Oenoot. (2), vol. ix, 1892, pp. 43-49,

map.

''K." —Huwelijken in Indit'. Ind. Gids, 1893, pp, 385-390.

Raffray, a. and J. Bolivah. —Etude sur les Arthropodes
cavernicoles de I'ile de Luzon. Ann. ^'oc. Ent. France, vol.

Ixi, 1892, pp. 27-34, pi. i

Kegimbart, M.—Notes descriptions de deux Hydrocoptus
(Dytiscidae) nouveaux [Borneo]. Notes Leyden Mus. vol.

xiv, 1892, pp. 11, 12.

Ridley, H. N. —Expedition to the Tahan District, Pahang,
Malay Peninsula. Prov. E. Geogr. Soc. 1892, pp. 533-540.

R[idley], H. N. —Discovery of a stone implement in Sing'apore.

Journ. Str. Br. B. A. >S'. no. 23. 1891, p. 141.

" H. N. R"[idley].— On the occurrence of Petrosavia in Perak.
Journ. Str. Br. R. A. >S\, no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 170-172.

"H. N. R. "—Diamonds in the Malay Peninsula. Journ. Str. Br.

R, A. S. no. 24, 1891 (Nov. '92), pp. 166-167.
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RiNNOOY, J. N. —De voormalige oud-residentie Kisser. Ned.

Zendings, vol. iv, 1892, pp. 65-85.

RiTSEMA, C. —Description of a new species of the Lucanoid genus

Cyclommafvs, and list of the described species (Java). Notes

Ley den Mus. vol. xiv, 1892, pp. 1-6.

A new Lucanoid Beettle from Java. Notes Leyden Mus,

vol. xiv, 1892, p, 31

A new Longicorn Beetle [Amboyna]. Notes Leyden Mus.

vol. xiv, 1892, p. 38.

Cycloinmatus squainosus, a new Lucanid from Borneo.

Notes Leyden Mus. vol. xiv, 1892, p. 54.

-Prosopocoelus tarsalis, a new Lucanid [Borneo]. Notes

Leyden Mus. vol. xiv, 1892 p. 191.

ROELOFS, W.—Description d' une espece nouvelle du genre

Engithopus [Borneo]. Notes Leyden Mus. vol, xiv,

1892, p. 7.

ROGENHOFEE,A. F. —Neue Lepidopteren des K. K. Nat. Hofmus.
Verbs. Vool. hot. Ges, Wein, vol. xlii, 1892, pp. 571-575.

ROOIJ, J. F. A. de. —Heerendiensten. Eene vergelijkende studie.

I7ids. Gids, 1893, pp. 357-384, 560-587.

ROOEDA, T. —Beknopte Javaansche grammatica, benevens een
leesboek tot oefening in de Javaansche taal. ed. 4, 8vo.

Zwolle, 1893, 12, 342 pp.

Rosa, D. —I Lombrichi raccolti nell' isola di Engano dall Dott. E.

Modigliani. Ann. Mus. Genov. (2), vol. xii, 1892, pp. 542-

548.

Die exotische Terricolen des K. K. natur-historischen Hof-
museums. Ann. Hofmus. Wein, vol. vi, 1891, pp. 379-406,

pis. xii and xiv. [See also Ball. Mus. Zool. Torino^ vol, vii.

(114), 1892.]

ROSSKOPF, J. M. —De weeshuizen te Semarang en de pupillen-

school te Gomlong. Een nalezing op een gedachtenwissel-
ing in het Indisch Genootschap. Ind. Gids, 1892, pp. 1214-

1219.

Sandick,— R. A. VAN.—Leed en lief uit Bantam. 8vo. Zutphen,

1892, 241pp.
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SandicK, R. a. —Het laatste boofdstuk van de Ombilien-quaes-

tie.

Sandick, R.A. van —Het zwarte goud op Sumatra. Geschied.

Aardr. Tijdschr. vol. vii, 1892, pp. 183-191.

Een leekenoordeel over een arrest van het Hooggerecht-
shof. De Zaak Cores de Vries. Ind, Gids, 1892, pp. 2267-

2275.

Sandick, see Hooze.

SCHAANK, S. H. —De Kongsi's van Montrado. Bijdrage tot de
geschiedenis en de kennis van het wegen der Chineesche

vereenigingen op de westkust van Borneo. Tijd. Ind. taal-

land-volk, vol. xxxv (5 and 6), 1893, pp. 498-612.

SCHEPMAN,M. M. —Land and fresh water shells collected by
Dr. H. ten Kate in Soemba, Timor, and other East-Indian

Islands. Notes Leyden Mus, vol. xiv, 1892, pp. 145-

160, 1 pi.

S[CHLEGEL], G[ustav]. —Luzon. Toung Pao, vol. iii, 1892,

p. 321.

SCHMELTZ. J. D. E. —Beitrage zur Ethnographie von Borneo. II.

Intern. Arch. Ethiiogr, vol. v, 1892, pp. 232-238.

SCHEWIAKOV,W.—Ueber die geographische Verbreitung dei

Sasswasser-Protogven. Verb. Ver. Heidelhung (n. f.), vol.

iv (5), 1892, pp. 544-567.

SCHIPPEKS, M. H. —Herinneringen uit miju vorigen werkkring
te Maoembi in de Minahassa. Med. Ned. Zendel. vol, xxxvi,

1892, pp. 201-218.

SCHUURMANS,N. D. —Overzicht van het Zendingsveld in Neder-
landsch-lndie. De Doopsgezinde Zending. Aed. Zendings,

vol. iv, 1892, pp. 103-120.

SemPEE, C. —Reisen im Archipel der PhiKppinen Bd. v. Beitrag

zur Indo-Malayischen Lepidopteren-fauna. Abth. i. Die

Tagfalter. Rhopalocera, pt. viii, 4to. Berlin^ 1892, pp. 271-

380, pis. xlvii-xlix.

Senna, A. —Contributions to the knowledge of the family Bren-
thidae. viii. Enumeration of the species known as yet from
Java. Notes Leyden Mus. vol. xiv, 1892, pp. 161-186.
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Shand, W.—The Batak "Microbe" Manuscript. Asiat. Q, Bev,

(2), voL iv, 1892. pp. 201-203.

Sharp, D. —A new species of the Staphylinid genus Trygens.

(Java). Notes Leyden Mus. voL xiv, 1892, p. 61.

Shaepe, R. Bowdlee. —Description of new species of Birds

discovered by Mr. C. Hose on Mount Dulil in N. W.
Borneo. Ihis, 1892, pp. 322-324.

On a collection of Birds from Mount Dulit in North-
western Borneo. Ihis, 1892, pp. 430-442, pis. x and xi.

Sheeboen, C. D. —A Bibliog-raphy of Malaya from Ju^, 1890,

to June, 1891, Journ. Str. Br. JR. A. S., no. 24. 1891
(Nov. 92), pp. 121-164.

SlAM. Teade and Finance. —Trade of the District of Her
Majesty's Consulate-General at Bangkok for 1892. Part
Paper [6855-154], 1893.

-Trade of Chiengmai for 1891. Pari, Paper, (6812-14),
1892.

Trade of Bangkok for 1891. Pari Paper, (6812-12),
1892.

Simon, E. —Arachnides des lies Philippines. Ann. Soc. Ent.

France, vol. Ixi, 1892, pp. 35-52.

SiMEOTH, H. —Uber eine reihe von Vagimda-d^vtQn. Sitzungoher.

Oes Leipszig, vol. xviii, 1892, pp. 58-73, 84-86.

Uber einge Parmanon arten. Weber's Zool. Ergeh. Reise,

N. I. vol. iii (1 ), 1893, pp. 100-110, pis. vii, viii.

Smith, Edgae A. —On a small collection of land shells from
Palawan and Balabac, Philippine Islands. Annals Mag. Nat.

Hist. (6), vol. xi, 1893, pp. 347-353, pi. xviii.

Smith, R. Geose. —Descriptions of three new species of Butter-

flies captured by Mr. D. Gator in British North Borneo, in

the collection of Mr. Grose Smith. Annals Mag. Nat. Hist.

(6), vol. X, 1892, pp. 426-429.

Snellep, p. C. T. —Aanteckeningen over Lepidoptera schadelijk

voor het suikerriet. Tijdschr. Ent. vol. xxxiv, 1892, pp.
341-356, plS; xviii, xix. ,
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Beschrijving- van eenige nieuwe Javaansche 'dagolinders.

Tijdschr. Ent. vol. xxxv, 1892, pp. 133-144, pis. iii, iv.

SOETANMaeadjo Lelo. —T)e denkbeelden van den Heer K. F.

HoPe Over rationeele cultuur contra roofbouw ter Sumatra's
Westkust. Inch Gids, 1892, pp. 2317-2322.

Stahl, E.^Regenfall und Blattgestalt ein Beitrag- zur Pfanzen-
biologie. Ann. jard. hot. Biiitenzorg, vol. xi. (2), 1893, pp.
98-182.

Stakman, M. G. E. —De Minahassa. 8vo. Amsterdam, 1893, 4,

185 ^p.

Standeingee, 0. —Zwei neue C^amxes-arten. Ueutsch. Ent.
Zeit. (Lep.) iv, 1892, pp. 260-263.

=

—

-—Einige neue Rhopalocera aus Nord-Borneo. Deutsch.

Ent. Zeit. (Lep.) iv, 1892, pp. 449-452.

•Ornithoptera andromache, n. sp. Deutsch. Ent. Zeib.

(Lep.) iv, 1892, p. 393.

Stellwagen, a. W.—Sultan Amangkoe-Rat (Tagal wangi).
Eene bladzijde uit de geschiedenis van Mataram. Ind.

Gids. 1892, pp. 1859-1896, 2276-2300.

Stevens, H. V. —Materialen zur Kenntniss der wilden Stamme
auf die Halbinsel Malaka. 4to. Berlin (Veroff. K. Mus.
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